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"Now may be the right time to show your
client how his non - working capital can go
back to work:'
Now that you know where all of your client's capital sits, it may be a good time to borrow against it.
If his capital is tied up in accounts receivable or inventory, we'll let them stand as collateral.
Or we'll accept fixed assets such as equipment or real estate as supplementary collateral. We'll
even work with your client to put together the right combination.
We're BA Commercial Corporation. A BankAmerica Financial Service Company. And we specialize in making business loans that are designed specifically to meet your client's business needs.
You'll find no requirements for compensating balances. No cleanup time. And a fast, fast turnaround rime, .because you cant afford to wait.
So if your client needs to take advantage of an immediate opportunity, suggest some working
capital he can put right to work. Ours.

If you'd like to discuss your company's financial requirements, call or write us at one of the
addresses below.
You'll find capital you can work with. And financing you can live with.
Northeast: Mr. James E. Perrotta, Regional Sales Manager, BA Commercial Corporation,
1105 Hamilton Street, Allentown, Pennsylvania 18101. Phone 215 -437 -8174•
Midwest: Mr. John W. Kenning, Jr., Regional Sales Manager, BA Commercial Corporation,
Suite 110, 2905 Butterfield Road, Oak Brook, Illinois 60521. Phone 312- 655 -9105.
Southeast: Mr. John J. Wynne, Regional Sales Manager, BA Commercial Corporation, Suite
460E, Peachtree- Dunwoody Pavilion, 5775 Peachtree- Dunwoody Road, Atlanta, Georgia 30342.
Phone 404 - 255 -2006.
Southwest: Mr. Frank T Farrell, Regional Sales Manager, BA Commercial Corporation,
Suite 3043,1545 West Mockingbird Lane, Dallas, Texas 75235. Phone 214 - 630 -9833.
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The Controller's Role in Corporate Planning

13

By Robert M. Donnelly
The corp orate co ntro ller is uniquely situated to play the key role in the strategic planning
process. His financial analysis skills will stand him in good stead but effective planning also
depen ds on the ability to coordinate and motivate corporate managers of different departments. Th is ab ility may have to be obtained.

Mission Control Starts in the Controller's Department

27

By Bart P. Hartman, Vincent C. Brenner, Richard A. Lydecker and Jeffrey M. Wilkinson
An efficien t organization needs an effective managem ent system . An essential element of
such a sy stem is the establishment of organizational objectives by top management and
the imp lem entation of goals and plans at lower managerial levels. Because of its key role
as p rovider of in form ation and participant in the solving of problem s, the controller's departm ent b ecomes the vital focus of the m anagement system and is therefore the logical
instigator in estab lishing the com pany's objectives.

Foreign Currency Translation: Survey of Corporate Treasurers

33

By Ike Mathur and David Loy
Few wou ld argu e that the most controversial issue in accounting is foreign currency translation. One prob lem that is of concern to accounting pundits is how and when translation
adjustments sho uld be recorded. Find out what some treasurers are thinking in regard to
this and oth er foreign currency issues.

Participative Budgeting in a Hospital Setting

43

By Marvin A. Feldbush

non

qua

sine

Budget participation at all levels is particularly appropriate for hospitals because managing
these institu tion s —where sophisticated and advanced technology is a
—demands a staff cap able of flexible and innovative handling of emergency situations. Here is
a description of the participative budget process at a 400 -bed hospital.

Accounting
and
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Improving Reported Earnings

49

By John L. Smith
That the com ponents of earnings are subject to external economic conditions which could
make them u nreliable indicators of future earnings is a statement most accountants would
agree with. Improving the quality of reported earnings should ensure, at the very least, that
earn in gs figures are not the product of m anipulations designed purely to increase the
reported in come of th e com pany.

Let's Recognize Dissent in Standard-Making

53

By Richard Vangermeersch
Dissent in financial accounting m ust be reviewed periodically to ascertain the cogency of
opposing views. An analysis of the dissenting views in APB opinions and FASB statements
puts the issue in p erspective and indicates that dissent is increasing.
Certificate of Merit, 1980 -81.
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An Application of Learning Curves to Standard Costing

63

By Jackson F. Gillespie
By incorporating the learning effect into the standard costing system, more meaningful
direct labor variances can be developed. The practical implications of how to apply learning curves to standard costing are analyzed here.
Certificate of Merit, 1980 -81.
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The Allocation of Corporate Indirect Costs

66

By James M. Fremgen and Shu S. Liao
How are indirect cost allocations actually made in business? The latest NAA research
study sheds light on this complex topic. Here is a summary of the report.

Annual
Conference

Challenges to American Industry

68

Approximately 2,400 attend Annual Conference in Hawaii, June 21 -25, where speakers
presented an upbeat look of the economy in general and industry, in particular.

Top Chapters, 1980 -81

72

Winners in the inter - chapter competition are Presidents' Award: Piedmont Winston - Salem;
Stevenson Trophy: Delaware, and Warner Trophy: Lynchburg. Runners -up include Cuyahoga Valley, Diablo Valley, Scottsdale Area, and South Central Indiana.
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The Link Between Service and Membership
Retention
Most of the NAA standing committees — Chapter Operations, Community and Socio- Economic Programs, Education, Marketing and Membership, Planning, Public Relations and Publications —had their first
meetings of the new fiscal year in mid -August. These committees are comprised of
members who have had extensive experience in chapter affairs and, frequently, considerable service as either a national director or vice president. The committees are
dealing with recommendations which come
from the chapters, the councils, the NAA
staff and from special ad hoc committees —the Ad Hoc Committee on Education
and the Program Evaluation Group, to
name two —and from individual NAA members. Your ideas as an interested and involved NAA member are both welcomed by
and needed by the various committees. Times and conditions are
changing at a rapid rate in the environment of management accounting, and varying levels in the NAA structure are giving thoughtful and
deliberate attention to such changes with the goal of giving better
service to the members.
It seems that anything we can do within the NAA to improve member
retention will be a step in the right direction. Improvement in member
retention would be an indication that changes which we are making in
the NAA are having a positive effect. Conversely, an upturn in resignations should indicate to us that we must improve our service to members. This year could well be the year in which the NAA attains a
membership of 100,000. 1 think all of us in the NAA would be pleased
to reach that goal, as such a base will give us the opportunity to have
greater financial resources to support broader services to the membership. But in reaching 100,000, if we do so, we need to remember that
member retention still could be much better than it is now.
Our challenge is to improve our broad -based NAA educational activities to make it impossible for those who are already members to drop
off or for potential members in management accounting to wait any
longer to become members of the NAA.

EMIL SCHARFF
President, 1981 -82
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Robert L. Shultis

FCPA —It's Still With Us.
Nearly all of us have short memories, particularly for unpleasant things. W e are prone to
push such events into the obscure recesses of
our minds and not really do whatever it is we
should do about them. Remember the lines at
the gas stations a summer or two ago?
An article in a recent issue of Forbes, which
described the trials and tribulations of Docutel,
a manufacturer of automated bank teller machines, brought this observation to mind. According to the Forbes article, after discovering
how deeply in trouble Docutel was, Jack Meredith, the chairman, "hired a comptroller to get
Docutel's financial house in order. He even listened to him."
As controllers (or comptrollers) or management accountants, we should be troubleshooters and bearers of early- warning alerts. We
should be "listened to," especially when we
have something to say. The present situation
with regard to the Foreign Corrupt Practices
Act (FCPA) brings these somewhat divergent
thoughts a little closer together.
You will recall that Congress passed this bill
and the President signed it into law amid a flurry of excitement and national breast beating after some disclosures of allegedly "corrupt practices" of U.S. corporations operating overseas.
(It turned out that most of these companies
were doing just what their foreign competition
was doing —that is, generally conforming to local business practices —but that's beside the
point.) Now, with the regulatory climate
changed, enforcement of and prosecution under this law are being de- emphasized. Consideration also is being given to modifying it.
The flurry over the second section of the
Act —the internal accounting control provision —also has subsided, almost as quickly as it
arose. Books were issued. Task forces were
organized. Conferences were held. Etc. Etc.
You will recall it became known as the "full employment act for internal auditors." However,
now it seems to have become another display
6
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of management pyrotechnics which occurs so
frequently in today's business climate.
Nevertheless, the law Is still on the books.
The FCPA is still with us.
And we suggest that it is our job as controllers and management accountants to keep
management aware of this fact, whether or not
administration of the law is vigorous or prosecution under it imminent. Why? Because compliance with the law — particularly with the second section on adequate internal accounting
controls —is good business. The well - controlled
company, of whatever size, is the well -managed and successful company as well.
Adequate, or proper, internal accounting
control does not mean forcing an organization
into a straitjacket, nor does it mean obtaining
17 approvals on every requisition for a box of
pencils. (Recently, we've heard of a multibillion dollar company where the chairman has
decreed that he, and he alone, would approve
all capital expenditures over $25,000.) Over control is no control! Levels of authority should
be commensurate with levels of responsibility,
and both should be appropriate to the particular
set of circumstances.
Good internal accounting control is, instead,
as much a question of attitude as anything else.
What do we mean by attitude or climate, and
where is the management accountant involved? Let's take the second part of the question first. The management accountant, by
training and by inclination, is the member of the
management team best qualified to see that
the climate favorable and that the attitude is
positive. But he or she can't take the skyrocket
approach. Circumstances change; new conditions arise. With each of these, the management accountant must be control conscious
and must see to it that the appropriate levels of
control are introduced at the time the new circumstance, whatever it may be, comes to light.
Also, the management accountant must inculcate in other members of management the
philosophy mentioned earlier —that a well -controlIed organization is a well -run organization
and generally a successful one as well. When
the appropriate control "climate" exists, the
necessary rules and regulations seem to follow,
and are followed, almost automatically, whether they are fully codified or not.
With a reasonable set of control policies and
procedures that are well- communicated and
well- understood, with management setting the
example by adopting a control attitude and adhering to its own policies, and with the management accountant monitoring them for instances
of both undercontrol and overcontrol, we need
not fear the FCPA. Instead, we should consider
it a positive force in today's business world.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1981

Management
Accounting
Practices
Louis Bisgay, Editor

MAP Statement Update —Views
Solicited
An announcement was made last month of the
availability of Statement on Management Accounting No. 1A, "Definition of Management
Accounting." The preface to the Statement describes the methodology that will be followed in
the development of future MAP statements.
One aspect is the early announcement of a
project's existence and the encouragement of
comments by readers of this magazine.
The MAP Committee recently has begun to
develop papers on two categories within the
framework for management accounting —Concepts and Objectives. By concepts, the Committee has in mind the underlying principles that
are central to the profession of management
accounting. NAA expects to do for management accounting what the Financial Accounting
Standards Board did for financial accounting
and reporting in its publication of Concepts
Statement No. 2— "Qualitative Characteristics
of Accounting Information." The objectives of
management accounting will consider principal
functional subsets of management accounting
(internal reporting, external reporting, planning,
etc.) and examine how the management accountant's role within the organization lends itself to fulfillment of the varying responsibilities.
We are very much interested in any ideas
you may have regarding Concepts and Objectives. This is your opportunity to contribute to
the creation of a conceptual framework for
management accounting. Please write to Louis
Bisgay at the national office.

New Rules Proposed on Foreign
Currency Issue
The Financial Accounting Standards Board
moved one step closer to new standards of accounting for foreign currency translation with
8

the release of a revised proposal. This exposure draft retains the current -rate method of
translating from a foreign "functional currency"
to U.S. dollars that was proposed in an earlier
draft in August 1980. The principal differences
between the two versions are that additional
guidance has been provided on determining
the functional currency, significant modifications regarding intercompany transactions have
been made, and special provisions for translating from the currencies of nations experiencing
hyperinflation have been added.
FASB Statement No. 8, issued in October
1975, currently is in force and is the principal
authority governing accounting for foreign currency translation. The statement's reconsideration resulted from the Board's call in 1978 for
comments on all statements then in effect for
two or more years. More than 200 letters addressed the foreign currency requirements,
many of them critical of the volatility of reported
earnings and an apparent lack of consistency
between true economic effects of economic
rate changes and the accounting effects resulting from the application of Statement No. 8.
The new proposal, like its predecessor, received affirmative votes of four Board members, while three dissented. The minority favored retaining Statement No. 8 with certain
modifications designed to be responsive to the
chief criticisms of the original statement.
The deadline for comments on the proposed
statement is September 28. The Board plans to
issue a final statement to supersede No. 8, by
the end of 1981. It would become effective for
1983, with earlier implementation permitted.

MAP Comments on Pension Costs
The Management Accounting Practices Committee stated NAA's positions on the issues
contained in the FASB Discussion Memorandum, "Employers' Accounting for Pensions and
Other Postemployment Benefits," in a letter to
the Standards Board and in testimony given on
July 14 at a public hearing in New York. Francis
R. McAllister, controller of ASARCO, Inc. and a
member of the MAP Committee, gave the oral
presentation at the hearing, assisted by NAA
staffer James Mammone.
Accounting for pensions is a complex subject
with many ramifications regarding the amount
recognized by the employer as expense for a
period and the liability at the end of a period.
The Board no doubt will be sorely challenged
by prevailing diverse viewpoints. For a copy of
the NAA written comments, write to Ms. Rosemarie Coppola at the NAA National Office.
70
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How Effective Is Your MIS Function?
Is the MIS group at your company isolated from
the other parts of your company? On a scale of
one to ten, where would you rate the effectiveness of your MIS group and the level of understanding of your computer's capabilities? Do
the MIS people you deal with understand your
function and your processing information
needs?
The answers from most people to these and
similar questions usually point to a common
problem: there is a gap in management's and
user's understanding of the MIS function. This
gap leads to a lack of involvement in MIS- related work at all levels of the company. Unless
something is done to address this gap, the return on the company's investment in the MIS
function will be considerably less than expected by top management.
The degree of MIS effectiveness and productivity depends directly upon the degree of involvement and understanding on the part of
non -MIS management and users. If this is so,
how do organizations address this gap and
bring about the desirable involvement and understanding.
Involvement
One successful approach is the use of an
MIS steering committee, This committee is
made up of high -level user management (usually board level) . It reviews the long -term, strategic MIS plans and the shorter -term action
plans which support the strategic plans. It reviews the status of current development efforts
and decides the priorities of computerized applications which are yet to be developed. It also
can be a feedback mechanism to MIS on the
level of service provided to its users. Because
this committee decides on where the MIS efforts should be allocated, there is assurance
that the MIS resources are being applied where
10

they are needed most. The committee assures
ongoing management involvement in the MIS
function. (See August MIS column)
Sometimes the make -up of a steering committee can cause a hindrance to a company:
members are either too high in the organization
or too low. These companies have successfully
implemented another approach, that of assigning an MIS analyst to specific user areas. Under this approach, the MIS representative sits
in on staff meetings and problem sessions. He
or she becomes part of the solution by bringing
computer experience to the day -to -day business process. This approach also brings about
user involvement in the MIS function because
of the frequent contact between the user and
the MIS rep.
Another approach is the use of a user approval procedure for all major user requests for
MIS services. This approach establishes user
management approval levels for varying levels
of expenditures which the user is asking the
MIS function to make. This procedure requires
user management to approve the expenditures
involved with the development, implementation, and ongoing operation of a computerized
application requested by the user. This procedure usually insures that cost and benefit presentations are channeled to appropriate user
management so that informed approvals take
place. An offshoot of this approach is to charge
out all MIS efforts to users' budgets "above the
line," so that user management is forced to get
involved with the degree of the budget which is
allocated to MIS.
The MIS function can do a number of things
to bring about user involvement. One is to use
the top -down, structured design approach in
developing computerized systems. This approach calls for designing computer specifications in conceptual levels, beginning at the
highest conceptual description of the process
to be computerized, and then proceeding
downward to the lowest level, which are technical specifications which a programmer can understand. This approach requires that users understand and agree with each level of specification before the MIS people proceed to the
next lowest level. As a result, it brings about a
lot of user involvement throughout the computerization process.
Another MIS development approach is to
generate a prototype or model of the application to be computerized before the actual development effort begins. This approach allows
the user to see the input, processing, and output of the new system before any logic and file
designs are set in concrete; it also shows the
user exactly what the system will do and usual10, 10, 31
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Letters
TO THE EDITOR

Ever get the feeling when
your work is behind, you're alone?
Measuring Indirect Costs
I enjoyed John Reeve's article, "Could
Your Company Pass a Government
Contract Inspection ?" (March '81).
I fully agree that the determination of
cost reasonableness is a difficult and elusive task. I first encountered this problem when I was assigned as an ACO
and had to certify that costs were "reasonable," but really had no objective basis for making such a judgment. This
situation led to my doctoral research in
the area which is summarized in an abstract titled, "An Empirical Investigation into the Behavior of Indirect Costs
in Relation to Type of Procurement Instrument" from the University of Missouri- Columbia.
As I received significant support from
the U.S. Navy and the Defense Supply
Agency on this project, I feel an obligation to make the research available to
those within the government who might
find it useful. If NAA members would
like a copy of the abstract, please let me
know.
John A. Caspari
Associate Professor and Chairman
Department of Accounting
Bradley University
Peoria, 111.

111
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I recently read "Is There Life Insurance
After Retirement ?" (Jan.'81) in which
is published an example whereby a corporation will fund a $500,000 post -retirement death benefit through a RLR
(retired life reserves) plan. The article
indicated that "because the insured employer has no pre- retirement vesting in
the RLR fund, the current contributions do not represent taxable income to
the employee." However, the IRS has
not yet ruled on the tax effect to the
employee receiving the post- retirement
benefit.
The Internal Revenue Code states
that in the case of level contributions to
11110 70
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The Controller's Role
in Corporate Planning
The implementation of the strategic planning process is a natural
extension of the control aspect inherent in the controller's function.

By Robert M. Donnelly
The scope of the modern controller's responsibilities is expanding in more and more companies to
encompass coordinating the planning activities associated with the annual planning cycle. Strategic
planning is becoming recognized as the most effective way to manage as we move into the turbulent
80s. Strategic planning is a conceptual exercise
that establishes a framework for strategic management decisions that will affect the future of the
company.
The controller is uniquely positioned to capitalize on this opportunity to expand his horizons
considerably. In major corporations the controllers who have been able to administer effectively
the strategic and operating planning cycles have
gone on to participate in management of some of
the new businesses that evolved out of the strategic planning process. In addition, the controller
involved in planning is positioned to assess the
financial viability of embryonic strategies in terms
of their long -term financial requirements thanks
to his intimate knowledge of the financial structure of the organization.
Strategic planning is an iterative integrated
managerial accounting exercise. It is financially
fine tuning the organization by establishing a dis0025- 1690/81 /6303 - 0001 /$01.00/0

cipline of constantly measuring performance
against the short -term annual budget, as well as
the strategic milestones and their related capital
expenditures that are built into the operating plan,
which evolves out of the strategic plan. Let's explore how the controller gets involved.

0

The Start of Real Planning
In most companies strategic planning gets started by the chief executive officer getting bit by the
"planning bug." This can happen in a variety of
ways: the CEO can read about it in a magazine,
can be introduced to it by one of his peers at lunch
or the club, can attend a seminar on strategic
planning, or can simply decide that if other companies have used it successfully maybe his company should try it, too. In any case, the first step in
the process is to identify an administrator, or coordinator, of the planning process. Because planning concepts have to be financially quantified before any decision can be made, and if implemented then have to be controlled —who is better qualified to do both than the controller? In addition,
the controller manages the budgeting and is the
keeper of all of the historical management information critical to starting the strategic planning
process.
It almost becomes a natural extension of the
Copyright ©1981 by the National Association of Accountants
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the executive vice
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Donnelly lectures and
writes extensively on
strategic planning
topics.
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The greatest
contribution
the controller
can make to
the planning
process is by
providing
financial
education to
line managers.
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controller's duties for him to become the administrator of the planning cycle. In order to do this
the controller has to be one of the first members of
the management team to familiarize himself with
the fundamentals of strategic planning. In most
cases, the controller assumes the position of being
the right hand of the CEO in the implementation
of the strategic planning exercise. It is a natural
extension of the control aspect inherent in the
controller's function.
Strategic planning starts with the introduction
of the concept to senior management, or those
who report directly to the CEO, which would include the controller. At that introductory session
it should be made clear to those present that the
controller will be available for consultation on the
process, with the financial support to analyze strategies, and will function as the coordinator of the
exercise.
The formalized strategic planning process starts
at some agreed upon time shortly after the initial
presentation, and usually begins with the management team getting back together for about two
days, when each member of the team presents his
individual perceptions of the internal and external
strengths and weaknesses of the business.
As this kind of presentation unfolds, it usually
becomes obvious that there is a divergence of
perceptions as to the overall strengths and weaknesses of the organization. Sometimes these perceptions differ from the CEO's. But strategic planning's basic thrust is to bring the management
team together by enabling team members to identify with the same problems and opportunities to
work toward the same common goals and objectives_
Out of this first formal planning session should
come either a dictated set of strengths and weaknesses by the chief executive officer, or the management team's concensus of the same. In any
case, the assignment for the team at the end of this
first session is to take the agreed -upon strengths
and weaknesses and develop strategies which will
emphasize the organization's strengths and improve, or overcome, its weaknesses. The assignments are then given to each member of the management team as they relate to his or her expertise
and area of responsibility. The controller should
plan to give financial guidance to each respective
manager.
The second formal session should take place after a reasonable period of time is allowed to get all
the work done (which in most cases is about a
month to six weeks), and should be at least a two day session during which all of the proposed
strategies are thoroughly discussed by the management team. Out of this discussion will come
tentative viable strategies, some that will be discarded as unachievable, and others as modified
"group" strategies.

This session's function is to produce a set of
achievable strategies that the group agrees can be
accomplished with existing resources and that appear to be economically attractive. Then the respective managers must "price -out" these strategies with the help of the controller's staff. In other
words, analyze: how much will the strategy cost?
Who will be accountable for getting it done? How
long will it take? And what will be the projected
results of implementing these plans?
This second session analysis necessitates involvement of subordinate management and is usually a longer process because of the level of detail
required in planning the best possible moves. And,
as a result, this detailed preliminary analysis may
result in some strategies being scrapped.
The third session is spent reviewing the second
session's analytical results. And the number of
strategies to be reviewed will determine the length
of the third session — usually not more than two
days because not too many strategies survive to
this phase. The surviving strategies coming out of
the third meeting will constitute the basis for developing the mission statement of the company
and the strategic planning document.
The last phase consists in putting the strategic
plan document together and writing a cohesive
narrative of the combination of strategies_ This
document is then communicated to management
and becomes the basis for developing operating
plans and budgets.
It is now up to the management team to implement the strategic plan, measure its performance,
and periodically update the plan and organization
as business conditions warrant. Strategic planning
sets the parameters for a company's long -term
growth by identifying opportunities and setting in
motion a series of chronological planning activities to exploit them. The process constitutes setting futuristic goals and objectives and working
back in time to plan for the specific subsets of the
overall plan. These subsets are generally referred
to as operating plans and are usually three -year
periods of time.
Contained in the first year of the operating plan
is the budget or the month -by -month tasks that
must be accomplished to make the operating plan
a reality,
The strategic plan identifies opportunities in a
prioritized fashion, with the most important heading the chronological order of action plans or strategies to be implemented. Those deemed lower
priority strategies have a longer implementation
schedule and may, or may not, be dependent on
the success or failure of higher priority action
plans. The strategic plan encompasses all of these
strategies and is based on the assumption that the
total plan is achievable.
The operating plan is developed from the most
important action plans and coordinated by the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1981

controller. It is important to understand that the
life of a strategy can range from a few months to
several years. The operating plan contains all of
the strategies for the first three years of the strategic plan and their respective time - phased capital
expenditures.
Some strategies may begin and end in the budget year, start at the beginning of the budget year
and end in one of the operating plan years, or
begin and conclude in the operating plan years.
The development of the operating plan initiates
the detailed planning process of fitting the plan's
conceptual framework into a more specific set of
action objectives with timetables . This is where
the controller 's real involvement as an administrator and financial planning consultant begins. The
process is begun by laying out the chronological
order of strategies and their respective time
frames.

should be made aware of them by the controller.
Figure 1 illustrates the interaction of strategic
planning with operating plans and budgets.
The Controller as Planning Coordinator
The major problem controllers have in taking
on the responsibility of planning coordinator is
that it represents a major change in "image."
Controllers are thought of as bean counters, accountants, and are generally considered to be
dealing with the past ( historical data ). Planning
is futuristic. In addition , controllers keep talking
that funny language which no one else in the company really understands , and if we can ' t understand what the controller is trying to tell us about
the financial results now, how are we ever going to
understand planning?
Figure 1

Operating Plan
Once the operating plan has been developed, it
can be folded into the budgeting activity and the
preparation of the overall operating plan. To
reemphasize: the operating plan provides the control mechanism to measure progress against strategic milestones. In addition , this process allows
for the identification of capital expenditures for
the planning period so that prudent financing can
be arranged . Arraying these strategies guarantees
the opportunity for human resources planning
and development of organizational structures in
advance of implementation.
After these jobs have been done, the budget
year then becomes the most detailed month -bymonth set of goals and objectives crucial to an
effective operating plan and , finally, the strategic
plan. As this process becomes the managerial discipline it should be, one operating plan flows into
the next , and the whole exercise becomes a tremendously valuable managerial activity.
Operating plan strategies should be evaluated
on a quarterly basis. Because of their independency and the significance of the capital expenditures
associated with each action plan, it is critical that
the performance of each strategy be carefully synchronized with the overall operating plan . The interaction of the budget with the operating plan
determines the future impact of the present business conditions. This kind of futuristic barometer
is an integral part of sound business planning.
Moreover, budget and operating plan interaction produces a continuing demand for contingency planning . Good budgets are developed on a
range of potential business situations of pitfalls
and opportunities . Well -done budgets contain scenarios ranging from the most optimistic to pessimistic forecasts, and project financial results. In
turn, these potential situations each have an impact on planned strategies, and management
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Unfortunately , in many companies the controller is misunderstood because he does not take the
time to educate the rest of the management team
about the financial ramifications of different business decisions. However, planning is a great opportunity for the controller to overcome that image problem because planning has to be explained.
The process of planning requires other managers
1�

to become more financially oriented because all
plans have to eventually be financially quantified.
This exercise has to involve the controller and in
the process the controller and the manager should
work together as a team.
So the best way for the controller to start out as
the planning coordinator is to have a planning orientation session to explain the purpose of the exercise. This orientation session has to be attended by
the CEO and the CEO must support the process.
The second major problem controllers have as
planning coordinator is the schedule and getting
everyone to adhere to the schedule. Unfortunately, again, in too many companies, controllers send
out "budgeting" schedules in the form of a schedule stapled to a bunch of forms with a note that
says, "Please fill these forms out and get them
back to me according to the attached schedule."
This approach will get an equally impersonal response in the form of haphazardly completed
forms, or no forms at all. This scenario creates
part of that image problem because everyone mentally concludes; here come those damn forms
again and the controller will be bugging me if I
don't do something.
The right way to solicit cooperation in the planning process is to explain to managers why it is
important to get their best input, how to fill out
the forms, and to offer to be helpful and available
for consultation. When the controller takes on the
responsibility of planning coordinator it becomes

comparing all of those plans to the financial criteria necessary for the overall profitable growth and
stability of the company.
Perhaps the greatest contribution that the controller can make to the planning process is providing financial education to line managers so that
they have a better appreciation for how their actions impact the company. This learning experience also contributes to the team concept of good
planning and the controller acts as the facilitator
in this educational process.
The next key phase of team planning is management reporting, which also falls under the controller's responsibility. Most controllers produce the
standard financial statements and each month
there is an agonizing management meeting where
the controller "goes over" the financial results
line -by -line.
Unless the management team has a financial
background this process literally leaves them cold,
unsure as to what actually happened as a result of
their individual actions last month. Good planning creates a slightly different way of looking at
results by concentrating on trends and the analysis of the impact of those trends in the future. A
planning technique that is particularly effective is
looking at key performance indicators every
month (Table 1).
Key performance indicators are those volume related six or seven factors that drive the business —those most significant results that impact
everything else in the business and act as barometers for the future. The controller is the keeper of
Table 1
this data and is responsible for producing the key
Key Performance Indicators
performance indicators' report. When constructed
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep
properly, this report will summarize all of the perSales reps productivity
tinent information the management team really
Average revenue product
needs to react to short -team problems and opporMonths -on -hand linv.l
tunities. More important, the constant use of key
Days -of -sales outstanding
Mean time between product
performance indicators focuses management's atfailure
tention on the interactions of all aspects of the
Absenteeism
business, and each component clearly has an inNew accounts
terrelationship with the others- So the controller
should blend the concept of key performance india natural extension of the budgeting exercise into cators into the introduction and explanation of
a more conceptual and futuristic process. Schedul- planning. These indicators represent trends that
ing is an integral part of planning. The controller have a significant impact on future planning.
Another important problem for controllers
has to be the enforcer and work with management
when
they first take over the planning responsibilto help it meet the planning schedule.
ity
is
that they, themselves, often are unfamiliar
The third problem controllers have when they
first take on the responsibility of planning coordi- with planning. If, in turn, they don't have the
nator is that they have to summarize all of the right level of authority to implement their newrespective managers' plans into the overall compa- found responsibility it becomes an even greater
ny plan. This summary also requires evaluation, challenge.
In the case where the controller is unfamiliar
which means that the controller has to become
familiar with all aspects of the business. In reality with planning there are two quick solutions, atthis is a great opportunity for the controller but tend a seminar and get some good books on planalso represents a delicate political needle to ning. A third alternative might be to visit other
thread. The controller is faced with making an controllers who are involved in planning to get
evaluation of an operating manager's plan and their advice.
16
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Even with this knowledge, however, the only
way the controller can be effective is to have the
authority to command a response to the planning
guidelines, schedules, and forms. The controller
should clearly control the process.

Table 2
Typical Set of Instructions
Interoffice Memo

The Coordination Process

TO:

The planning cycle begins with the controller
developing the planning guidelines in a memoranda format for signature by the CEO (Table 2).
The guidelines should include: an overall statement of the inherent responsibility of managers to
plan and budget, the corporate planning assumptions, financial return expectations for individual
businesses, the planning timetable, and forms with
explanations on how to complete them. The next
step should be a brief meeting to go over the
memo with all respective operating unit managers
and their planning coordinators (usually divisional budget analysts) to resolve any questions about
the schedule, assumptions, or how to complete the
forms.
Then the controller becomes both the counselor
and the policeman. The forms are collected when
due and the controller begins to array all the data
from the respective business units and compares
them for reasonableness and growth, or decline,
from historic patterns. This comparative data
analysis process is best done by the controller and
his group so that it can present the overall corporate consolidated planning results.
The controller's group also should be responsible for scheduling the planning review meetings
between the business unit manager team and the
corporate management group, which should include the controllers and respective divisional
budget analysts. Minutes of those meetings are
usually kept by the controller.
Once the plan has been approved, it has to be
seasonalized, calendarized, or spread -by- month.
The controller then begins the second phase of
becoming the planning coordinator by producing
the monthly management reports to commence
the control phase of the process.

FROM:

Controlling the Strategic Plan
Monthly management reports should contain:
• A one -page narrative on the nature of the business (Table 3).
• The Key Performance Report.
• Several Charts or Graphs of the Most Important Indicators.
• The Financial Statements.
This format allows for a fairly thorough discussion of operations so that when the financial statements are reached they represent the results of the
business trends discussed in the narrative, portrayed by the key performance indicators, and ilMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1981

Divisional CEO's, General Managers, (etc.)
Corporate CEO

RE: Annual Operating Plan Schedule and Guidelines
This package includes the forms to be completed for our annual
operating plan exercise. You are also expected to develop a
narrative on your respective operations that addresses:
• Summary & Highlights (this year vs. next)
• Key Problems & Opportunities
• Marketing Summary with Product Line
Profit & Loss discussions
• Strategies: (by strategy)
Description of the strategy.
Why it is necessary.
Who will be responsible for it.
How long will it take to implement.
How much will it cost.
What is the expected return on the investment.
• Asset Management, including strategies in the capital
spending projection.
• Organization, with manpower comparisons.
We would also like to know of all of your planning assumptions
with as much rationale as possible. Please discuss this with your
budget coordinator if you have any questions. For planning purposes use the following overall guidelines:
Compensation: Exempt - Cost of living 7% across the board
Meritorious 10% avg. by department
Nonexempt - Cost of living 7% across the board
Meritorious 9% avg, by department
Inflation factors: Materials and utilities 15%
All other expenses
10070
Financial Returns: On capital expenditures (investments) 15%
Profit on sales
100/0
In addition, we expect to receive projections for your respective
businesses as follows:
Sales by product
Standard cost by product
Expenses

September 30
October 31
November 30

Your complete operating plan is due in my office by the end of
the first week in December. We will begin operating plan review
meetings in the second week in December, and you should be
prepared for at least a three -hour meeting on your plan. The
schedule of these review meetings will be sent to you later this
year. As in the past you should plan to make a presentation of this
year's plan highlighting the key performance indicators and your
contingency plans for greater than or less than plan performance.
After your respective operating plan has been approved, you
should also be prepared to discuss individual compensation plans
to accomplish the goals and objectives set forth in the operating
plan.

Table 3
Monthly Management Report

ABC Division
Management Report for the Month of
($000's)
Actual sales for
of $X were 97% of plan, but 105%
of
last year. Especially good performance was
accomplished with our new line of Y products. On a year -to -date
basis, we are 95 To of plan and 101% of last year.
Cost for
were on budget, which brings year -to -date
cost to 98 07o of plan. Slow- moving inventories are being analyzed
and special promotions are being planned to dispose of those
products by the end of the quarter.
Expenses for
were 4% over budget primarily due to
accelerating promotions for Y products that were budgeted for
later periods. This brings year -to -date expenses to 101076 of
budget. Total full year expenses are expected to be only 95 076 of
budget as a result of planned reductions in travel and sales
meetings in the second half.
Profits for
were 5 076 below budget, which brings
year -to -date performance to 97 07o of plan. Full year profitability
is still expected to come in on budget.
Total manpower for
is still six below plan, two in
production and four in the field sales force. Active recruiting is
under way.
Collection of receivables is slightly behind plan, but this has
been identified as a timing problem and not a collection issue.
About $X of inventory has been determined to be obsolete and
will be written off in the next accounting period.

lustrated on the charts and graphs. The controller
should present this report to management, attend
the management meeting, and follow up on any

_

$
$
$

26 -50
51-99.
100 or more

$

The Quarterly and First Half Reviews also require the controller to develop reports on capital
expenditures and progress against the strategic
milestones represented by those expenditures. The
progress, or lack thereof, of strategies can cause a
realignment of strategic priorities, which is usually decided at these quarterly review meetings. The
controller is responsible for monitoring these
changes and incorporating these decisions in the
upcoming annual planning process,
So the role of the controller as coordinator of
the planning process encompasses: developing the
initial plan, monitoring progress against that plan,
and updating the plan based upon management's
ability to make the plan happen.
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"action items" for the next meeting.
The next step in the process is the First Quarter
Review. The First Quarter Review is a mini -budgeting activity that requires the controller to develop a quarterly review memo and forms with
instructions. The controller has to monitor the
quarterly data collection process, prepare the presentation, and attend the quarterly reveiw meeting.
Monthly management reports are developed for
the next three months. The First Half Review is
similar to the First Quarter Review with comparisons of the first six months actual to the same six
months of last year, and the six months budget.
The last six months of last year, the budget, and a
projection of the balance of the year make up the
review package. A nine -month review is not required because you are back in the planning cycle
for the next operating plan.
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MAKING SOFTWARE DECISIONS?

Your.next software
system is probably
on this list
Tlx Largest, Most Compmbensive List of Application Software
Currently Availablefrom One Sounx

people don't have to be data processing
professionals to use it. But coupled with
our General Ledger system, even greater
Benefits are possible:
(1) you have the best, W i t h ins ta lla ti o n

MSA READY -TO- INSTALL
SOFTWARE
I. General Ledger
2. Financial Informa tion & Control

growth averaging more

most advanced finan- than 31°% a yearforten
cial system available, year. over MaoMSA

3. Fixed Assets Accounting
4. Financial Forecasting & Modeling
5. Payroll Accounting
6. Pe rsonnel Mana gement & Reportin

g

7. Accounts Receivable
8. Accounts Payable
9. Supplies Inventory Control
& Purchasing
10. Procurement Matching
HECK THIS UST. No o ther so ft-

ware company in the country
offers such a comprehensive choice
of systems.
As a result, you don't have to wait
for software, tie up your data processing
resources, or pay the enormous development costs of in -house design. You can
install the MSA systems you need in a
much shorter time.
Instead
among
differeof
nt picking
packagesand
(or choosin
vendors,
more and more companies are making
MSA their software company. Of course,

an d (2) y o u

g e t as -

systems are in use today
in 250 of the Fortune

tonishing flexibility. dre,
g0DCDret
on ntesandhunFor example,
fins,
you can retrieve his- many with their first
computer.
torical information
from the database, develop and refine
plans and forcasts, then automatically
generate budget transactions back into
the special Budget Module for top down
budgeting.
MANAGE YOUR CASH
The MSA Accounts Receivable System
dramatically -simplifies receivables management and greatly stimulates cash flow.
It automatically hi Thlights unauthorized d edu ctions an unearned discounts, and can forecast cash flow
through customer payment history. It
even interfaces with Dun & Bradstreet

duplicate records are eliminated. For the
first time, you can have a single source
for all current human resources information— payroll, tax and personnel
management.
Systems are in compliance with
EEOC. ERISA and OSHA requirements.
And new changes are automatically
issued to update your systems as accounting guidelines change and government
legislation is enacted.
PRACTICAL SOFTWARE
Our approach is to install software that
helps you to get jobs done. We specialize
in ready- to-use. application softwa re.
We pioneered and perfected many
Of the systems currently in use worldwide. Our list of systems is constantly
updated and improved to keep pace wit i

the changing needs of your company.
Our methodology is bock practical and
productive.
MSA Industry Specialists are experts in government, education, financial, insurance, health care and manufacturing industries. By understanding
the problems most frequently encountered (and the terminology) they are
resources you can use.
CALL NOW
We have prepared support material with
all the facts and information to evaluate
the systems listed here. Everything is
available without obligation.
For more details, please contact
Robert Carpenter at Management
Science America (404) 262 -2376. Telex
54%38. Or send this coupon.
r ------------------- - - - - --I
i
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MANAGEMENT SCIENCE AMERICA
3445 PEACHTREE ROAD, N.E.
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30326
j Please send more information about MSA
application software, including the systems listed here (write numbers):
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Install our Procurement Matching
System and you get added flexibility.
This system integrates three important
functions— purchasing, receiving and
accounts payable.

t COMPANY

speed and economy aren't the only reaMANAGE YOUR RESOURCES
sons. What counts is the quality and
compatibility of our products.
The MSA Payroll System is one of the
most popular accounting systems in the
MANAGE YOUR FINANCIALS
country.
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Data Sheet
Robert F. Randall, Editor

CFOs Are Younger, Smarter
The profile of the average chief financial officer
today is that of an individual with the title vice
president— finance, 49 years old, with an advanced degree, and earning $146,284. These
are the conclusions of the latest survey of chief
financial officers of the 1,000 largest industrials
undertaken by Heidrick & Struggles, an executive search firm based in Chicago. The most
demanding area for CFOs is financial planning
(48.9%), followed by administration of financial department (25.8%). More than half of
the CFOs of companies with $2 billion or more
in sales enjoy more than $225,000 in compensation. Eight out of ten of the CFOs report their
organization is allocating greater resources to
productivity improvement today than was true
five years ago. The most frequently mentioned
component of productivity improvement programs was modernization of plant and equipment (88.3%), followed by better utilization of
production workers (82.1 % ) , and better utilization of management employees (66.9%). Of
those surveyed, 51.1 % said their corporation
currently has a corporate -wide productivity improvement program. Single copies of the report, "Profile of a Chief Financial Officer," are
available by writing Heidrick & Struggles, Inc_,
125 S. Wacker Drive, Chicago, III. 60606.

20

ments for liquid assets for U.S. corporations as
a whole." Traditional ratios clearly show a deterioration but "The issue is largely one of emphasis, that is, whether the emphasis placed on
traditional measures is still appropriate, given
annual inflationary outlooks of approximately
9% to 10 %." The study is titled "The Impact of
Inflation on Corporate Finance."

University of Illinois, Arthur Andersen
Rated Tops in Accounting
The University of Illinois was rated the school
with the best undergraduate accounting program in a survey of university and college accounting department chairmen, conducted by
the Public Accounting Report. The University of
Texas placed second in the survey by the Atlanta -based newsletter. Asked to name the
three accounting firms they would recommend
to graduates, the department chairmen gave
highest rankings, respectively, to Arthur Andersen; Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., and Price
Waterhouse.

How to Select a Financial Package
There are six basic criteria that managers
should follow in selecting a financial modeling
package; ease of use; flexibility; power (pre developed features which reduce development
and documentation time for certain tasks);
quality of support; computer resource efficiency, and transportability. The flexibility of a package is the most difficult to rate according to
Robert J. Earle, president of Evaluation & Planning Systems, Inc. Copies of a recent address,
"Selecting a Financial Modeling Package for
Long -Term Success," are available from EPS
in Houston, Tex., (713) 771 -0618.

Conference Board: Corporate
Deterioration May Be Exaggerated

Business /Accounting Briefs

A new study just published by the Conference
Board suggests that the much - publicized deterioration in the financial strength of U.S. corporations caused by inflation may be exaggerated. Major investors and credit - rating agencies
may be placing too much emphasis on socalled "static ratios" —such as the relation of
corporate debt to total capital —and not enough
on dynamic measures such as net cash flow.
Says Conference Board economist Vincent G.
Massaro, author of the study: "New techniques
of cash management, domestically and internally, have greatly reduced —and in the 1980s
are likely to continue to reduce —the require-

The number of accounting graduates is expected to grow from nearly 59,000 in 1981 to more
than 70,000 in 1985, according to the 11th annual report of the American Institute of CPAs.
Two - thirds of these accounting graduates will
be hired by industry, government, or nonprofit
and educational organizations. ... W illiam E.
Thompson, senior vice president and director
of internal control at AmSouth Bancorporation,
Birmingham, Ala., was elected chairman of the
board of directors of the Institute of Internal Auditors.... The Electronic Data Processing Auditors Assn., Inc., expects to award the first certificates in its new certification program.
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Introduce� a purchase mam g
Ys
stem that �'ves you four -way match,
sy
totalinformation and a head start
on the evening train.
If you're a purchasing manager, you know the frustration of not having the control you want over every P.O.,
receipt, invoice and inspection document floating
around the company.
If you're an accountant for that same company, you're
just as frustrated as the purchasing manager. And if you
happen to be neither the accountant nor the purchasing
manager- but the data processing manager - you're
probably even more frustrated than your two colleagues.
Because here you are with your heavy- horsepower IBM
360 or 370 or 303X or 4300. You're staying late at the
office. You're hiring good programmers. But the purchasing manager and the accountant still aren't getting the
level of control all three of you know ought to exist.
McCormack & Dodge would like to shorten your
respective work days. With P/0 Plus, a purchase management software package that gives you everything you
need in one system. You get four -way matching of order,
receipt, invoice and inspection documents. You prevent
duplicate payment, you stop accepting goods not
ordered, or paying for goods not inspected. You quickly
generate reports on receipt status, overdue orders, requisitions, cash commitments, and virtually anything else
you need. You easily do in -depth vendor quality analyses.
And because P/0 Plus is a McCormack & Dodge
system, it can be operated by personnel without data
processing backgrounds. We'll teach them how -with a
proven user training program that's as far ahead of the
field as our software.
McCormack & Dodge. All over North America, prospects who sit down and talk to us do more than just talk.
They become customers.
We'd like to show you why.
I Please send schedule of free seminars, plus information on: j
1 ❑ ❑General❑Ledger❑❑ ❑Purchase❑Order❑❑ ❑Accounts❑Payable 1
1
1 ❑ Fixed❑Assets❑❑ ❑Capital❑Project❑Analysis
Name_
_
Title
1 Company
A d d r e s s - - 1
City
State
Zip
1 Phone
Computer Model
1

McCormack &Dodge
1
11
1

11

The best financial software.The best financial people.

1
11

%0 Hillside Avenue. Needham Heights. MA 02914,(617)449-4012. Atlanta (404) 991-2791. Chicago
(312) 8433400. Dallas (214) 3697014, Los Angeles (213) 645.6382, San Francisco (415) 3982960.
Washington.❑D.0❑(703)❑734.0710,❑New❑York❑(212)❑486.0035❑•❑Canada❑•❑United❑Kingdom
Ne t h e r l a n d s • ❑ V e r n 1 p Ue Ia - ❑ Ita l y ❑ • A u S t r a h a ❑ / Ne w ❑ Z ea l a n d❑ - ❑ Me x i ❑ e e • S o u t h❑ A f r ic a ❑ • S w e d e n • ❑ Ho n g❑ K Un g
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Small Business
Kathy Williams, Editor

SBA Supports Family Ownership
Keeping a business in the family is a major concern for many small business owners. To help
in this area, the Small Business Administration
assigned a task force to study the impact of
federal tax policies on small businesses and to
develop legislative recommendations that
would make it easier to continue family ownership of small firms. The SBA recently released
the group's report, Some of the recommendations, according to the July 20 issue of The
Washington Report, are:
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or renewing a license, however. The government agency successfully challenged will
award the money. Congress also included a
"sunset" provision whereby authority for repayment of costs will expire in 1984, three years
after the effective date. For copies of the act or
further information, contact the Office of Advocacy, Office of Information /Associations, SBA,
1441 L St. N.W_, Washington, D.C. 20406.

Threading the Maze of Government
Publications
More than 250 subject directories are available
to help you cut through the maze of 30,000
Government Printing Office publications. The
bibliographies identify all books available for a
given subject area such as business and business management, construction industry, and
labor- management relations. For free copies or
a free list of all bibliographies, contact the Government Printing Office, Superintendent of
Documents, Washington, D.C. 20402, or phone
(202) 783 -3238.

• To repeal federal estate taxes or to raise the
$175,000 net worth exemption to $2 million.
( President Reagan's recommendation passed
recently by Congress is to raise the limit to
$600,000 and to eliminate estate and gift tax on
all gifts and bequests between spouses.)
• To raise annual gift tax exemptions from
$3,000 to $20,000. (The recently passed bill
raises the gift exclusion to $10,000.)
• To assess no capital gains tax in cases
where small business owners who sell one firm
reinvest the money in another small business.
• To change corporate income tax rates so the
highest percentage rate would apply to firms
earning more than $500,000 a year instead of
the current $100,000. ( Legislation passed recently instead reduces the tax rate in the bottom two brackets by one percentage point in
1982 and an additional point in 1983 and subsequent years.)

With today's tight money supply and high interest rates, credit is becoming more difficult to
obtain. One avenue open to small businesses
is an SBA loan, of which there are several
types ranging from a regular business loan to
economic opportunity loans to regulatory compliance loans to seasonal line of credit loans.
An article in the July issue of Corporate Controller's and Treasurer's Report, published by
Warren, Gorham & Lamont, Inc., details the
various types of SBA loans and qualifications.
For a copy of the article or information, contact
Warren, Gorham & Lamont, Inc., 210 South St.,
Boston, Mass. 02111, or contact your local
SBA office to see if your business qualifies for a
loan.

Challenging the Government

Publications Available

Sometimes the exorbitant cost of contesting a
government action deters small business owners from fighting their case —even when they
know they should. Under the new Equal Access to Justice Law, which takes effect October 1, the small business that successfully
challenges a government action can recoup
some of its expenses such as attorney and expert witness fees and other "reasonable" costs
incurred. The law does not apply to cases involving establishing or fixing a rate or granting

A new publication available for lending from
NAA's library is Profit Planning for Small Business by Robert N. Hogsett. The book offers the
entrepreneur or established business person
an explanation, with illustrations, of the more
sophisticated management techniques in the
small business area. The author covers such
topics as setting profit targets, goals of the
manager, analyzing the operation, production
and inventory planning, and marketing and
competition.

You May Qualify for an SBA Loan
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Wh%dowe keep changing the system
at manages more fixed assets
than any other package inthe world?
Introducing FA PlusVersion 5.
Eleven years ago, we made a promise that we would
never allow our fixed asset package, FA Plus, to become
out of date. We put it in writing. Right on our user contract.
That was the beginning of one of the most remarkable
product success stories in the annals of the software
industry. Today, our FA Plus package manages a greater
volume of fixed assets than any other package in the
world. The FA Plus user list reads like a "Who's Who in
American Banking and Industry." The total number of
users has climbed to over 600. Scores of these companies
are in the Fortune500. Our commitment to them is why
we've worked long and hard to produce FA Plus,Version 5.
It's a complete rewrite of FA Plus. The fifth since the
package was introduced. It keeps the promise we made
eleven years ago. By keeping our clients up to date
with the very latest changes in tax law and accounting
practices. We've incorporated lease accounting in accordance with FASB -13, a replacement cost feature in
accordance with FASB -33 –and new tax procedures
in accordance with the IRS.
Like all McCormack & Dodge packages, FA Plus,
Version 5 is built for smooth, easy startup. Installations
are supervised by instructors who have the most successful user training record in the industry. They see to it
that your people learn in a hands -on environment. Errors
are worked out in our classrooms, not your office.
McCormack & Dodge. All over North America, prospects who sit down and talk to us do more than just talk.
They become customers.
We'd like to show you why.
Please send schedule of free seminars, plus
information on:
El General Ledger Purchase Order E Accounts
I Payable Fixed Assets Capital Project Analysis I
j
Name
Company
Title
_
City
I Address
State _—
Zip _
Phone
Computer Model

McCormack & Dodge

;

The best financial software.The best financial people.
560 Hillside Avenue, Needham Heights. MA 02914.(6M449-4012, Atlanta (404) 9972797. Chicago
(312) 8433400, Dallas (214) 369 -7014, Las Angeles (213)645-6382,
fi4 382, San Francisco (415) 398.2960,
Washington, D.C. (703) 7340710, New York (212) 4860035 • Canada • United Kingdom • Netherlands
Venezuela • Italy • AustraltalNew Zealand • Mexico • South Africa • Sweden • Hong Kong
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Institute of
Management
Accounting
James Bulloch, Editor

CMA Program Appeals to A l l Ages
Siatistics describing some characteristics of
candidates for the Certificate in Management
Accounting who sat for the December 1980 examination were presented in last month's IMA
column. These participants were typical of
those taking previous examinations. The average age of a candidate was 31, five years had
elapsed since the candidate had last earned a
baccalaureate or advanced degree and 75 % of
the candidates were employed by industrial
firms. Such statistics, although interesting,
mask the wide range of ages, employment levels and types of industries represented by the
CMA candidates.
A more detailed review of the candidates reveals that the CMA program appeals to management accountants of all ages, from all types
of companies, and at all stages of their professional careers. For example, the age for the
December 1980 examination candidates
ranged from 20 years to over 60 years. Small
companies and large international corporations
covering all types of businesses from service
industries to heavy manufacturing were employers of the participants. The state of career
progress ranged from graduating students
( who have not yet started their professional careers or hold junior accounting positions) to financial and accounting officers who have risen
to the positions at the top of their profession,
including a vice president and controller of a
large financial services company, the vice president- finance of an office and engineering supplies company and the controller of a cereal
products company.
The CMA is particularly attractive to persons
just beginning their professional management
accounting careers. About one -half of the can24

didates are under age 30 and have completed
their accounting education within the past four
years_ Furthermore, the types of positions held
by these candidates indicate the breadth of positions and the types of companies represented. For example, a cost accountant for a bank,
a financial analyst for a computer and office
equipment company, and a budget control
analyst for an auto company were among the
candidates completing the examination in December. Successful completion of the CMA examination is beneficial to these accountants
just beginning their careers because it demonstrates to their employers the wide range of
their business and accounting knowledge,
evidence of skills not required on current assignments, and a commitment to continued
professional development in management accounting.
A significant number of the December candidates are in the middle of their career development. Among the successful candidates from
the December examination were a general accounting supervisor for a telephone company,
an oil company manager of budgets and performance, and a plant controller for a chemical
company. The CMA program appeals to people
at mid - career because it provides their employers with information that they have maintained
technical competence beyond the requirements of their immediate assignments. The
CMA examination also offers the mid - career
professional accountants an opportunity to
evaluate how well they have kept current in the
field.
An important motivation for all CMA candidates is the personal satisfaction that is derived
from proving they can complete a challenging
and comprehensive test of knowledge and ability in management accounting and business.
This is certainly a major reason why the CMA
attracts accountants who hold high level financial management positions.
The CMA, although it has most appeal to accountants just beginning their careers, does appeal to people in all stages of their professional
management accounting career. The appeal is
based upon a variety of benefits from demonstration to employers of knowledge and skills to
the personal satisfaction of meeting a rigorous
professional challenge. Obviously, the CMA
program is meeting the needs of professional
management accountants of all ages, at all levels, and in all industries.

For application forms and other information on
the program, contact the Institute of Management Accounting, 570 City Center Bldg., Ann
Arbor, Mich. 48104, (313) 662 -1986.
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of any one of these outstanding accounting books — PLUS — "no strings
membership in the book club that thousands of accountants and controllers
rely on for the best in professional reading and reference

TheACCOUNTANTS a nd CONTDM%"'.","I'*LLERS
BOOK CWB

* No other purchase necessary at this time. And you may cancel your
membership whenever you choose.
Yes, to welcome you to the Club, we're offering you
your choice of any one of these top calibre books.
Books typical of those the Club offers month after
month — books that give you the know -how you need
to make it to the top in professional standing and
income.
Join the ambitious professionals —join the Accountants' and Controllers' Book Club and build a career building library of outstanding books —top value
titles at lowest possible prices!

Why YOU should join nowl

■ BEST BOOKS IN YOUR FIELD —Books are selected
from a wide range of publishers by expert editors and consultants to give you continuing access to the latest books
in your field.
■ BIG SAVINGS— Build your library and save money
too! We guarantee savings of at least 15% off publishers'
list prices on every book. Usually 20%, 2511( or even
higher!
■ BONUS BOOKS —You will immediately begin to particpate in ou r Bo nu s Book Plan. t h a t a llo ws yo u savings

t tween 70 -8011 off the pu blish er's price of m any b ooks.
■ C O N V E N I E N C E - 14 t im e s a years y o u rec eiv e t he

Club Bu lletin FREE, fu lly d escrib in g th e Main Selection
and alt ern ative selection s, to gether with a dated reply
card. If y ou want th e Main Selection, y ou simp ly do noth in g—it will be sh ip p e d au t o m atic ally . If y ou wa n t a n
alternate selectio n —o r n o b oo k at all —y o u simp ly indicate it on th e regu lar rep ly card an d retu rn it b y th e date
specified. You will have at lea s t 10 d ay s to d ecide. If,
because o f late m ail d eliver y o f th e Bu lletin y o u sh ould
receive a b oo k you d o no t want, just retu rn it at th e Club's
expense.

TAX IDEAS DESK BOOK By A. Iadarola and S.C. Lambert, 582254 -7
Publisher's Price, $34.95
MANAGING AND ACCOUNTING FOR INVENTORIES: CONTROL,
INCOME RECOGNITION, AND TAX STRATEGY, By P.C. Jannis, C. H.
Poedtke, Jr., and D.R. Ziegler, 582233 -4 Publisher's Price, $34.95
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Mosich and E. J. Larsen, 434/352 Publisher' s Price S28.S0
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Mission Control Starts
in the Controller's Department
The thorough integration of planning into the mission of the
controller's department enabled the department to provide
more service to operational areas.

By Bart P. Hartman, Vincent C. Brenner, Richard A. Lydecker and Jeffrey M. Wilkinson
In 1979, Superior Oil embarked on a major reorganization of the company's financial function, a
reorganization made necessary by the increasing
size and complexity of its operations. Management's major objectives of the reorganization were
to strengthen the system of internal control and to
strengthen the financial planning and analytical
capability. To accomplish these objectives, the
company made two significant changes:
1. An internal audit department was established;
and
2. A systematic review of the internal control system was undertaken.
In line with these objectives and changes, it felt
that the role and the function of the controller's
department should also be redefined and restructured. We describe here how the mission of the
controller's department was integrated with the
planning process established to achieve the objectives set forth by the company's top management.
The Role and Function of the Controller's
Department
Before any changes were implemented in the
0025-1690/81/6303-1464/$01.00/0

controller's department, it was essential to understand fully the mission of the department.
The reason for this department's existence is established by the functions it performs. The company therefore determined that the mission of the
controller's department was to:
1. Provide accounting and financial control of the
company operations;
2. Assure the timeliness, accuracy and integrity of
operational and financial data;
3. Provide earnings and financial statements;
4. Provide budgeting and short-range financial
forecasts;
5. Provide criteria for measuring corporate financial performance;
6. Contribute to corporate profitability;
7. Set accounting policy.

Bart P. Hartman is a
professor in the
accounting department
of the Louisiana State
University. He has a
DBA degree from the
University of Kentucky.
He won a Lybrand Gold
Medal for a manuscript
submitted during 197677. He is a member of
Baton Rouge Chapter,
through which this
article was submitted.

This department's contribution to the firm is to
act as an information provider, analytical resource, and participant in the resolution of problems and the exploitation of opportunities. As an
information provider, the department contributes
by ensuring the integrity and the timeliness of the
operating and financial information required for
decision making, As an analytical resource, the
department identifies problem areas and opportunities for the company. As a contributing particiCopyright © 1981 by the National Association of Accountants
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pant , the department provides analytical and financial expertise to resolve problems and exploit
business opportunities.
After the mission of the controller's department
was fully understood, the company turned its attention to top management's objectives of
strengthening the system of internal control and
the financial planning and analytical capability.
Specifically, however, the department itself determined how it was affected by these objectives. The
department was concerned about establishing its
own objectives, goals, and implementing plans
which would aid the achievement of the company's objectives.
Characteristics of Objectives, Goals. and Plans

Before an organization can establish its objectives, goals, and plans it must have a clear understanding of the nature of each of these. They are
interrelated in a hierarchical pattern as objectives,
7 1'
goals, and plans. Objectives, at the top, essentially
answer the question: "What should we be doing ?"
They are the broadest in scope and are usually
1.i
Richard A. Lydecker, established by the top management. They estabJr., is controller of lish the philosophical basis for conducting the orSuperior Oil Co. He has
an MBA degree from ganization's business. They are long -run in nature
the University of and normally do not change during the life of an
Chicago.
organization unless the organization 's mission itself changes. An objective is not finite; it is never
fully achieved. It is continuous and must be met
year after year.
The next level in the hierarchy, goals, generally
answer the question: "What specificially do we
want to achieve ?" Goals define priorities in the
department. Departmental goals may originate in
any group and are endorsed by the top manageJeffrey M. Wilkinson is ment of the department. Goals are established
assistant controller at within the framework of the objectives and are
Superior Oil Co. He has
an MBA degree from intended to help the organizational unit approach
the University of the established objectives. Goals are changed
Oklahoma.
more frequently than objectives. They are finite in
that they are either achieved or not achieved.
They are narrower in scope than objectives. Many
goals are established within each objective and the
accomplishment of each goal moves the organization closer to the objective. Goals are generally
not changed during the year and can continue for
several years. Measurement criteria are established to measure the degree of achievement of the
goals toward the objectives. Measurement criteria
measure desirable results. They provide an unambiguous signal and should be qualitative as well as
quantitative. Measurement criteria that are non acceptable tend to measure a limited aspect of
achievement such as an absolute number of items.
Acceptable measurement criteria measure the
quality of results as well as absolute numbers. An
example of an acceptable measurement criteria:
the ability to retain high performers. An unacceptable measurement criteria: the absolute num-

&;A
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ber of new personnel hired without giving weight
to their quality.
Plans, at the lowest level in the hierarchy, answer the question: "How will we achieve our
goals ?" Plans are developed at various management levels within the organization and define individual work priorities. At any given point during the year many organizational plans are taking
place. They are frequently reviewed and changed
even though the totals may have remained the
same. Plans are finite (achieved or not achieved)
and achievement or progress can be measured in
the short-run (generally for a year or less) because there exists specific checkpoints. Plans are
also narrow in scope because they present specific
courses of action to be taken in an effort to
achieve a goal.
Establishing Controller 's Department Objectives
The objectives established for the controller's
function within Superior Oil meet the characteristics described above. A charter for the department, developed by the controller and approved
by the chief operating officer, set out the mission
of t he department. Several essential objectives
were extracted from the departmental charter.
These objectives fall into six areas.
1. Organizational
To develop and maintain the organizational resources required to execute the responsibilities
outlined in the department's charter.
This objective applies to all departments within
the organization. Th e p rim a r y resource for the
controller's departm ent is its personnel, so the
management of people is critical to the depa rtm ent's success. What the controller's departm ent
contributes to the firm is frequently perceived by

others in terms of the professionalism of the people, their creativity and competence.
2. Profit
To generate profits and greater financial returns
to Superior through identification and exploitation of profit im provem ent opportun ities or the

exercise of cost control measures.
Although operating departments are commonly
held accountable for profit /return related performance, the controller's department, and other
staff functions, also must be committed to achieving this objective (which implies greater involvement than just the department staying within its
own expenditure budget). This objective im plies a
responsibility for active involvem ent in improving
overall corporate finanical perform ance. Staff departm ents, particularly the controller's department, should also do their best to help the company achieve its corporate profit /return goals.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1981

3. Control
To develop, maintain, and enforce systems and
procedures which are necessary to ensure that the
financial controls of the company safeguard company assets and promote effective management
stewardship.
All departments in an organization have control responsibility. The controller's department
has a broader responsibility to ensure that control
systems and procedures are established and functioning effectively. The controller's department
has specific expertise in this area and so should be
totally involved in establishing and maintaining
the various aspects of control.
4. Accounting
To develop and maintain accounting records of
operational and financial transactions, which data
constitutes the basis for management decision
making.
Separating the operating responsibility from the
activity of reporting the results of those operations
is a principle of management control, and the controller's department provides the objective or neutral perspective required. This objective also covers compliance with regulatory and statutory requirements.
5. Reporting
To provide useful information to management
and shareholders with regard to the company's
financial performance, forecasted financial performance, and the impact of changes in conditions
of financial performance.
This objective stresses the need to communicate
information, not just to accumulate data. The
controller's department has a unique analytical
perspective. It has access to the company's records of all its financial transactions and to many
other aspects of its operations, as well as to the
financial training of its personnel. As a staff function, separated from operating responsibilities, the
controller's department communicates information in an unbiased manner from a corporate
point of view.
6. Service
To provide assistance to other departments in
satisfying their needs for information, for establishment of procedures necessary for conducting
their business and for financial advice and counseling.
As with most staff functions, the controller's
department is a service department. As such, its
effectivness depends on how well it constructively
responds to requests for assistance from operating
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1981

Table 1
Areas of Goal Definition
Objective
Organizational

Goals could be defined in terms of:
Recruiting
Training
Performance appraisal
Management development
Activity definition
and manning levels
Communications

Profit

Pricing reviews
Automation
Working capital reduction
Work simplification

Control

Approval authority
Procedures
Verification
Audit follow -ups
Separation of duties
Account analyses

Accounting

Accuracy
Timeliness
Coding structure
Avoiding redundant
entry of information

Reporting

Financial performance criteria
Analysis of environmental
changes
Competitive analysis
Budget variance analysis

Service

Communication sessions
Specific projects

The primary
resource of the
controller's
department is
its personnel
so the
management of
people is
critical.

departments. The department should, therefore,
try to identify areas in which it is in a position to
provide assistance and to communicate this to
other departments.
Establishing Departmental Goals
Once Superior Oil established the above objectives, it had a framework upon which the controller's department could develop specific goals. Table 1 shows examples of the areas in which goals
were defined.
Let's look at one of these areas in depth so as to
get a better understanding of the goal - setting
process and the interaction of objectives and
goals. The first objective was an organizational
one regarding development and use of organizational resources — primarily personnel for the controller's department.
Within the organizational objective, such areas
as recruiting, training, performance appraisal, and
management development were identified by departmental management as specific goals. For example, one goal involved establishing an effective
recruiting program to bring additional quality resources into the organization. Specific areas of
need, as well as desired candidate characteristics,
were evaluated. The input from all areas of the
department on needs, both in terms of numbers
29

and candidate characteristics, was assembled to
provide the general basis for the plan to achieve
the goal.
Establishing Departmental Plans

The planning
process has
resulted in
coordina ted
efforts that
have made
operating units
more effective,
efficient . . .
and profitable.

30

Once the departmental goals have been established, action steps can be developed to achieve
the goals. Without elaborating on specific plans,
the following example from Superior's reorganization will show the interrelationship of goals and
plans.
The recruiting goal initally involved evaluating
the department's authorized manning and current
strengths to identify requirements including affirmative action plans. This evaluation then be-

came the basis for developing the procedure to be
used in filling open positions (i.e., campus, off campus, executive search, and newspaper advertising). The next steps were the selection of locations to contact recruits, the identification and
training of departmental recruiters, the development of a format for the interview forms, and the
development of procedures to ensure timely decisions on placement and responses to candidates.
A recruiting budget and schedules were developed and personnel in the department were assigned recruiting responsibilities. A packet for
candidate information— including company brochures, annual reports, and material regarding the
location of the company's offices —was compiled.
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A procedure for reporting recruiting results on a
quarterly basis and a procedure for updating projections were established.
Finally, an evaluation procedure for the recruiting program was developed that yielded feedback
on cost per recruit, perception of Superior on
campus, effectiveness of different recruiting procedures, reasons for acceptance, reasons for rejection and the performance of recent recruits. The
interrelationships of objectives, goals, and plans
can be summarized using our example as follows:

Objective
Develop and maintain organizational resources (personnel).
Goal
Develop a recruiting program.
Plan
1. identify sources
2. train recruiters
3. develop procedures for interviews and
hiring decisions.
4. evaluate program
Performance Measurement
Superior established measurement criteria at
the beginning of the program to measure the department's performance in each objective area.
Measurement criteria in the organizational objective area centered around hiring qualified candidates (their retention, performance, and promotion), matching qualifications and experience to
position requirements, and providing equal opportunity. These criteria were designed to be as quan-

MIS
10.4E
ly brings about changes to the initial user requirements, resulting in further user involvement.
Ongoing understanding of what the computer
can do for management and users is just as
important as involvement. In fact, it is essential
to bringing about involvement. Yet, how many
organizations have ongoing, in -house user
training about their computer's capabilities?
User training by MIS is probably the most neglected responsibility in the MIS industry today.
Training must be initiated by MIS. Yet, because
it requires "nonproductive" time of MIS management or technical personnel, it is very often
avoided. The result is a "Catch -22" situation:
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tifiable as possible and set up to be formally reviewed by management quarterly. The criteria
also are used to evaluate the performance of the
department.
Checkpoints throughout the year were established within each goal to ensure that plans wePb
on track. The checkpoints answer the question:
"Is our plan to achieve our goal working ?" Figure
1 depicts the management planning process for
evaluating progress against the objectives program. The checkpoints provide a formal mechanism to determine what progress has been made
and to assist in deciding whether or not to change
any plans or goals.
The planning process established by Superior is
not new conceptually: what is unique, however, is
the degree of its application in a staff function and
its thorough integration into the mission of the
department. Even though the benefits of such
planning systems in operational areas had been
known for years, little was done to incorporate
them into an active management system. Now
that this has been done, the planning process has
resulted in coordinated efforts that have made operational units more effective, efficient, and therefore, more profitable. Similar benefits will accrue
from applying the same planning process to staff
function units. When Superior implemented the
process in its controller's department it helped
that staff function to perform its job in a more
efficient and effective manner. The controller's
department is now providing more service to operational areas, helping them improve their operations. This added assistance also has improved
total corporate profit.
El

An evaluation
procedure for
the recruiting
program was
developed that
yielded
feedback on
cost per recruit.

The user is not helped to understand the MIS
area; therefore, involvement by the user in the
development process is minimized, which results in computerized applications that do not
completely meet the users' needs or are not
properly controlled. The turnover of users and
upper management offers even more reason
for periodic education sessions.
If ongoing efforts are made to educate users
and management in the present and future
processing capabilities within the MIS function,
the company will benefit greatly. This involvement will result in more effective computer systems throughout the company and a better return on the investment in MIS.
C
The MIS column in the July issue was incorrectly attributed to Grover Porter. Mr. Piron wrote
the piece on computer graphics. Ed.
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Foreign Currency Translation:
Survey of Corporate
Treasurers
Much of the furor over foreign currency issues in accounting stems
from the sensitivity of earnings and stock prices to the effects
of translation adjustments.

By Ike Mathur and David Loy
Financial Accounting Standard No. 8, "Accounting for the Translation of Foreign Currency
Transactions and Foreign Currency Financial
Statements," prescribes the procedures that U.S.
firms must use in translating foreign currency financial statements of their subsidiaries. Since its
adoption in 1975, FAS No. 8 has been controversial, primarily because of its impact on reported
earnings of multinationals. A senior vice president
of Exxon has labeled FAS No. 8 as "the worst set
of rules for foreign exchange accounting I have
ever heard of." An example of the strong impact
Because the FASB's revised exposure draft on foreign currency translation was issued after this article was prepared, the survey discussed here does not
reflect the opinions of corporate treasurers in regard to the revised proposals. See page & for a summary of the latest exposure draft. Ed.
0025-1690/81/6303-1332/$01.00/0

that FAS No. 8 can have on net income is seen in
the first quarter earnings of ITT for 1980. ITT's
quarterly earnings increased by 64% above the
1979 quarterly earnings for the same period. The
majority of the gain was attributable to foreign
exchange accounting gains. Without these foreign
exchange gains, the first quarter earnings in 1980
would have increased by only 4% above the year
earlier figure.
FAS No. 8 has aroused the passions of chief
executives of U.S. multinational firms as no other
accounting standard has done. The FASB has responded to the avalanche of criticisms leveled at
this Statement by issuing in August 1980 an exposure draft that would require, if adopted, a very
different approach for reporting foreign exchange
currency translations. However, even at the outset, the draft, "Foreign Currency Translation,"
met with considerable controversy and opposition. The Board submitted the exposure draft to
the public for its evaluation over the objections of
Copyright © 1981 by the National Association of Accountants
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the Board's own chairman and with only a four to -three vote in favor of its release, Opinions were
solicited from the public and by the December 1,
1980, deadline set by the Board, approximately
300 written responses had been received. These
responses agreed on one issue: something must be
done to change FAS No. 8. The disagreements
ranged from the practical to the theoretical implications of the draft. On December 17 -19, 1980,
the Board held public hearings to discuss the exposure draft. Forty -seven participants drawn from
corporations, government, and accounting firms
presented their arguments. The Board is now in
the process of sifting through the information and
opinions it has received and is preparing its final
decision. A new statement is expected before the
end of the year.
We discuss the major issues involved in the dispute over the draft and FAS No. 8 approaches to
foreign currency translation, and report the opinions of corporate treasurers obtained from a survey mailed to 300 of the largest U.S. multinational
corporations. The foreign currency translation
items presented in this study were part of a questionnaire that inquired into 45 various items concerned with corporate treasurers' foreign risk
management practices.
Foreign Currency Translation Risks
Problems in translating foreign currencies arise
out of the normal course of conducting international business. Multinational firms conduct
transactions denominated in foreign currencies for

Table 1
Translation of Balance Sheet Items under FAS No. 8
Translation exchange rate
column 2

Item
column 1
Assets:

Quarter end rate

Cash
Marketable securities
Carried at cost
Carried at current market price
Accounts and notes receivable
Inventories:
Carried at cost
Carried at current replacement
or selling prices
Carried at end realizable value
Carried at contract price
Prepaid expenses
Fixed assets

Historic
Quarter end rate
Quarter end rate
Historic rate
Quarter end rate
Quarter end rate
Quarter and rate
Historic rate
Historic rate

Liabilities:
Quarter end rate
Quarter end rate
Quarter end rate
Historic rate
Quarter end rate

Accounts and notes payable
Accrued expenses payable
Other current liabilities
Deferred income
Lo ngterm debt

34

Finance,

Auditing

Source: This information was derived from Rai Aggarwal, "FAS No. 8 and
and
Multinational Operations," Journal of Accounting,
Spring 1978. Published by Warren, Gorham and Lamont Inc., Boston, Mass.

several reasons, including international trade, investments abroad, royalty payments and receipts,
dividends, and interest payments. Typically, a foreign subsidiary of a U.S. corporation has its financial statements stated in terms of the currency of
the country in which it operates. Multinational
firms prepare consolidated financial statements for
which they must convert or "translate" their foreign subsidiaries' financial statements into U.S.
dollar equivalents. This process of converting currencies and foreign denominated financial statements into dollar amounts for consolidation purposes is complicated by the changes occurring in
the translation rates over time caused by changes
in the comparative values of currencies. For example, the deutsch mark has changed over the last
decade from four to the dollar to approximately
two to the dollar. Two major types of risk can be
identified with foreign currency translations:
transaction risk and translation risk.'
Transaction risk is associated with changes in
exchange rates that occur while a firm is conducting its normal business transactions. When a domestic firm imports or exports goods from or to a
foreign country, the invoice may be stated in
terms of the foreign currency. Whereas a period of
time may elapse between the transaction date and
the settlement date (payment date), the multinational corporation is exposed to risks that the exchange rate will change between the two dates.
Translation risk arises from attempts to value a
foreign subsidiary in terms of balance sheet currency of its parent /domestic company. The translation of foreign subsidiary financial statements
into U.S. dollar equivalents has led to major accounting problems. Because exchange rates vary,
multinational firms must record the effects of
these variations in currency values on balance
sheet and income statement items. How and when
these changes in translated financial statement
values are recorded are the central issues of controversy surrounding the FAS No. 8 debate.
FAS No. 8 and the Exposure Draft
The accounting procedures required by FAS
No. 8 are based on the "temporal method" of
translating foreign currency denominated balance
sheet items. It requires that the translation rate be
determined by the rate in effect at the time the
asset or liability value is recognized on the company's accounting records. For example, assets and
liabilities carried at historical costs or prices are
converted at the historical exchange rate while
cash, accounts receivable, accounts payable, and
assets and liabilities carried at present or future
prices are converted at the current exchange rate.
Column 2 of Table 1 lists the basic guidelines used
in reporting balance sheet items when following
FAS No. 8. This approach is generally consistent
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GREATER CASH FLOW
FOR OWNERS AND INVESTORS.

Marshall and Stevens
Investment Tax Credit and
Component Depreciation Services
Equal Increased Cash Flow.
Investments in new and used business
facilities are encouraged by the provisions
of the Internal Revenue Code. Substantial
tax savings are allowed on both through
Investment Tax Credits and the use
of accelerated depreciation on new
ITC property.
Of even greater significance to the
enhancement of cash flow is the acceptance
of the component method of depreciation
whereby components of construction are
individually costed and lifed in a supportable manner for depreciation purposes.
Unfortunately, the lack of usable cost
data
required
to segregate
costsand
andexperience
correlate lives
with qualifying
units of property preclude a vast segment
of American taxpayers for making the
fullest use of these incentives.
Marshall and Stevens has developed
an exceptional depth of experience in this
delicate tax accounting exercise, utilizing
auditable methodology. We blend
appraisal concepts, construction cost
expertise, together with property
accounting skills and adocumented cost
data base to maximize the tax benefits
from new construction, enlargement or
renovation or in the purchase of used
business property.
This meticulous analysis of
investment tax credit - eligible property
and the supportable lifing of property

components provides clients with:
1. An increase in the amount of property
claimed as eligible for the Investment Tax
Credit (a direct reduction in the amount
of income tax payable equal to 10% of the
cost of eligible components with a life of
seven years or more).
2. An increase in the amount of property
subject to the shorter life of the process in
manufacturing plants or of personal
property in a commercial building (7 -15
years) vs, the longer life of the building
(20.65 years).
3. An increase in the amount of new
property eligible for ADR (Asset
Depreciation Range) treatment.
4. An increase in the amount of property
eligible for accelerated depreciation
methods.
5. Shortened lives and increased early
depreciation charge for component costs
remaining in the building account, by
one -third or more.
6. Ease of audit.
7. Supportability of results.
8. Easier relief of accounts as
retirements occur.
If you have recently completed a new
construction projector the purchase of
used income - producing property, Marshall
and Stevens can assist you to measurably
increase your cash flow.
When you are in the planning stage.
a Marshall and Stevens pre- project study
can review your plans and assist your tax

department in realizing greater tax savings.
Valuation consultants at any of our
18 local offices will provide you with a
wealth of information to stimulate your
cash flow through Investment Tax Credit
and component depreciation, without cost
or obligation. Or, just fill out the coupon
and mail.

fAs

MARSHALL AND WEVEM NYCOFUKMTED

Please send information on cash flow
through Investment Tax Credit and
component depreciation along with the
address and telephone number of your
nearest Marshall and Stevens office.
Marshall and Stevens Incorporated
600 S. Commonwealth Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90005
Attn: Richard Lillard, Vice Pres.
I
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Company
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I
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'functional
currency' is the
currency in
which the
subsidiary
conducts its
operations and
generates its
cash_
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ed foreign currency transaction is completed. The
with the historical cost concept frequently re- conditions which the forward contract must meet
quired by GAAP.
to qualify for deferred recognition of gains or lossFAS No. 8 prescribes that income statement es have been seen by many treasurers as too
items resulting from the settlement of foreign cur- restrictive.' Consequently, hedges which firms use
rency transactions be recorded at the exchange to reduce foreign risk exposure often are not acrate that was in effect on the settlement date. For counted for as such. Finally, because various asset
example, accounts receivable should be translated and liability accounts are translated at different
at the exchange rate in effect on the settlement rates and are expressed in U.S. dollars, the finandate. However, income statement items that are cial results and relationships as measured in the
derived from assets and liabilities carried on the subsidiary's currency are distorted. For example,
balance sheet at historical costs are translated at if the current ratio of the subsidiary on its books is
the historical exchange rate. For example, cost of two to one, the translated relationship may be eigoods sold for inventory stated in terms of FIFO ther greater or less than two to one.
are translated at the historical exchange rates.
The exposure draft proposes major departures
Also, depreciation is translated at the historical from FAS No. 8 procedures. As the most radical
exchange rate prevailing when the asset was ac- change, the draft would require that foreign subquired. Gains and losses generated by both trans- sidiary balance sheet and income statement items
action and translation activities are taken directly be stated in the subsidiaries' "functional" currento net income at the end of each quarter. The re- cy and then translated into U.S. dollars at the curporting of translation and transaction adjustments rent exchange rate. Functional currency is defined
to net income conforms to the "clean surplus" as the currency in which the subsidiary conducts
its operations and generates its cash. Usually this
concept of accounting.
Criticisms have been directed at FAS No. 8 be- currency is that of the country in which the subcause its application has led to wide fluctuations sidiary operates and the one in which the accountbeing reported in many multinational firms' net ing records are kept. However, the definition of
income. With a major change in exchange rates, functional currency can be hard to determine, and
large short -term translation effects are recorded. depending on the nature of the subsidiaries operaThese translation gains and losses are not likely tions, the firm may have its choice between two or
representative of a company's earnings potential more currencies for the basic unit of measure in
or financial status. One problem area often identi- stating its subsidiaries' financial statements.
fied has to do. with translating sales and cost of
A second departure from FAS No. 8 is that the
goods sold for subsidiaries located in strong cur- draft would mandate using a weighted average of
rency countries. Sales are translated at current ex- the exchange rates that prevail over the quarter in
change rates while cost of goods sold (if FIFO translating foreign revenues and expenses from
techniques are used in carrying inventory values) the functional currency into U.S. dollars. For exare translated at historical exchange rates. Gross ample, in contrast to FAS No. 8, cost of goods
margins are overstated in the current accounting sold would be translated at the weighted average
period although gross margins in future periods exchange rate for the quarter instead of the historical exchange rate (if FIFO is used).
will likely decline.
Another general criticism of FAS No. 8 is that
A third major departure from FAS No. 8 would
its procedures do not reflect economic reality, Of- require that translation adjustments be reported
tentimes, the reporting of translation adjustments separately from transaction adjustments. Exare not in the same direction or of the same classi- change gains and losses arising out of individual
fication as those one would expect to be compati- foreign transactions would be included as part of
ble with foreign exchange risk exposure. Compati- net income, as is currently the practice with FAS
bility or direction of change would be achieved if No. 8. In contrast to FAS No. 8, the draft would
exchange rate changes advantageous to the firm's require that exchange gains and losses generated
exposure are recorded as gains and if rate changes by translating foreign assets and liabilities of "ondisadvantageous to the firm's exposure are record- going foreign operations" be included as part of
ed as losses. Compatibility in classification would stockholders' equity, thereby bypassing the inbe achieved if adjustments that can be expected to come statement. The exposure draft also allows
result in cash are recorded as affecting net income for adjustments to stockholders' equity for effecwhile those having little chance of resulting in tive hedges previously not allowed under FAS No.
8 and for all transactions between parent and forcash are not recorded as affecting net income.
Two other criticisms are that its procedures ig- eign subsidiary. Table 2 shows a comparison of
nore effective hedges and they restate financial the major objectives used in translation for both
statement relationships. FAS No. 8 allows for cer- FAS No. 8 and the exposure draft.
tain forward exchange contracts to have their exMany of the criticisms leveled at FAS No. 8
change gains or losses deferred until the associat- would not apply if the proposals were adopted. A
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major cause of earnings fluctuations and translation adjustments would be reported directly to
stockholders' equity and would not impact net income. Because the draft's proposed reporting procedures reflect results consistent with current exchange rates, its procedures are compatible with
expected economic effects. Furthermore, underlying financial relationships and financial results
would be preserved by the proposals as the financial operations are measured and expressed in the
subsidiaries' functional currency.
The exposure draft has met with a large number
of criticisms of its own. Reporting translation adjustments directly to stockholders' equity violates
the clean surplus concept of accounting. Dissenting board members listed their objections to the
draft. They point out that by recording financial
statements in the functional currency and by
translating the foreign subsidiaries' balance sheets
items on a "net investment" basis, the draft departs from the single entity and the single unit
measure concepts that have been the foundations
of consolidated financial statements. Also, the
critics felt that by focusing on the functional currency, exchange gains and losses could be based
on transactions between two foreign currencies instead of between foreign currencies and U.S. dollars. Because investors are interested in how transactions and financial positions affect their returns
in U.S. dollar terms, the critics argue that the U.S.
dollar emphasis should be maintained in foreign
currency translation.
Finally, the possible existence of financial statement manipulations by firms under the proposed
ED procedures is a fear held by many critics of
the proposal. They note that net income might be
managed by the way transactions are conducted
and reported and by the selection of the functional
currency. Generally, the critics of the exposure
draft would prefer that minor changes be made in
FAS No. 8 instead of adopting the major changes
proposed in this draft. What do corporate treasurers feel about the underlying issues in the foreign
currency translation dispute.
Survey of Corporate Treasurers
Questionnaires were mailed to the treasurers of
300 U.S. multinational corporations. Those corporations listed in both the Fortune 500 top industrials and in the Dun & Bradstreet Directory of International Companies received the questionnaires. Responses were received from 55 treasurers. Total assets of their firms ranged from $70
million to $22.1 billion. Total annual sales were
between $182 million and $43 billion.
The questionnaire items dealt with three subjects of importance to the debate between FAS
No. 8 standards and the exposure draft recommendations. These were:
1. The importance of the foreign currency
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1981

Table 2
Comparing Translation Objectives
Accounting issue

FAS No. 8

Procedure under.
Exposure draft

Method of accounting

Use "generally accepted
accounting
principles"
IU.S.) prior to translation.

Same.

Unit of measure

Measure and express in
U.S. dollars the assets,
liabilities, revenues, and
expenses measured or
denominated in a foreign
currency.

Preserve the financial
results and relationships
as measured and stated
in the subsidiaries "functional" currency.

Compatibility of
exchange adjustments
with expected economic
effects

Use basic historical cost
accounting model which
should not give results
compatible with expected
effects of a rate change
on foreign exchange risk
exposure unless major
changes are made.

Use current exchange rate
method which should
produce results compatible with the expected
effects of a rate change
on foreign exchange risk
exposure.

Source: Ernst and Whinny, "Foreign Currency Translation;' financial
Reporting Developments, (October 1980), The information In the table
was derived from Ernst and Whinny's report to its clients on the exposure draft.

translation issue to treasurers;
2. The impact of FAS No. 8 on earnings and
stock prices; and
3. Treasurers' recommendations for changes in
foreign currency translation procedures.
The importance of the foreign currency translation issue to the corporate treasurers was directly
linked to the volume of business conducted in other countries. All firms responding to the study reported at least 10% of their annual sales as being
derived from foreign sources. The average percentage annual sales derived from foreign sources
for the respondents was 31 %. With manufacturing activities added to foreign sales activities, the
average number of countries in which the respondents conducted business was 43. When asked to
rank the importance of FAS No. 8 to their overall
foreign risk management program, ten firms indicated a strong importance, ten firms indicated a
moderate importance, ten firms indicated a weak
importance, and 25 firms indicated almost no importance. These results were highly correlated
with the percentage of sales these companies derived from foreign sources.
Much of the furor over foreign currency translation issues in accounting has come from the concern over how sensitive earnings and stock prices
are to the effects of translation adjustments. Table
3 shows the opinions of the 55 corporate treasurers about these sensitivities. For 28 respondents
(51 %), their firms' reported earnings would have
been higher if FAS No. 8 procedures were not
used. On the other hand, these same procedures
did not affect the earnings of 24 respondents
(44 %). Only 3 respondents (5 %) realized in37

Table 3
Attitudes Toward FAS No. 8

1. FAS No. 8

Number

%

Responses
Quest ionnaire it em
pr oc e dur e s r es ulte d i n

ea r n i n gs a dj us tm en ts t ha t we r e :
Ne ga t i ve

No

ad j u s tm e n t

Posi ti ve
To ta ls

2. FAS No. 8 pr od uc ed

28
24
3

51
44
5

55

100

7
48

13
87

55

100

a n e ga ti ve i mp ac t

on t h e f i r m' s c om mo n s to c k pr i c e :
Yes

No
To ta ls

No. 8, only seven felt that the increased variability
brought about by these procedures had a negative
stock price effect. It may be that the treasurers'
responses showed an opinion that investors recognize the vagaries of FAS No. 8 and discount the
variability in earnings it produces when pricing
common stock. This attitude was reinforced by
the treasurers' reply to another item in the questionnaire. Only ten respondents (18 %) felt that
FAS No. 8 gave needed or additional information
to the investment public. Given these attitudes of
treasurers, it would not seem useful for most firms
to engage in hedging activities in order to manage
their accounting exposure arising from No. 8,
Making Changes to Translation Reporting

The major item of controversy over FAS No. 8
and the August 1980 exposure draft as stated eari nf or m ati on:
lier has to do with how and when translation adYes
10
18
justments should be recorded. Table 4 shows the
82
No
45
respondents' recommendations on the issue.
100
55
The reporting requirements of FAS No. 8 were
supported by ten respondents (18 %). They recommend that translation gains and losses should
Table 4
be recognized every quarter and that they should
Recommendations of Corporate Treasurers for Recording
be reported directly in earnings. This procedure is
Foreign Currency Translations
consistent with the clean surplus approach. Another seven treasurers (13 %) recommended makResponses
ing minor changes in FAS No. 8 and recognizing
Re c o m m endati on
Nu mb er
%
translation gains only when they are realized.
FAS No. 8 pr oc edur e:
When recognized, these translation adjustments
Rec o gni ze adj ustm ent s e ver y qu ar t er ; r e por t di r ec tly
would be reported directly to earnings.
to ne t i n c o m e
10
18
By far, the strongest support was given by the
Ad ju st FAS No. 8 pr oc edur e:
treasurers
to making changes in the foreign curRec ogn i z e a dj ust me nts o nly w hen r eal i z ed; r epo r t
di r ec tl y to ne t i n c o me
7
13
rency translation practices that were consistent
with
the exposure draft. For 24 respondents
pr
oc
edur
e:
ED
Rec ogn i z e a dj ust me nts e ver y q ua r te r ; r e po r t to
(44 %), their recommendation was that translasto c kh ol der s' eq ui ty r e ser ve
24
44
tion gains and losses should be recognized every
Ad j us t ED pr oc edur e:
quarter and that they should be recorded in stockRec og ni z e ad jus tm ent s on ly wh en r e al i ze d; r e po r t
holders' equity as a reserve account. Even more
to sto c k hol de r s' eq ui ty r e ser ve
14
25
dramatic
changes than those proposed in the draft
To t al s
55
100
were recommended by 14 (25 %) treasurers. They
recommended recognizing translation adjustcreased earnings by using the FAS No. 8 guide- ments only when they are realized and then relines. The companies which reported a negative porting them directly to stockholders' equity Generally, the respondents indicated that they
earnings impact also rated FAS No. 8 as imporfavor
changes in the translation of foreign currentant to their foreign risk management program.
The 24 firms with no earnings impact resulting cy denominated balance sheet items that are confrom FAS No. 8 generally were the same respon- sistent with the August 1980 proposals. Those
dents who felt FAS No. 8 had little or no impor- most strongly in favor of these changes were the
tance to their foreign risk management program, firms that experienced negative earnings adjustThe survey results tend to imply that FAS No. 8 ments by following FAS No. 8 procedures.
0
is most unpopular with those firms whose earnings are most strongly affected by its use.
, A third type of risk can be associated with foreign currency transactions called
risk, It arises from conducting business abroad under the rules and reguThe corporate treasurers were asked to indicate sovereign
lations of a foreign government and usually resuhs in the nationalization or confisof the assets of multinational firms. Some have found it difficult to convert
what effect FAS No. 8 had on their firms' com- cation
their holdings to foreign currencies into American dollars. Sovereign risk is not
mon stock prices. Only seven treasurers (13 %) discussed in this paper.
z The conditions which forward contracts mist meet to qualify for deferred recognifelt that FAS No- 8 had a negative impact on tion in accordance with FAS No. 8 are: ( I ) The forward contract's duration must
extend from the date at which the foreign currency is committed to the date at
common stock prices, while 31 respondents indi- which the transaction is expected to occur or beyond. (2) The forward contract's
denomination must be in the same currency as the foreign currency commitment.
cated that their earnings were affected by FAS (.1) The foreign currency must be firm and not cancellable.

3. FAS No. 8 pr ovi de s t he i n ve st m en t
public wi th a dd i t i o n al a nd n ee de d
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When Your Client's Future Hangs In The Balance...
A cash flow problem. It can happen to any company, regardless of their assets, and you know what it can do.
You also know what a secured lending program can do to
relieve the problem, but probably not as well as we do.
Because we're experts at providing cash support for
all kinds of companies, through accounts receivable,
inventory, equipment loans, refinancing, mergers, and

many other avenues. So when your
client needs help, give us a call.
They'll thank you for it.

National Acceptance
Company of America
Bankers Bldg., 105 West Adams St., Chicago, Illinois 6060]
REGIONAL OFFICES:
Charlotte/ Dallas

San Jo se / S anta A na / S eattj

Chicago /Atlanta /Baltimore

St. Louis/ San Antonio

Denver/ Ho usto n
Los Ange le s / Salt La ke City

Southfield (Detroit)
Tampa / Westlake (C le ve la nd)
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It's a window on a world
Welcome to The Citi of Tomorrow
A global system linking every major city in
America to a bank with a financial service network that circles the entire world.
An electronic network that allows you to
transfer your funds to those places where they
will do the most, earn the most, be put to work

the fastest,
A system that gives you information every
day and throughout the day on your cash position
1981 Citibank, N
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of opportunities for your money to make more money.
in any of your offices in the U.S. or abroad.
Readings on what you did as far back as 45 business days — retrieval unmatched by any other bank.
A system that can make your back office
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Participative Budgeting
in a Hospital Setting
Department directors and their staffs are provided with the
opportunity to develop and recommend all elements of their
operational and capital acquisition budgets; as a result,
they feel they "own" the budget.

By Marvin A. Feldbush
The hospital, by its very nature, is a highly decentralized organization with substantial authority
assigned to first -line supervisors who are often below the level of departmental director. University
Community Hospital is not unlike other hospitals
in that manpower, material, and capital resources
are almost always converted to services by small
work groups at or below the department level.
These teams provide a wide range of services,
from intensive nursing care to billing patients.
A considerable amount of patient care depends
upon using highly sophisticated equipment. Also,
because of the nature of hospital organization,
flexibility, innovation, and the capacity to deal
with unanticipated difficulties are important. In
addition, if individuals are allowed to participate
in decision making, the hospital will realize a
greater economic payoff than it would were it to
resort to more authoritarian styles. Numerous
studies support the notion that sophisticated and
advanced technologies influence organizational
behavior in the direction of more participative approaches to management.' Therefore, it would
seem reasonable that enlightened management
would not only allow, but would require, considerable participation in the budget process by department directors and first -line supervisors. At
University Community Hospital, we do use participative budgeting to a considerable degree within the general guidelines established.
Prior to Preparing the Budget
Prior to establishing the actual budget cycle,
some groundwork must be done if the resulting
0 0 2 5 -1 6 9 0 /8 1 /6 3 0 3 -1 1 4 3 /$ 0 1 .0 0 /0

budget is to realize its purpose. This groundwork
will have an impact that goes beyond budget preparation to its implementation as well. In other
words, it becomes the foundation for total hospital
operations.
No budget can be prepared adequately without
these guidelines because everything administration does is predicated upon them. The following
are representative of our board's guidelines:
• T o provide skillful and compassionate
health care to our patients regardless of
race, color, creed, or social status.
• T o use our management and other resources in a prudent manner in order to
effectively and efficiently provide health
care to the members of our community.
• To provide a hospital environment whereby employees will gain satisfaction in our
effort to achieve patient care objectives.
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CP A and vice president
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Based upon the guidelines received from the
board, our hospital administration has developed
operational objectives of which the following are
representative:
• To recruit and retain employees who are
skillful, compassionate, and desirous of assisting in the attainment of our patient care
objectives.
• To continually improve our patient care
and management skills by means of various educational opportunities.
• To plan for the future in order to provide
the physical plant facilities and other required resources to meet community
Copyright 0 1981 by the National Association of Accountants
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health care needs.
•�To�involve�our�department�directors�and
their staff in the development, execution
and control of our annual budget.
•�To�improve�our�management�information
system in order to enhance direct patient
nn

uv m
u

LL�

care and overall management control.
The guidelines from the board of trustees combined with administrative objectives form the very
foundation of the hospital's reason for existence
and provide purpose and direction for activities
undertaken by the hospital and its staff. The budMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1981

getary process, or plan of operation, is now ready
to be launched.
Preparing the Budget
Each hospital develops its own method of communicating its board's guidelines and administrative objectives to its department directors, supervisors, and other employees. At our hospital, we
do this on a continuing basis by new employee
orientation, department director meetings, other
intra - departmental meetings, and in writing. The
guidelines and objectives should be so ingrained in
hospital personnel that their involvement in patient care on a day -to -day basis is predicated upon
these principles, If this process has been accomplished, the beginning of the budget cycle will not
have to be burdened with a hasty orientation of
ideals and practices. Figure 1 shows a flow chart
of our budgetary process,
The actual budget cycle can be launched in a
variety of ways. Hospital administration must,
however, play a central role. The hospital staff
must know that both the process and the resulting
budget have administration's full approval, endorsement, and cooperation. If this is not accomplished, "participative budgeting" will be off to a
poor start. At University Community Hospital,
our administration launches the budget cycle by
determining a "statement of conditions" that
identifies external and internal conditions considered to have significant impact both currently and
potentially upon hospital operations. Based upon
this statement, the administration prepares a projection of basic hospital units of service for each
month of the current fiscal year and two subsequent fiscal years (Table 1). These basic units of
activity include in- patient admissions, patient

days, average daily census, and emergency room
visits. These data, along with the budget manual
prepared by fiscal services, are disseminated to
each person responsible for the operation of a cost
center. The budget manual covers the purpose and
components of a budget, as well as the responsibilities of various groups or individuals in the budget
cycle. In addition, it includes the budget calendar
and definitions, along with forms and instructions
on their use. Based upon this information, the individuals responsible for a cost center are prepared to begin developing their budget.
Because the department director and administration have been closely linked (communication
of guidelines, objectives, day -to -day operating
considerations), the director has already generally
formulated goals and objectives for his or her department. His interrelationship with other department directors and medical staff —combined with
experience —have permitted him to make tentative projections of the specific units of services for
his department. Therefore, when he receives the
administrative statement of conditions, basic service unit projections, and the budget manual, he is
ready with his particular projections to begin the
formal budget process. At this point, he is totally
responsible for preparing his budget in a format
that can be used by fiscal services —when approved —for input into the computer. The budget
director should, however, be ready and willing to
lend technical support and advice —or both —
should the department director request.
When the department director has completed
his expense budget, he gives it to the appropriate
vice president for review. Concurrent with this effort, the budget director assists the department director in converting his forecasted service units

Table 1
Projected Patient Admission and Census Schedule
Date: 5128/81

Current FY 80.81
OCT

NOV

DEC

JA N

FES

M AR

APR

M AY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

TOTAL

Avg, daily census
Patient days

265

261

254

318

314

335

309

270

265

265

255

275

282

8202

7823

7874

9863

9116

10374

9274

8370

8215

Admissions

7905

8250

103216

1202

1105

1081

1401

1269

1393

1331

1168

7950
1089

ER visits

2335

2475

2356

2753

2593

2528

2437

1083
2494

14377

2217

1125
2613

1130

2477

2449

29727

Avg. daily census
Patient days

280
8680

280
8400

270

330

340

350

330

290

275

290

299

10230

9520

10850

9900

8990

280
8400

280

8370

8680

8525

8700

Admissions
ER visits

1211

109245

1199
2437

1176

1455
2638

1308

1450
2910

1334

1266

1188

1229

1181

1217

15214

2504

2850

2718

2600

2872

2686

2674

31980

290

300

315

8990

9000

114890

Projected FY 81.82

2565

2526

Projected FY 82.83
Avg. daily census

295

300

295

350

350

360

345

310

295

Patient days

9145

9000

9145

10850

9800

10350

9610

8850

290
8990

Admissions

1274

1261

1237

1530

1376

11160
1525

1403

1331

1250

1293

1242

ER visits

1280

2759

16002

2622

2718

2838

2694

3131

3065

2924

2797

3090

2890

2876

34404

Actual monthly figures in boldface
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Our projections
have been so
close to actual
results, the
Board jokingly
suggested the
budget was
prepared after
the fact.

(for revenue producing departments) into budgeted revenue.
After the appropriate vice president has reviewed the entire budget, the department director
has an additional opportunity to provide the vice
president with the reasons and rationale for his
budget requests. This feedback usually takes place
in a conference with the budget director also in
attendance to provide technical assistance or other relevant information. Depending upon how
closely the department budget conforms to the
guidelines, it will undergo changes as the conference participants reach a consensus on each line
item of expense. But because the department director and vice president have been meeting and
communicating all year, the probability is high
that the first request will not be adjusted to any
great degree.
Once all the vice president's departmental budgets have been approved, they are given to the
budget director who compiles them along with the
revenue projections into a master budget. Once
this phase has been accomplished, the vice president for fiscal affairs and the senior vice president
review the document before it is formally presented to the administrative council. If the budget dollar increase is consistent with the anticipated basic
units of service and anticipated increase due to
inflation, the budget will be accepted and presented to the finance committee. If the composite budget is inconsistent with these considerations, however, the administrative council will review it to
determine which areas are inconsistent and request that these areas be reworked by the appropriate department director.
When the budget, including the revenue budget
with suggested price increases, has been placed in
final form for presentation to the finance committee, a meeting of that body is scheduled. This
committee is highly knowledgeable about the hospital's financial (and other) operations, and aware
of the external forces on the hospital; therefore,
the budget is reviewed and generally approved
without major modification.
Budget Implemented
Because the department directors along with
their first -line supervisors, vice presidents, the
president, the finance committee and board of
trustees have been involved in the budgetary process, the budget is felt to be owned by all of them as
a total document. This feeling of ownership is particularly true in the case of the individual department director with reference to his specific portion
of the budget. This commitment is taken seriously. Activities are monitored on a daily basis to
insure that prompt corrective action can be taken
if necessary.
This daily monitoring is supplemented by a
monthly budget report that compares the budget-
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ed amounts agreed to by the department director
with the actual amounts incurred. The hospital's
experience has been that should adjustments be
required during the year —be they an increase or
decrease because of unforeseen increases or decreases in patient demand for services —that they
be made without any reluctance because the total
team is aware that one way to insure continuing
quality medical service is to conduct the financial
affairs of the hospital in a professional and businesslike manner.
Effectiveness of Participative Budgeting
The degree of participation as well as the rank
of those participating in the budget process generally will correlate with how closely the budget
purpose has been achieved. Studies have shown
that managers are more productive and satisfied
with both their job and colleagues when they are
working within a situation where they have had
significant input in formulating the operational
plan. Therefore, we may well conclude that allowing participation of managers and employees in
the budgeting process can do much to increase
their acceptance of the budget, their subsequent
involvement with and commitment to it as well as
the quality of the budget as an aid to decision
making.
The degree of effectiveness of managers and
first -line supervisors at our hospital —or any hospital, for that matter — depends upon many personality traits. One of the most important of these
traits is the ability to be motivated by being involved. This trait is essential because the degree of
decentralization typical in a hospital setting requires individuals to make timely quality decisions within the scope of established general
guidelines. Furthermore, the various departments
tend to be so diverse and complex that the department director is the "expert" who must relate to
the vice president, a "generalist," in developing
and executing a plan of operation. Therefore, the
hospital setting is ideal for a high degree of participative budgeting given the diverse departments
and individuals and groups of differing ranks.
The participative approach to budgeting has
proven very successful at University Community
Hospital. Our budget projections have proven to
be extremely accurate because of a combination of
good forecasting and willingness to cooperate in
taking corrective action to overcome adverse variances. In fact, our overall projections have generally been so close to our actual experience that our
finance committee of the board has jokingly suggested the budget was prepared after the fact. It
would be difficult to envision our budget effort being accomplished in an effective manner without
the participative approach.
Anthony Hopwood, Accounring and Human Behavior.Prentice -Hall. Inc.. Englewood Cliffs. N.1.. 1974,
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W e ve designed hundreds of cash
management systems. Probably none
of them is just right for yoi
At RepublicBank Dallas, we
have as many different cash management systems as we have customers.
Because all of our customers have
their own unique objectives and requirements.
For instance, if your company
has a national customer base, Dallas
is probably an ideal lockbox location
for you. And with our remittance
processing expertise, RepublicBank
can quickly and economically turn
your receivables into usable cash.
Plus, we can provide accurate and
timely data transmission of remittance detail for direct application of
cash to your customers' accounts.
If you need to concentrate deposits made at your local banks, our
Automated Cash Concentration System can economically turn those deposits into investable cash with one
simple phone call— literally overnight.
If you find forecasting disbursement float difficult, our Controlled
Disbursement System allows you to
synchronize the funding of your disbursement account with the actual
clearing of your checks.
If you need to monitor your daily
cash position, STAR REPORTER".
gives you ready access to your
account balances, float, and transaction detail information, not only at
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banks as well.
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,
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the size, the expertise, and the
systems technology to tailor a cash
management system that is just right
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what we can do. For more information, contact Rick Sauer, Senior Vice
President, Cash Management Division,�� 214� �653�-6078.
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Improving Reported Earnings
Generally, the more liberal the firm's policies,
the lower the quality of earnings,

By John L. Smith
The reported earnings ofa company has long been
considered to be the important measure ofa firm's
stability. Because it seems to be the product of
various objective mathematical operations, a company's reported earnings figure is often taken by
the unsophisticated user offinancial statements as
the quantitative measure of the firm's well- being.
The professional investor knows that reported
earnings are often the product of deliberate
choices between various accounting treatments
and business options. In order to assess true earning power, the investor must make some determination of the quality of earnings.
A company's reported earnings are, in part, the
product ofconscious and often subjective choices
between various accounting treatments and business options, as well as various external economic
factors. Two firms in a given industry may report
identical earnings while experiencing completely
different operating performance. If the investor
wants to assess the true earnings power of each
company, financial statements must be used to
make some determination of the quality of its
earnings.
The Role of Management Accounting
The accounting system is the major quantitative
information system in almost every organization.
It should provide information for three purposes;
0025 - 1690/81 /6303. 1257/$01.00/0

1. Internal reporting to managers, for use in planning and controlling routine operations.
2. Internal reporting to managers, for use in making nonroutine decisions and in formulating
major plans and policies.
3. External reporting to stockholders, government, and other outside parties.
The management accounting function is a staff
function with responsibility for providing line
managers, and the staff managers, with specialized
service. This includes advice and help in the areas
of budgeting, controlling, and pricing. The accounting function does not exercise direct authority over line departments. Uniformity of accounting and reporting is acquired through the
delegation of authority on such matters to the
controller by the top line management.
When the accounting manager prescribes the
line department's role in supplying accounting information, he is speaking for top line management. The uniform accounting procedure is authorized by the president and is installed for him
by the accounting manager.
It is up to the accounting manager to see that
line managers do not misuse accounting policies
to manipulate the level ofreported income or loss.
It is also the accounting manager's responsibility
to assist line management in decision making for
meeting long -range goals. A decision whether to
proceed on a major project should not be based on
Copyright p 1981 by the National Association of Accountants
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It is up to the
accounting
manager to see
that line
managers do
not misuse
accounting
policies.

how well it will improve a short-term situation,
but how well it will fit into the long -range plan. A
decision to postpone a major maintenance project
may appear to be the answer for achieving maximum production and meeting the annual profit
objective. From the viewpoint of the long -range
effects, the project could be more costly to do because of more wear and tear to the equipment. It
may also result in emergency down time in the
future during a peak production period. The accounting manager is in an unique position to supply information that will have an effect on line
management's decision- making process.
Who Are Users of Financial Statements?
APB Statement No. 4, Chapter 3, states "Financial accounting information is used by a variety of groups and for diverse purposes. The needs
and expectations of users determine the type of
information required. User groups may be broadly
classified into ( I ) those with direct interests in
business enterprises, and (2) those with indirect
interests."
The Trueblood Committee study group on the
Objectives of Financial Statements concluded that
an objective of financial statements is to serve primarily those users who not only have limited authority, ability, or resources to obtain information, but also rely on financial statements as their
principal source of information about an enterprise's economic activities.
By specifying the type of user as one with limited authority, ability, or resources and specifying
types of information useful to him, the Trueblood
Committee implicitly assumed that the investors
using financial statements would apply the intrinsic value investment theories and would possibly
find productive indicators useful. The efficient
markets hypothesis, however, assumes that the
stock market prices are established by actions of
sophisticated investors. If this is the case, the objective of financial reporting should not be to
provide information for the investor with limited
authority, ability, and resources, but for the informed investor or financial analyst. The well -informed reader of financial statements is assumed
to be able to select the information he or she needs
and make adequate decisions from the information presented.
Quality of Earnings
The concept of earnings quality has gained wide
usage in security analysis in recent years. One
service is almost exclusively devoted to monitoring earnings quality, and many institutional research houses include debt provision as a percentage of sales despite an increase in shipment to
more marginal customers, or a nominal increase
in the sales allowance account —even though sales
and corresponding returns have increased signifi-
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cantly. In such cases, reported earnings may increase, but not actual income. Inconsistent application of accounting policies, especially when
changes are made to bolster earnings, render earnings numbers less meaningful and less reliable as
indicators of future income.'
The investor should take note of any disclosure
of termination ofauditor contracts resulting from
disagreement over proposed accounting changes.
If the new auditors agree to the desired change,
the company must disclose what the effect on net
income would have been if the old method had
been retained. If the reported results are substantially greater as a result of the accounting change,
the earnings increment may be suspect.
Another factor in the quality of a firm's reported earnings is the degree to which current earnings benefit from past earnings or borrow from
future earnings. Unwarranted deferral of expenditures overstate earnings because it relieves reported results of appropriate charges. For example, a
major U.S. corporation capitalized into inventory
$24.1 million in general and administrative expenses relating to long -term U.S. government contracts at the end of1976. This represented a $0.27
per -share increase over the 1975 year -end amount
of $12.5 million. The capitalized general and administrative expenses increased, in spite of a substantial decline in inventories from $777.7 million
at year -end 1975 to $435.1 million at year -end
1976.
In evaluating the appropriateness ofa firm's accounting policies— whether the deferral of an expense item, a change in accounting policy, or a
choice between generally accepted accounting
practices — investors should compare the policies
used with the typical accounting policies employed in the industry. In general, the more liberal
the firm's policies, the lower the quality of its
earnings. Conformity, however, does not necessarily imply higher quality earnings. Quality exists
when the policies used reflect economic reality
and when the earnings figure gives a true picture
of the company's earning power.2
The quality ofearnings is related to the degree
to which adequate provision has been made for
the maintenance of assets and for the maintenance
and enhancement of present and future earning
power. Management can use its control over discretionary costs to manipulate the level of reported net income or loss. Investors must pay particular attention to whether the level of reported
discretionary expenses is in keeping with the company's past trends and with its current and future
requirements. The investor should relate maintenance and repair costs to the level of such activity.
In comparing repair and maintenance levels from
year to year, the analyst can either compare the
level of such costs for a period to the level of sales
over the period, or to the company's net property,
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1981

plant and equipment.
In evaluating the degree ofa firm's maintenance
of capital, the investor must consider the rate of
return being earned on its assets. If the company
is earning an acceptable return, if the industry return is high, or if the company or industry is
growing, the company should be acquiring new
equipment. Under these circumstances, a company's failure to keep its plant and equipment up -todate would detract from its competitive position.
On the other hand, if the rate of return being
earned on corporate assets is unsatisfactory, or if
the industry is in a state ofdecline, the company
would be justified in not maintaining capital. An
example of this would be not improving production facilities at branch locations that are being
phased out.
The investor also should determine whether a
company's policy of not maintaining capital is of
short or long -term nature. If it is temporary, the
firm may be currently short of cash or trying to
maintain current profit levels. A permanent decision has serious implications: it means that management does not want to invest further in the
business because it views the company as being in
a state of liquidation.
The Earnings Statement
What information should the earnings statement convey, and in what form? In August 1979,
the Financial Accounting Standards Board issued
a discussion memorandum that suggests new reporting formats for earnings information. The
new formats are intended to not only highlight the
more predictable aspects of earnings, but also to
facilitate comparisons between companies in the
same industry.
Traditional earnings statements fail to identify
the impact of developments outside the normal
operations of the business, distinguish fixed from
variable expenses, or separate sales results into
volume effects and price effects. Because all of this
information is of potential value to investors, the
FASB's discussion memorandum (DM) includes
a multi -step earnings statement format that breaks
out irregular revenue and expense and provides
subtotals for cost of products sold and operating
earnings. This represents the first step toward the
eventual publication of a FASB statement on new
standards for earnings reports.
In developing its DM on reporting earnings, the
FASB considered the types of items that net income now typically includes in addition to the results of the normal operations of the company.
Operating earnings can be defined as revenues
from the main activities of a company less related
expenses. Revenues from unusual and incidental
activities are excluded. Expenses not incurred in
earning the main revenues also are excluded. This
line of thought suggests the need for separate disMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1981

closure of items considered to be unrelated to the
main activities of the company. These items could
be separately assessed by the investor and would
not confuse his evaluation of the more predictable
earnings.
The DM also considers the possibility of carrying directly to retained earnings items that do not
relate to the current year's activity. Under this
concept, prior period adjustments would be eliminated from earnings statements. If a company
changed from the cash to the accrual method of
accounting for vacation pay, the cumulative effect
of the change on beginning retained earnings,
which would be considered to be a current period
charge under present accounting principles,
would be charged directly to retained earnings.
The same argument might be applied to an exceptionally large research and development expense
expected to benefit future earnings.
An earnings statement should be a concise report of earnings activity; loading it up with too
many different types of information would defeat
its purpose. Regardless of how good an earnings
statement is, readers need additional information
to learn more about the nature of an enterprise's
earnings.
This is one reason why the DM provides a format for disclosing fixed and variable expenses that
could be used either in the earnings statement or
in notes to the financial statements. The separate
disclosure offixed and variable expenses can provide some indication of changes in certain key indicators such as volume of sales and changes in
sales prices.
Additional requirements for the reporting of financial ratios also could serve a useful purpose.
Earnings per share is currently the only ratio required under authoritative financial reporting literature. With the shift of emphasis to reporting
operating earnings, there is reason for disclosing
operating earnings per share. There is already increased user interest in return on equity, particularly as a part ofa sustainable growth rate computation. This would be of help to investors that do
not have the time or the ability to develop the
ratios for themselves.3

Traditional
earnings
statements fail
to identify the
impact of
developments
outside normal
operations.

Financial Statements for Security Analysts
Cash basis accounting can produce a misleading short -run picture when, for example, current
receipts represent payment for provision of future
goods and services. Auditors, therefore, insist that
publicly -owned companies prepare statements on
an accrual basis. The problem with such statements is that they compound the effects of accounting judgments and allocations with the effects of more concrete transactions.
In order to predict a corporation's future cash
flows, an outside user requires a clear picture of
not only the, company's operating receipts and ex51

Earnings figures
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penditures, but also its past flows to and from debt
and equity suppliers. Traditional statements do
not provide this information, even if the outside
user uses all the available footnotes.
For this reason, John Page, associate professor
of accounting at the University of New Orleans,
and Paul Hooper, assistant professor of commerce
at the McIntire School of Commerce of the University of Virginia, developed new financial statements that are both more informative and more
useful to the security analyst than those now presented in traditional annual reports.' Their Financial Flows Statement presents the financial cash
flows of the corporation, including the cash receipts, cash expenditures, and flows to and from
debt and equity suppliers. Their Earnings Reconciliation Statement then takes the change in cash
from all operations as provided by the Financial
Flows Statement and makes a series of adjustments to provide accounting net earnings. Page
and Hooper state that these two statements provide all the information necessary for financial
analysis. They provide information that is not
provided by and cannot be determined from current annual reports and 10K filings.
Financial Flows Statement presents the hard financial transactions necessary for valuation. It begins with cash receipts from asset operations,
which would generally include cash sales and collections of receivables. Deducted from this figure
is the cash expenditures to asset operations, including payments to suppliers and employees, to
arrive at the cash flow from asset operations.
Deducting income tax payments from this figure gives the cash available to all capital suppliers.
Subtracting cash distributions to debt suppliers,
which consist of both interest and principal repayments, leaves cash available to equity suppliers.
Deducting cash distributions to equity suppliers
leaves the cash retained by the firm. New debt and
new equity capital is added to this figure to arrive
at total cash before investments. After allowing
for investments in securities, plant and equipment,
land, and intangibles, analysts have the change in
cash from all operations for the period.
The Earnings Reconciliation Statement reconciles the change in cash from all operations with
accounting net earnings under historical cost,
price level - adjusted, replacement cost, or any other accounting concept. It consists of three levels of
adjustments. Level I Adjustments include those
requiring little or no judgment, such as dividends
paid, and provide profit on a cash basis. Level II
Adjustments are adjustments that require some
judgment, such as payroll accruals. Level III Adjustments consist of accounting allocations, such

as depreciation. These adjustments provide accounting net earnings.
The advantage of these statements are threefold. First, these statements distinguish between
real transactions, judgmental transactions, and accounting allocations. They provide all the information now displayed in present statements, plus
a great deal more. Second, the proposed statements are potentially less misleading than traditional statements. In traditional statements, the
mixing of paper and real transactions can give the
investor the impression that more happened than
actually did. The Earnings Reconciliation Statement would do much to alleviate this problem by
separating real transactions from paper transactions. Third, the proposed statements deal more
effectively and appropriately with the problem of
restatement. The user, faced with restated information, questions the validity of the reporting
firm's accounts. Because most restatements involve changes in adjustments, the figures provided
in the Financial Flows Statement will remain virtually the same year after year, with restatement
confined to the adjustments in the Earnings Reconciliation Statement.
Financial Analysis Made Easier
Earnings figures are affected by management's
and accounting choices between generally accepted accounting principles and by management's
business choices. Sometimes, management makes
accounting and business choices in order to manipulate earnings figures and make them deliberately misleading. Management also makes decisions that affect earnings components in such a
way that the reported earnings figure is lowered in
quality because, although it may have reflected
current economic reality, it does not give a good
indication of future earning power. The components of earnings are subject to external economic
conditions that make them unreliable indicators
of future earnings.
Earnings figures should not be the product of
manipulations designed purely to increase the reported income of the company. Earnings figures
should permit the proper financial analysis of the
firm's earnings statements to determine the quality of the reported earnings figure. With the help of
the new reporting procedures being studied by the
FASB and the new statement formats proposed by
Page and Hooper, financial analysis will become
easier.
❑
Leopold Bernstein and Joel Siegel, "The Concept of Earnings Quality.- Financial
Analysis Journal, July- August 1979,
Ibid.
"Terry Mortimer. "Reporting Earnings : A New Approach," Financial Analysts
Journal. November - December 1979.
' John Page and Paul Hooper, "Financial Statements for Security Analysts," Financial Analysts Journal, September- October 1979.
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Let's Recognize Dissent
in Standard - Making
There should be some automatic review mechanism for statements on
accounting standards —and dissents should play a key role in the process.

By Richard Vangermeersch

justments,

the Rules of Procedures of the Financial Accounting Standards Board were written, dissenting
Within the past 15 years, some promulgations and opinions in the body of the statement were alstudies have indicated the ever changing and po- lowed.
litical nature of financial accounting. For examAnother important change dealing with disple, after reviewing the 51 Accounting Research sents and the power of dissenters was the June 21,
Bulletins (ARB) and the first 12 opinions of the 1977, decision by the trustees of the Financial AcAccounting Principles Board (APB), David M. counting Foundation to amend its bylaws by
Lang wrote in 1968 that dissent in accounting changing the voting requirement for adoption of
pronouncements is often of "...a highly construc- pronouncements by the FASB from five affirmative nature when considered in the light of subse- tive votes among the seven members to a simple
quent events." He also felt that dissension is majority. With this bylaw change, FASB then reimportant if progress is to be made in the develop- considered its exposure draft on prior period adment of meaningful accounting principles.'
justments, which had received a 4 to 3 vote on
In another case, consider the dissenting opin- April 12, 1977, and FAS No. 15, Prior Period Adions in the almost 50 statements of the Financial
passed 4 to 3 in June 1977. With this
Accounting Standards Board — particularly since change in the bylaws, dissenters became both less
the change in voting rules of the FASB effective powerful and also more likely to increase in numwith FAS No. 16. Finally, consider the American ber for a given financial accounting standard.
Institute of CPAs' report on the establishment of
As a reference point for this discussion, I am
accounting principles in which it was indicated including the voting results for the APB in Table
that dissent itself has been a topic of dissent in
I and for the FASB in Table 2. I chose 10 topics
financial accounting.z I believe it's time to take for which dissents and assents with qualifications
another look at dissent in financial accounting.
will be analyzed. These topics and the relevant
opinions and statements are:
History of Dissent —An Analysis
To illustrate how fragile the position ofdissent
had become in financial accounting by 1969, a
year after Lang's study, one can refer to the
Wheat Committee report, which recommended
founding the Financial Accounting Standards
Board in 1972 and also recommended against the
publication of dissents in the formal body of a
statement from the new board. However, when
0025-1690/81/6303-1240/$01.00/0
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2.
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3.
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Accounting Changes
Interim Reporting
Marketable Securities
Troubled Debt
Changing Prices
Capitalization of
Interest

APB No. 20
APB No. 28
FAS No. 12
FAS No. 15
FAS No. 33
FAS No. 34

In following the discussion, the reader should
keep in mind the following questions:

Should dissents
have been
dropped from
the body of
financial
accounting
standards?

1. Should dissents have been dropped from the
body of financial accounting standards?
2. Should students and practitioners and other
users be familiar with these dissents?
3. Is the 4 to 3 voting rule of FASB a good
change?
4. Should there be an automatic mechanism
which comes into play when a significant dissent and /or assent with qualifications occur?
5. Would statements on financial accounting
standards be improved by having assents with
qualifications?
RESULTS FOR OPERATIONS
Lang's first topic "Results of Operations" analyzed ARB Nos. 6, 8, 32, 35, and 41 and APB No. 9.

Table 1
V o ting by APB
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APB

Yes

Qualified
_Yes

1

15

5

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

13
17
17
18
13
21
20
15
17
13
16
18
12
10
12
13
12
17
12
18
14
10
12
9
12
12
12
14
12
11

1
3
7
2
8
0
0
5
3
1
4
0
2
5
0
0
5
0
0
0
4
4
1
6
3
4
2
3
3
4

No

0
6
0
5
1
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
4
3
6
5
1
1
6
0
0
4
5
3
3
2
4
1
2
2

He concluded that "while minor changes may take
place, it would seem that the lack of any major
dissent from the latest conclusions of the APB in
this area portends a period of relative calm after a
long history of controversy.` 3 This was not to be. In
June 1973, APB No. 30, "Reporting the Results of
Operations," was issued. The Board tightened the
definition of extraordinary items to "events and
transactions that are distinguished by their unusual
nature and by the infrequency of their
occurrence."' The opinion passed with 14 members
voting for it, including three assents with qualifica-

Table 2
Voting by FASB
FAS

Yes

Qualified
Yes

No

1

7
7
7
6
7
6
6
6
5
7
6
5
5
6
5
4
5
7
4
7
5
5
7
5
4
7
6
7
7
7
7
7
5
4
4
6
7
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
7
7
6
7
7

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
2
0
1
2
2
0
2
3
2
0
3
0
2
2
0
2
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
3
3
1
0
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
0
0
1
0
0

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
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tions, and two dissenters. In this opinion, Charles T. thur L. Litke dissented:
Horngren assented but with the qualification that
...because the effect of this Statement is to
he remained "...unconvinced that any criteria can
include in the current year's income from
be formulated which provide a workable distinction
continuing operations adjustments related to
between extraordinary and ordinary times." Anprior years that previously would have been
other person who assented with the qualification
excluded in the determination of the current
was David Norr who noted that "...the criteria
year's net income. In their opinion this is a
created for extraordinary items, unusual and inquantum leap that detracts from the useful...
frequent,
are subjective and unworkable." In fact,
ness ofthe measure of income from continuhe goes on to say, "...that the extraordinary cateing operations and that should not be undergory has resulted in a proliferation ofabuses, partictaken without comprehensive consideration
ularly debits, comparable to direct entries to surof the presentation of information about
plus."
earnings activities.
The two dissenters stressed different issues in Ralph E. Walters dissented "because he does not
Opinion No. 30. Albert J. Bows dissented because believe the elimination of prior period adjustments
the opinion ".. .wi ll cause serious erosion and improves financial reporting. To the contrary, he
confusion in efforts to achieve an informative and believes that there are clearly valid items, admitproper presentation of the results of operations. tedly somewhat rare, whose inclusion in prior peThis deterioration will occur because ordinary op- riods with which they are specifically identified,
erating results will be blurred by the inclusion of enhances the relevance, comparability, and undernonoperating, unusual and nonrecurring items standability of financial statements and therefore
that affect net income for a given period." George their usefulness...." There is no doubt that
C. Watt believed "...the Board should have rec- Lang's optimistic views about APB No. 9 settling
ognized that the quality of being extraordinary the matters of the results of operations was very
can be derived from a combination of infrequency premature. This may well be a topic that will nevof occurrence and abnormality of size; without re- er achieve a consensus and, hence, one might exgard to the nature of the event or transaction."
pect more special item statements as FAS -No. 4
In March 1975, FASB issued a statement to and FAS No. 16. It may well be that Sprouse and
clarify the results that APB No. 30 had on the Litke were correct when they stressed that FAS
early extinguishment of debt which is the subject No. 16 should have awaited a comprehensive conof AP B No. 26. Much pressure was applied to sideration of the presentation of information
FASB, as witness this quote from FAS No. 4. "In about earnings activities.
addition, the Securities & Exchange Commission
and others have expressed concern to the Board
about including gains and losses from extinguish- TAX ALLOCATION
Lang's second topic "Tax Allocation" analyzed
ment of debt in the determination of income beARB
No. 44, ARB No. 44 (revised), and APB
fore extraordinary items in the income
No.
11.
He concluded that:
5
statement.FAS No. 4 ruled that "gains and losses from
Thus, it would seem logical to conclude,
extinguishment of debt that are included in the
based on this study of dissenting opinions,
determination of net income shall be aggregated
that discussion and consideration of this
and, if material, classified as an extraordinary
problem in the years since 1954 have resultitem, net of related income tax effect." The stateed in wider disagreement as to the wisdom
ment passed with a 6 to 1 vote. In the issuance of
of uniform application of tax allocation
this statement, the dissenter, Donald J. Kirk wrote
principles. Despite the reaffirmation and ex". . . t h at extinguishment of debt are reportable
tension of the principles of mandatory tax
transactions that seldom, if ever, warrant extraorallocation in 1967, the presence of substandinary item treatment. In many cases, extinguish tial dissent cannot help but make an observments are neither unusual nor infrequent..." and
er wonder ifthe pendulum might not swing
". . . t h at this statement... may well encourage
back toward the approach ofpermitting difpiecemeal erosion ofAccounting Principles Board
ferent treatments to meet differing sets of
Opinion No. 30."
circumstances. If further research lends
As noted above, FAS No. 16 was issued only
great weight to the conclusions expressed by
because there was a voting change in the bylaws of
the dissenters, there is a distinct possibility
the Financial Accounting Foundation. The reason
that the profession will adjust its pronouncefor the change was a statement dealing with the
ments in this area to meet whatever new
results from operations. FAS No. 16 restricted the
facts may become apparent.
use of prior period adjustments to only two instances. There were three dissenters of the seven
In April 1972 the APB dealt with some tax alFASB members noted. Robert T. Sprouse and Ar- location issues not met in APB No. 11. APB No.
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It is apparent
that the turmoil
caused by APB
Opinion No. 11
is continuing.
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Well- written
dissents to
opinions and to
standards
should not be
eliminated or
ignored.

23, "Accounting for Income Taxes— Special Areas" and APB No. 24, "Accounting for Income
Taxes: Investments in Common Stock Accounted
for by the Equity Method (Other than Subsidiaries and Corporate Joint Ventures" focused on the
income tax allocation difference between accounting for the undistributed earnings of a consolidated subsidiary (APB No. 24). APB 23 passed by a
vote of 14 to 4, with four assenters with qualifications. Donald J. Bevis dissented because he believed it contradicts APB No. 11. Albert J. Bows,
Milton M. Broeker, and Leo E. Burger joined in
their dissent:
...This Opinion validates a practice that
they consider to be completely contrary to
the underlying concepts of deferred tax accounting application to other business
(APB Opinion No. 11) by sponsoring the
idea that certain earnings may be accounted
for on an accrual basis while the related income taxes are accounted for on the cash
basis. They also believe that the accounting
distinction provided in this Opinion for over
50 percent investors (no deferred income
taxes) and in APB Opinion No. 24 for less
than 50 percent investors (deferred taxes) is
completely artificial.
APB No. 24 passed by a vote of 13 to 5, with
one assent with qualification. Four of the dissenters dissented with a view not very different from
the dissenting views in APB No. 11.
Messrs. Hampton, Hayes, Horngren and
Watt dissent to this Opinion because it requires provision for deferred taxes on undistributed earnings of investees ... without regard to the circumstances and therefore in
many cases will result in deferred tax credits
that may never reverse and are mere contingencies.
John C. Biegler, Sidney Davidson, and John W.
Queenan included in their APB No. 11 dissent
that to the extent that comprehensive allocation deviates from accrual of income tax reasonably expected to be paid or recovered, it would
result (1) in accounts carried as assets which have
no demonstrable value and which are never expected to be realized, (2) in amounts carried as
liabilities which are mere contingencies, and (3)
in corresponding charges or credits to income for
contingent amounts."
Messrs. Hampton, Hayes, Horngren and Watt
also stressed ".. that the principles applicable to
undistributed earnings ofsubsidiary companies set
forth in APB Opinion No. 23 are equally applicable to all companies accounted for by the equity
method" and "the distinction ... between signifi-
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cant influence and control ... to be illusory in this
context, since an investor with significant influence would necessarily have knowledge of the
plans of the investment company for investment
of earnings and dividends."
In October 1975, FASB dealt with another unsettled APB No. 11 area when the Board ruled in
FAS No. 9 that "...interperiod tax allocation is
required for intangible drilling and development
costs and other costs associated with the exploration for and development of oil and gas reserves
that enter into the determination of taxable income and pretax accounting income in different
periods... pursuant to the provisions of APB
Opinion No, 11." Donald J. Kirk and Robert T.
Sprouse dissented because FAS No. 9 provided a
free choice to companies in similar circumstances
to adopt either of two significantly different methods of implementation —the retroactive restatement method or the prospective net method. The
published statement disclosed that "Mr. Kirk and
Mr. Sprouse hold that accounting for similar circumstances similarly and for different circumstances differently is a desirable objective that
would have been achieved in this Statement. They
consider the result of the Statement to be unacceptable." They also dissented because ". . . t h e
prospective net method is based on a fiction and is
not in conformity with the intention of APB
Opinion No. 11. Kirk also stressed that APB No.
11 required that the tax benefits of excess statutory depletion be accounted for in the year in which
that excess is deducted for income tax purposes.
Under paragraph 13 of this statement, however,
estimates of those benefits can be anticipated and
included in net income for accounting purposes
many years before the benefit is realized by income tax deduction of that excess.
In September 1979, FASB issued a statement,
"Accounting For Tax Benefits Related to U.K.
Tax Legislation Concerning Stock Relief" (FAS
No. 31) which dealt with a July 1979 change in
the tax laws of the United Kingdom. FASB apparently followed its APB No. 23 precedence in
this statement.
...Because the potential for recapture exists for six years, the Board concluded that
the tax benefit resulting from "stock relief'
should be deferred unless it is probable that
the benefit will not be recaptured.... The
Board believes that the change in the U.K.
tax law with regard to "stock relief' creates
a unique situation in accounting for income
taxes and that the accounting specified by
this Statement should not extend to other
situations.
There were no dissents to FAS No. 3 L
It is apparent that the turmoil caused by APB
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No. 11 is continuing, It may well be that the undercurrents of continuing dissent may lead to the
overall revision of APB No. l 1 predicted by Lang.
FOREIGN EXCHANGE

Lang next analyzed the 1979 and 1953 rulings
on foreign exchange matters. He noted that longterm receivables and long -term payables were to
be translated at the historical exchange rates but
that there was an assenter with qualifications who
believed such terms should be translated at current rates. In APB No. 6, the Board specifically
revised prior pronouncements on foreign exchange to include its approval of the translation of
long -term receivables and long -term liabilities at
current exchange rates as being appropriate in
many circumstances. This statement received the
Board's unanimous approval. While FAS No. 1
dealt with the disclosure of the translation basis
used, it did call for disclosure of "the amount by
which total long -term receivables and total longterm payables translated at historical rates would
each increase or decrease at the balance sheet date
if translated at current rates."
FAS No. 8 mandated that "in preparing foreign
statements, balances representing cash and accounts receivable or payable that are denominated
in other than the local currency shall be adjusted
to reflect the current rate between the local and
foreign currency." FAS No. 8 passed 6 to 1 but
included a lengthy dissent by Robert E. Mays. Because FAS No . 8 has received much criticism, his
dissent is worth excerpting:
Mr. Mays dissents for two principal reasons: (1) he believes that the method adopted by the Board (which he views as essentially the temporal method) is generally
inappropriate for translating financial statements of foreign operating entities; and (2)
he believes that exchange differences arising
from translation should not, in all cases, be
treated as current gains or losses.
MERGERS AND GOODWILL

The exposure draft for APB No . 16, "Business
Combinations," and No. 17, "Intangible Assets,"
was probably the most controversial of any of the
APB or FASB exposure drafts. This controversy
is shown by the number of dissents —six on APB
No. 16 and five for APB No. 17. Three of the
dissenters to APB No. 16— Milton M. Broeker,
Leo Burger, and Frank T. Weston — believe that
the opinion was not a sound or logical solution of
the problem of accounting for business combinations. They noted "that, except for combinations
of companies whose relative size is such to indicate a significant sharing of ownership risks and
benefits, business combinations represent the acquisition of purchase of one company by another
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1981

and that accounting should reflect that fact." The
other three dissenters presented a very well -written dissent:
Messrs. Davidson, Horngren, and Seidman dissent to this Opinion because it seeks
to patch up some of the abuses of pooling.
The real abuse is pooling itself. On that, the
only answer is to eliminate pooling .... The
fundamental one is that pooling ignores the
asset values on which the parties have traded, and substitutes a wholly irrelevant figure —the amount on the seller's books....
The accounting essence is the amount of
consideration, not its nature....
Some say that to eliminate pooling will
impede mergers. Mergers were prevalent before pooling, and will continue after. Accounting does not exist to aid or discourage
mergers, but to account for them fairly.
Elimination of pooling will remove the confusion that comes from the coexistence of
pooling and purchase accounting. Above all,
the elimination of pooling would remove an
aberration in historical -cost accounting that
permits an acquisition to be accounted for
on the basis of the seller's cost rather than
the buyer's cost of the assets obtained in a
bargained exchange.

Perhaps the
harshest of all
the dissents
occurred in the
troubled debt
restructuring
standard

The dissents to APB No. 17 were as strong and
as eloquent as those in APB No. 16. George R.
Catlett dissented because "he believes that goodwill should never be shown as an asset in the balance sheet and should never be amortized as a
charge to income." He continued:
...Goodwill, regardless of the form of
consideration paid for it, reflects values
brought about by investor expectations attributable to a multitude of factors. Such
values fluctuate frequently and widely, and
the changes do not occur in any rational,
predictable manner. Thus, there is no continuing relationship between the value of
goodwill and its cost. Goodwill does not
have a demonstrable useful life; and its expectation, if any, cannot be related on any
logical basis to the operating revenues of
particular periods....
The other four dissenters —Leo E. Burger, Sidney Davidson, Charles B. Hellerson, and Charles
T. Horn gren— stressed that "In all cases, the amortization of intangible assets should be based on
professional judgment, rather than arbitrary
rules."
Well- written dissents like these must never be
lost in accounting by either dropping dissents
from the body of future opinions or statements or
57

by dropping dissents from the text of past opinions and statements. The dissents to APB Opinions Nos. 16 and 17, in particular, should be
utilized if such a defense of dissents becomes necessary.

Dissent must be
a part of the
body of a
financial
accounting
standard.

ACCOUNTING CHANGES
APB No. 20, "Accounting Changes," passed
with a 12 to 6 vote. The dissents were lengthy.
George R. Catlett, Louise M. Kessler, and Oral L.
Luper dissented because they believed that "when
a change in accounting principles is made the financial statements for prior periods should be restated on the same basis as those of the current
period." They also believed that "the cumulative
adjustments applicable to prior periods arising
from changes in accounting principles have no
bearing upon the current results of operations and
should not be included in the determination of net
income for the current period." Catlett, Luper,
and Emmet Harrington stressed their concern
about "the continuing tendency of the Board to
attempt to eliminate alleged `abuses' by means of
arbitrary rules and to use accounting requirements as a disciplinary tool rather than to establish standards for the most meaningful reports for
investors and other users of financial statements."
Newman T. Halvorson dissented because he believed "that all income and expense should be included in the income statement once and neither
more nor less than once, and that this can really
be achieved only if newly adopted principles are
applied prospectively." George C. Watt dissented
because the opinion required excessive interpretation by users.
INTERIM REPORTING
APB Opinion No. 28, "Interim Financial Reporting," passed 14 to 4, with two assents with
qualifications. Charles T. Horngren assented although the opinion did not resolve the differing
views as to the principal objective of interim financial information. David Norr assented although
he believed that "in most circumstances each interim period is a discrete period and that the
Opinion encourages normalizing and smoothing
income, concealing the actual level of activity."
Joseph P. Cummings dissented because the opinion did not provide adequate and consistent guidelines for the determination of income and expenses appropriate for interim reporting. Newman T.
Halverson, Donald J. Hayes, and George C. Watt
also dissented. In the opinion it was stated that
...In their view the Opinion encourages
normalizing income by arbitrarily normalizing expenses, thereby concealing actual results of operations of an interim period. In
so doing the Opinion ignores the fundamental concept of consistency by condoning the
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use of interim principles and practices inconsistent with accounting policies used in
the preparation of financial statements.
While they recognize that the shorter a reporting period the less useful it is as a predictive tool, they do believe that it is not a
proper function of accounting to adjust the
historical accounting for any period in order
to produce purported results of operations
more representative of other periods than
the events of that period.
MARKETABLE SECURITIES
Arthur L. Litke and Robert T. Sprouse dissented to FAS No. 12, "Accounting for Certain Marketable Securities," because:
...this Statement requires some enterprises
in industries not having specialized accounting practices to recognize unrealized gains
in the determination of net income of the
period in which they occur and prohibits
other similar enterprises from recognizing
unrealized gains in circumstances that are in
substance identical. Mr. Litke and Mr.
Sprouse hold that accounting for similar circumstances similarly and for different circumstances differently is an important objective in establishing financial accounting
standards. This Statement, in their judgment, ignores that objective.
The specificity of this dissent could be utilized to
do case studies of similar companies holding the
same securities with very different results to ascertain the materiality of the dissent.
TROUBLED DEBT
Perhaps the harshest of all the dissents occurred in FAS No. 15, "Accounting by Debtors
and Creditors for Troubled Debt Restructuring."
Oscar S. Gellein and Donald J. Kirk used terms
rarely, if ever, seen in accounting promulgations.
Messrs. Kirk and Gellein dissent because
they disagree with the conclusions ... about
prospective treatment of the effect of a reduction of the face amount or maturity
amount of debt. They would apply the fair
value accounting ... to reduction in the face
amount of restructured debt. They point to
the incontrovertible fact that a modification
of terms that reduces the face amount or interest rate or extend the maturity date, without equivalent consideration, is a relinquishment of rights by the creditor and a corresponding benefit to the debtor, and note that
debtors and creditors currently record a reduction in face amount when it occurs. They
believe that this Statement takes a backward
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step in reversing, for the sake of consistency,
the practice of current recognition, though
not based on fair value .... They find no virtue in theoretical consistency if it means
now ignoring a substantive consequence of
an event —in this case relinquishing of
rights —that prior to the issuance of this
statement was being recognized....
One can question such terms as "incontrovertible
fact," "backward step," and "no virtue" and wonder if a very detailed survey of the effects of FAS
No. 15 would not be very useful at this time.
CHANGING PRICES
Undoubtedly, the most heralded of the financial
accounting statements has been FAS No. 33, "Financial Reporting and Changing Prices." There
are two dissenters to FAS No. 33, David Mosso
and Ralph E. Walters. Mr. Mosso was of the
opinion that the statement failed to meet the cost benefit test. He also opposed "the dual approach
with multiple income numbers." Mr. Walters dissented because he favored the single method of
presentation of the constant dollar approach:
The weight of evidence suggests that the
Board is promulgating a current cost model
that is not ready, for a constituency that is
not ready for it. Experimentation with current cost and value information is sorely
needed to establish their feasibility, reliability, cost, and usefulness. Mr. Walters believes this experimentation should be conducted with volunteer companies working
through professional organizations of business executives, accountants, and financial
analysts. Regulations mandate experiments
in financial reports; standard setters should
not.
CAPITALIZATION OF INTEREST
FAS No. 34, "Capitalization of Interest Cost,"
was another 4 -to -3 situation with Frank E. Block,
Donald J. Kirk, and Robert A. Morgan the dissenters. They joined in this dissent:
Messrs. Block, Kirk, and Morgan consider interest to be a cost of a different order
from the costs of materials, labor, and other
services in two respects. First, each —the resource obtained by the payment of interest
on debt —has unique characteristics. It is
fungible.... Second, interest cost is the return to lenders on capital provided by them
to an enterprise for a certain perio d.. ..
They acknowledge that the conversion of
cash into a nonearning asset entails the sacrifice of the return that the cash could otherwise have earned, but they do not believe
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that a measure of that sacrifice is a proper
addition to the cost of acquiring the asset. In
addition, they note that, by attaching an interest cost to all expenditures for a qualifying asset, the prescribed method in this
Statement in effect imputes an interest cost
to any equity funds that may have been used
for it.
Improving the Mechanism for Dissent
I asked each reader to keep in mind five questions. These questions now will be addressed directly. After reviewing dissent in accounting, I
find no reason to change my view that dissent
must be a part of the body of a financial accounting standard. However, each reader must draw his
or her own conclusion because it is conceivable
another effort might be made to remove dissents
from the body of financial accounting standards.
Because this bylaw change can happen as quickly
as did the voting requirement change, it may be
worthwhile now to inform the Financial Accounting Foundation of one's stance on dissents on the
body of financial accounting standards.
How many times have we heard practitioners
and students say, "just tell us how to do it and
don't bother with all the verbiage "? It is important that all readers of accounting opinions and
standards study dissents as an important part of
the entire statement. I believe the 4 -to -3 voting
requirement is a serious mistake because of the
lack of an automatic review process for opinions
and standards. The sternness of some of the more
recent dissents causes one to worry that very controversial stands are being put into force.
While I believe there should be some sort of
automatic review mechanism for accounting standards, and dissents and assents with qualifications
should play a key role in that process, I was not
able to ascertain a formula using dissents and assents with qualifications as the governing criteria
for review. These items, however, must be a key
part of any review process.
Finally, as Table 2 indicates, there were no assents with qualifications for financial accounting
standards. This absence of votes of assents with
qualifications is an unfortunate occurrence when
compared with the numerous assents with qualifications for APB opinions (85 in 31 opinions —see
Table 1) and the related comments raised by
them. The time is now for these issues to be raised
with the FASB and the Financial Accounting
Foundation.
O

The sternness of
some of the
more recent
dissents causes
one to worry
that very
controversial
stands are being
put into force.

' David M. Lang, Jr., "The Dissenting Viewpoint: Has It Played a Meaningful Role
in the Development of Accounting Principles°" The Price Waterhouse Review. Win.
ter 1969.
Establishing Financial Accounting Standards Report of the Study on Establishment of Accounting Principles, AICPA. New York, 1972.
Lang. op. cit.
"'Reporting the Results of Operations,- APB No. 30, AICPA. New York. 1973.
"'Reporting Gains and Losses from Extinguishment of Debt: An Amendment of
APB Opinion No. 30," FAS No 4, FASB, Stamford, Conn. 1975.
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An Application
of Learning Curves
to Standard Costing
Improvement in productivity can result from using learning curves.

By Jackson F. Gillespie
In the February 1978 issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, Imhoff'' discusses the learning curve,
its applications, and its limitations. One application, as stated by Imhoff, would be "the prediction
ofman -hours in order to provide the standard for
measuring variances in a standard cost syst e m. . . . "2 A discussion of this application is the
thrust of my article.
When workers continuously perform a repetitive task, their efficiency in completing the task
increases, i.e., the time required to do the job decreases. This is attributed to "learning" in the individual or individuals performing the task. The
essence of learning curves is that this learning will
continue at the same rate until conditions change
(a work stoppage, a change in work force, etc.) or
until a steady state condition is reached. The rate
of learning is specified as a percentage associated
with the learning curve. This rate of learning is
usually in relation to average times to produce
units at a doubling of output. For example, assuming a 90% learning curve, and assuming the
labor time to produce the first unit of a new product line was 50 hours, predictions can be made as
to the labor required for production at points
where cumulative output is doubled.
Because we have produced only one unit so far,
the first doubling point for cumulative production
is two units, which means marginal production of
one unit. If one postulates a 90% learning curve,
the cumulative average labor time per unit should

0025-1690/81/6303-1249/$01.00/0

be 45 hours (90% X 50 hours). With this average time, the total labor needed for the two units
should be 90 hours (45 hours X 2 units). Thus,
the time needed to produce the second unit should
be 40 hours (90 hours — 50 hours).' Table 1
gives information for a few doubling points assuming a 90% learning curve and 50 hours to produce the first unit.
While the doubling points are nice for explaining learning curves, practicality requires that the
information should be available at any level of
output. The general equation which mathematically expresses learning curve relationships is:
(1) y = ax'
where:
y =the cumulative average time per unit when x
units are produced.
a =the time required to produce the first unit.
x =the cumulative number of units produced.
b =the measure of learning.
For convenience, the log transformation of
Equation (1) can be used:
(2) log y = log a + (b) log x
The value of (b) is determined by:
(3) b = log (learning %)

Jackson F.Gillespie is
an assistant professor
at the University of
Delaware and holds a
Ph.D. degree from
Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State
University. He is a
member of the
Delaware Chapter,
through which this
article was submitted.
Certificate of Merit,
1960 -81.

log 2
Expanding on the earlier example, what is the
cumulative average time per unit if three total
units are produced? Using formula (3), b is equal
to (— .152), calculated as follows:
Copyright0
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log .9

9.9542 - 10

log 2

.301

=

_ .152

curve should be incorporated into standards set
for labor hours.

With the value of b known, the cumulative average time per unit can be found using formula (2).
log y = log 50 + ( -•152) (log 3)
= 1.699 - (.152) (.4771)
= 1.626
The antilog of 1.626 is 42.3. Thus, the average
time to produce three units is 42.3 hours. The total time to produce the three units would be 126.9
hours (42.3 hours X 3 units). Similar procedures
can be used to compute average time and total
time for any level of output.

Table 1

50
50(.9) 45
450) 40.5
40.5 (.9) 36.45
36.45(.9) 32.805

50
90
162
291.6
524.88

50
90 50=40
162-90=72
291.6 -162 =129.6
524.88 291.6 233.28
-

=

-

Marginal
time

=

1
2
4
8

Total
time

=

2
4
8
16

Average
time

=

Marginal
output
1

=

Cumulative
output
1

Setting Labor Standards
Eric Kohler has defined standard costs as "a
forecast or predetermination of what costs should
be under projected conditions, serving as a basis of
cost control and as a measure of productive efficiency when ultimately compared with actual
costs. They furnish a medium by which the effectiveness of current results can be measured and
the responsibility for deviations can be placed.
Typical explanations and applications of standard
costs relating to direct labor suggest that the standard cost is a constant amount per unit ofoutput.
This implies that the hourly rate for labor and the
time required to produce each unit are both held
constant. This assumption may or may not be realistic for the labor rate, depending on the type
and mix of labor needed to produce the units.
However, if learning is present, constant labor
time per unit is an unrealistic assumption. Even
an average time is dependent on the number of
units produced during the time period. The implication here is that the standard labor hours cannot be validly set on a per unit basis. Instead, after
the time period is over and actual production is
known, the projected learning curve can be used
to compute how many total hours should have
been used to produce the units. This projection
should create no inherent problems because even
under the assumption of constant labor time per
unit the total standard hours are based on actual
production. Thus, in order to meet the ideal of
Kohler's definition of standard costs, the learning

A Variance Example
Returning to the original example (90% learning curve and 50 hours for the first unit), assume
the company produced eight units in the first
month of production for the new product, using
291.6 total hours. These figures give credence to
the assumption of a 90% learning curve. In
month two, there were eight more units produced,
giving a cumulative output for the two months
(16) as being double the output for month one.
The actual labor results for month two were 240
hours at a cost of $5.10 per hour.
The company wants to set standards for labor
before month two begins. The standard rate is set
at $5.00 per hour. If the company wants to set a
constant standard for hours per unit, one of two
figures may be used. First, the average time to
produce a unit in month one (36.45 hours) may
be used as the standard in month two. Based on
this figure, labor variances for month two would
be as follows:
Actual hours X actual rate
240
X
$5.10 = $1,224
Actual hours X standard rate
240
X
$5.00 = $1,200
Standard hours X standard rate
36.45
X 8 x $5.00 = $1,458

Rate variance
$24 (unfavorable)
$258 (favorable)
Efficiency variance

The second figure that might be used as the
standard in month two is the time taken to produce the last unit in month one (31.2 hours).,'
The labor variances for month two are recomputed below:
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Actual hours X actual rate
X
240
$5.10 = $1,224
Actual hours X standard rate
240
X
$5.00 = $1,200
Standard hours X sta ndard rate
31.2
X 8 X $5.00 = $1,248

Rate variance
$24 (unfavorable)
$48 (favorable)
Efficiency variance

Neither of the above examples recognizes that
learning should continue to occur in month two.
The last line of Table 1 shows what the labor
hours should be in month two if in fact learning
continues along a 90% curve. According to the
table, the marginal hours to increase output from
eight to 16 total units is 233.28 hours. Again computing the variances, we have:

Rate variance
$24 (unfavorable)

=

=

Actual hours x actual rate
240
X $5.10
$1,224
Actual hours X standard rate
$1,200
240
X $5.00
Standard hours X standard rate
233.28 X $5.00
$1,166.40
=

$33.60 (unfavorable)
Efficiency variance

In all three cases, the rate variance is $24 (unfavorable). The learning that occurs only affects the
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hours, not the rate, On the other hand, the efficiency variance is definitely affected by the recognition of the learning phenomenon. For the first
two cases, the efficiency variance was favorable,
but when learning was assumed, the efficiency variance was unfavorable. Unless management has
reason to believe that learning will not continue in
month two, it would appear that the third efficiency variance that was computed would be the most
relevant.
The Steady State
It is possible that management feels that learning will only occur up to a certain level of efficiency. What would happen in the example above if
management felt that the units could not reasonably be produced in less than 29 hours? This assumption would set 29 hours as the steady state of
the learning curve, at least according to management. Using formulas (2) and (3), the marginal
times to produce the ninth through the sixteenth
unit can be computed, based on the original 90%
learning curve. These figures are given in Table 2.
According to the table, the marginal times for
units 13 through 16 are under 29 hours. Each of
these would be revised upward to the 29 -hour figure. Total standard hours for month two would be
the marginal times projected for units nine
through twelve, plus a projection of 29 hours for
each of the units 13 through 16, or a to tal of
235.52 hours. The computation of the efficiency
variance would be:
Actual hours x standard rate
240
$5.00 = $1,200J
x
Standard hours x standard rate
235.52
x
$5.00 = $1,177,60

$22.40
(unfavorable)
Efficiency variance

The rate variance would not change, so it was not
computed again.
Implications to Consider
Incorporating learning into the standard increases the number of potential causes for the labor efficiency variance. The unfavorable efficiency
variances above indicate that learning did not continue at the 90% level, or that steady state was
reached before the 29 -hour level. Initially, management may believe that the 90% rate was specified incorrectly. However, the standard was based
on the learning that occurred in the prior period.
Unless management has particular reason to be- i
lieve that the learning will not continue at the
90% rate, then other causes should be studied.
For example, if the workers were interrupted
and did not work continuously on the eight units
produced in month two, then some of the learning
realized from the prior month could be lost. A
complete loss of learning would mean that the
first unit produced after the interruption would
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1981

take 50 hours to produce, the same amount of
time it took to produce the first unit in month one.
If the task is a group project and the makeup of
the work group is altered, learning may also be
altered. This change could cause a loss of learning
(as with the work stoppage above) or possibly a
change in the rate of learning. If the skill levels of
the new workers are much the same as those of
the workers who left the group, then just a loss in
learning will likely occur. However, if the skill
levels of the new workers are significantly different than those of the workers who left, then both a
loss of learning and a change in the learning rate
will probably occur. In either case, a change in the
work group could be the cause of a labor efficiency
Table 2
Cumulative
output
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Marginal
output
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Average
time
35.79
35.22
34.71
34.26
33.85
33.47
33.12
32.805

Total
time
322.11
352.2
381.81
411.12
440.05
468.58
496.8
524.88

Marginal
time
30.51
30.09
29.61
29.31
28.93
28.53
28.22
28.08

variance. Therefore, turnover or scheduling problems can contribute to this variance.
Standard Costs and the Learning Effect
A potential problem results when learning is incorporated into a standard cost system and overhead costs are applied to production based on direct labor hours. It may not be appropriate to
charge overhead to units based on a standard that
assumes a nonlinear relationship between output
and labor basis. For this reason, it may be necessary to select some other basis for charging overhead costs to production, such as units of output.
In many cases where a standard costing system
is appropriate, the effects of learning will also be
present. By incorporating the learning effect into
the standard costing system, more meaningful direct labor hour variances can be developed, giving
more meaningful evaluations of the actions of
management and labor. The recognition of potential savings from learning also can result in increased productivity. Under appropriate circumstances, standard costs that incorporate learning
will provide a better measure of productive efficiency than standard costs that disregard the
learning phenomena.
F
'Eugene A. Imhoff, Jr.. "The learning Curve and Its Applications," MANAGEMENT
A c ( x a ) N i i N( : ,
February 1978.
'Ibid.
'Note that the time to produce the second unit is not 90% of the time required to
Produce the first unit.
L. Kohler, A Dictionary for Aeeountonrx Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood
CliNs, N.1., 1970.
'This figure (31.2 hours) corresponds to the marginal time to produce the eighth
unit based on a 90% learning curve.
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NAA Research Report

The Allocation of Corporate
Indirect Costs
This month NAA is publishing The Allocation of Corporate
Indirect Costs by James M. Fremgen and Shu S. Liao. Dr.
Fremgen is professor of accounting and Dr. Liao is associate
professor of accounting, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,
Calif. The research study may be purchased by mailing in the
coupon at the end ofthe authors' summary ofthe publication
below.
By James M. Fremgen and Shu S. Liao

functions, and public relations). This distinction is significantly related to allocation practices. Because corporate service costs bear an identifiable relationship to the individual
profit centers, their allocation is more defensible and can be
made over quite specific bases. Allocations of corporate administrative costs, on the other hand, are more arbitrary and
tend to be made over broad bases reflecting simply the sizes of
the various profit centers.
Extent of Direct Cost Allocation

We undertook a research study commissioned by the National Association of Accountants to determine the extent to
which indirect cost allocations are actually being made in
business, how they are made, and why they are made.
The study began with a review ofthe management accounting literature to establish the framework. Information on actual practices was then obtained through a questionnaire sent
to firms in seven different industries and in three broad size
categories. A total of 123 usable responses were received and
form the basis for the findings summarized here. After the
responses were analyzed, in -depth interviews were held with
nine of the respondents to obtain a fuller understanding of
some of the practices reported.
The study focuses on the allocation of indirect costs incurred at the corporate level among the primary profit centers
(divisions, groups, business units, product lines, etc.) of the
corporation.
As a result of the literature review we identified four basic
purposes for which allocations might be made: external financial reporting, internal performance evaluation, cost -based
pricing, and decision analysis.
These four categories provide the context within which allocation practices and reasons for them were examined in the
questionnaire and the subsequent interviews. The major focus
ofthe study is on the last three ofthese purposes, for these are
the management accounting objectives. Financial reporting
was included primarily for comparative purposes —to see
whether internal management practices paralleled or deviated
from those required in published financial statements.

Despite the many theoretical injunctions against indirect
cost allocations, 84% of the companies participating in this
survey reported that they do allocate at least some corporate
indirect costs for some purposes. Firms with fewer than six
primary profit centers were significantly less likely to make
allocations than those with more than six, although a majority ofthe former group of firms did allocate. Similarly, allocations were less extensive in companies with annual sales revenue of less than $100 million than in larger firms.
We investigated allocation practices with respect to 14 specific corporate costs for each of the four purposes studied. No
significant differences were observed in the extent of allocation of the 14 different costs. However, allocations were made
significantly more often for purposes of performance evaluation than for the other three purposes studied —cost -based
pricing, decision analysis, and financial reporting. This finding is particularly interesting, as the literature argues strongly
against allocations for this purpose. The usual theoretical argument is that profit centers' performances should be evaluated strictly on the basis of costs (and revenues) directly traceable to them. Thus, allocations of indirect costs that cannot
be controlled by profit center managements should not be
included in their performance reports. Of course, if corporate
service costs are classified as indirect but are actually traceable, at least in part, to individual profit centers, their allocations may be appropriate for purposes of performance evaluation. Such allocations would be especially useful ifthe service
costs were variable with the volume of demand from the profit centers.

Indirect Cost Classifications

Which Costs Are Allocated?

Among those costs classified as indirect, survey respondents very clearly distinguished between two basic types. The
first are here referred to as corporate service costs. These are
costs of services performed by the corporate headquarters for
the benefit of profit centers, as well as for general corporate
purposes (e.g., data processing, purchasing, accounting, and
research and development). The second type are corporate
administrative costs, which are necessarily incurred in order
to operate the corporate office and maintain the corporation
as a whole (e.g., top management's salaries, the treasurer's

The three criteria for selecting allocation bases mentioned
most often by survey respondents were factors which cause
the indirect costs to be incurred, benefits realized by profit
centers, and fairness. The criterion of a profit center's ability
to bear some portion of the indirect costs was mentioned by
only a few. Yet, the allocation bases actually used by these
companies often reflected the notion of ability to bear. In
particular, when a single allocation base was used for all costs
for all purposes, that base was almost always some broad
measure of the size of a profit center; and size clearly implies
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ability to bear, n o t cau se o r b enefit. Allo catio n b ases fo r corporate service co sts were so mewh at mo re reflective of cause
or benefit th an were th e b ases u sed to allo cate co rp o rate administrative costs, h o wever.
Reasons for Allocatin g o r n ot Allocatin g Ind irect Costs
Survey resp o n d en ts were asked why they did o r d id not
allocate indirect co rp orate co sts fo r each o f th e fou r p u rp oses
discussed abo ve. Fo r finan cial repo rtin g, allo catio n policies
generally reflected au th o ritative p ron o un cem ents. Co mp anies
that did allo cate co rpo rate co sts to repo rtable segments d id so
because of th e Fin an cial Acco u n tin g Stan d ard s Bo ard 's requirement, alth ou gh mo st of th ese firm s also stated th at they
considered the resultin g segm ent p ro fit d ata to be u sefu l. On
the oth er han d , o n ly a sm a ll m in o rity o f th e c o m p an ies not
required to rep o rt segm ent p ro fit d ata d id so vo lun tarily .
For m anagerial pu rpo ses, reaso ns fo r allo cating or no t allocating reflected d ifferent man agem ent ph ilo so p hies. Th e m ost
widely cited reaso n fo r allo catio n s fo r p u rp o ses o f p erform ance evaluatio n was simp ly to rem in d p ro fit cen ter man agers
that the ind irect co st s ex ist an d h ad t o b e reco vere d b y the
profit centers' earn in gs. Th is reason and one o f th e o the rs
often cited are essen tia lly b eh avio r al in statu r e. Th at is, the
real reason fo r th e allo catio n is to in flu en ce m an agers' behavior in s om e p o s itive w ay , n o t to m ea su re so m e am o u n t that
will be regard ed as u n iq uely "co rrect." Hen ce, the allo cation
may be regard ed as go od if it works, if it really h as the intended effect, evert tho ugh it is wh o lly arb itrary . Som e effo rt is
likely to be n ecessary in o rd er to o btain p ro fit center manag-

ers' understanding and acceptance of these allocations, however.
For cost -based pricing, the reasons advanced for allocating
indirect�costs�were�all�variations�of�one�obvious�them e�—the
need to recover full costs through the prices of all products.
Interestingly, the dom inant reason given by co m panie s that
did�not�allocate�for�pricing�purposes�was�just�the�opposite�—
that full costs could be recovered by adequate contribution
margins in the profit centers.
For decision analysis purposes, the literature is unanim ous
in stating that allocations of indirect costs are irrelevant; only
increm ental costs should be considered. Com panies that did
not allocate for decision analysis purposes almost universally
cited the expected reason. Yet, the great m ajority of com panies that did allocate for this purpose chose a reason that says
indirect cost allocations are relevant to decisions. This choice
was explored further in the in -depth interviews, and the results seemed to suggest that indirect costs were re gar ded as
relevant to decisions but indirect cost allocations were not.
Som e respondents indicated specifically that they considered
current allocation rates to be the best available estim ate of
what actual increm ental indirect costs would be.
In general, the indirect cost allocation practices in the sam ple are not con sist ent wit h t he b ulk of the m ana gem ent accounting literature. In som e instances, managements' explanations of their practices did provide a logical reconciliation
with theoretical positions. In others, however, it appears that
allocations were not com patible with managem ents' basic ob-

jectives.
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NEWS RELEASE /NAA RESEARCH STUDY.. .

THE ALLOCATION OF COP
.h� Ii� I FC� T COSTS
by James M. Fremgen and Shu S. Liao
This recently released NAA research study focuses
on the allocation of indirect costs in an attempt to
determine the extent to which indirect costs allocations�are�made�in�business�—and�who�makes�them
and why they are made!
This NEW research study begins with a review of
management accounting literature and zeros in on
information gathered on actual practices obtained
from 123 responses in seven different American industries. In -depth interviews with nine respondents

National Association of Accountants
919 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022
ATT: Marketing Division

Member No.

are reported here to obtain a fuller understanding of
some of the practices reported.
This informative NAA research study, priced at
$6.95, is a MUST for the modern decision analysis minded management accountant.
Send for your copy of The Allocation of Corporate
Indirect Costs today!

$6 95

Price
101 PPs
•
10% Discount for Members

Please send "The Allocation of Corporate Indirect Costs" to:

Mail this form and remittance to

■
■

■

Name
Company

� � Nonme mbe r

Address

❑ ❑Send❑information❑on
NAA membership

City, State. Zip
Price: $6.95 (10% discount to member - $6.25)
Quantity:
Amount $

MA 9/81
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Challenges
to American Industry
Inflation, low capital investment, aging plants and equipment —
these are some of the challenges facing American business,
speakers tell members attending Annual Conference in Hawaii.
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He said that the Chamber's forecast is that rates
of interest and inflation
fall and the GNP
rise —if the package is passed by early this Fall.
At the Annual Meeting on Monday, members
elected Emil "Bob" Scharff, managing partner of
the Arthur Young office in San Francisco, president ofthe Association. At the same time, 13 other national officers were elected to serve during
1981 -82,and 65 members were elected national
directors for 1981 -83, President Robert J. Dona chie presented individual and chapter awards to
winners in the inter - chapter competition for 198081. (See pages 72 -74).
On Tuesday, four speakers discussed the U.S.
economy in general and the auto, steel, and electronics industries in particular. They all suggested
that the economy was poised to turn around. Excerpts from the addresses in Hawaii:
will

Speakers drawn from government, industry, and
public accounting painted a dismal picture of the
U.S. economy at the NAA Annual Conference in
Honolulu, June 21 -25.The message was upbeat,
however: Most believe the Administration's four pronged program of tax cuts, monetary restraint,
budget cuts, and deregulation will help revive the
U.S. industrial machine.
The theme of this Conference was "Challenges
to American Industry," and Martin V. Alonzo,
senior vice president of Amax, Inc., and program
chairman, sketched the dimensions of the problem
on Monday morning when he presented statistics
illustrating how the American economy has declined in recent years.
Richard W. Rahn, vice president and chief
economist of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, described President Reagan's program to help revive the economy. Speaking at the keynote luncheon, he predicted that the administration's economic package will be passed largely because of
President Reagan's mandate in the 1980 election.
He detailed both the pros and cons of the program, pointing out that "one thing we do know;
when you reduce tax rates you never reduce revenues by the same amount. You have a feedback
effect."

John W. Kendrick, professor of economics,
George Washington University, Washington,
D.C., and director for the American Productivity
Center, Houston, Tex. Companies that have not
already done so should be encouraged to install
productivity measurement systems. A number of
larger CPA firms do consulting work in this area.
Productivity measurement can be tied into profitMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1981

ability analysis and used for budgeting and longterm projections. An increasing number of firms
are instituting productivity improvement programs in which workers at all levels are involved
in helping promote the cost and efficiency objectives of the firm. Beyond that, productivity advance means performing the traditional managerial functions as well as possible, particularly the
unique function of innovation as well as operating
as efficiently as possible with given technologies.

Raymond D. Ryan, vice president and treasurer, U.S. Steel Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa. There has
been a lot of criticism charging the failure of the
management of steel companies in the United
States to keep pace with their competition abroad.
Those who criticize should remember this: it
would be very difficult for any management in a
free enterprise economy to look good when forced
to compete head -on with taxpayer - subsidized
products sold at below cost in your area of competition.... U.S. Steel certainly does not plan to go
out of the steel business, but, by the same token,
we think our capital expenditures for improved
steel manufacturing capability should provide a
return competitive with alternative investment opportunities.
David Mosso, member, Financial Accounting
Standards Board, Stamford, Conn. The FASB
will be looking at perceived economic consequences of alternative pension accounting proposals, not in terms of whether the Board should do
something to encourage or discourage a particular
result, but rather to see if a particular consequence reasonably follows from a useful measurement based on a neutral standard. The economic
test of that is whether resources flow to their most
productive uses. As with most economic tests,
however, it says easy but it does hard. That's
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1981

Eight chapters won awards for outstanding
newsletters. L. -r. Gary Baker, Atlanta Central: Jerry
Isler, Columbus; James Schubin, Diablo
Glen
E. Woodson, chairman of Chapter Operations
Committee; Leo Cacciotb; Los Angeles: Carl
Rullmann, Miami Valley Ohio; Donna M. Sihr, South
Jersey, and Don Underberg, Southern Minnesota.
South Central Minnesota also won the award.
Valley;

Fred G. Secrest, retired executive vice president and consultant, Ford Motor Co., Dearborn,
Mich. The car and truck are here to stay, at least
for many more decades. They will continue to
evolve in the general (but not exclusive) direction
of improved fuel efficiency; but they will not be
replaced to any serious extent by so- called "mass"
transit; by personal rockets; by motorized wheelbarrows, bicycles or horses. The costs of owning
cars and trucks will not rise, over time, more rapidly than overall inflation. In other words, the real
costs will not rise, and may even decline. Price
decontrol, and price - induced conservation, are
combining to prove that the supply of, and the
demand for, motor fuel can be balanced at levels
that will not put us all back in buggies
Regulatory changes will be made that will ...
reduce the
magnitude of engineering and capital resources required to meet reasonable regulatory goals.

Membership Achievement Award winners.

where economists have it all over accountants.
The economists just hold the hoop; the accountants have to jump through it.
Mark A. Zimmerman, president, the American
Chamber of Commerce in Japan. I am confident
that American business can garner a significant
share of the Japanese market if our corporations
are prepared to make the same level of commitment per capita that they make to the U.S. and
Canadian and European markets. The fact that
we have a $25 billion trade surplus with Europe is
because we have invested there. American investment in the U.K. at $22 billion is seven times
American investment in Japan at just under $3
billion. Thus, the challenge facing American business in Japan is to get in there and battle it out
with the local manufacturers in the same way we
have done in more hospitable but less profitable
markets in the past. American corporate return
on investment in Japan at 18% over the past ten
years is the highest in the world.
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(as stipulated by Statement No. 33)
or be part of the primary financial
statements.
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SEC Proposes to Reduce
Disclosures
Other FASB Activity
The FASB issued Statements of Financial Accounting Standards Nos,
48 and 49. No. 48, "Revenue Recognition When Right of Return Exists,"
is designed to clarify the accounting
for sales in which the buyer has a
right to return the item. The statement
requires that revenue from those
sales be recognized only when certain conditions are met; otherwise
revenue recognition is postponed. In
Statement No. 49, "Accounting for
Product Financing Arrangements,"
the Board addresses the question of
when a "sale" of inventory is in substance a borrowing collateralized by
inventory and how such arrangements should be accounted for.
Four proposed standards that
would confirm long- standing specialized accounting and reporting practices in the entertainment industry for
motion picture, broadcasting, cable
television, and record and music companies were released by the FASB for
public comment. The four proposals,
bound together in one volume, incorporate principles and practices from
guides and statements of positions
previously issued by the American Institute of CPAs.
As part of a continuing review of
approaches to report inflation's effect
on business, the FASB has issued an
Invitation to Comment on the kinds of
research needed to provide information on costs and benefits of the disclosures. The main purpose of the
document is to encourage businesses
to undertake the research called for.
The Board will sponsor a limited
amount of research but will rely principally on outside research. Some major questions to be answered are
whether the FASB should continue to
require the reporting of information on
the effects of price changes, whether
it should continue to ask for both constant dollar and current cost information, and whether the information
should continue to be supplementary
70

The Securities & Exchange Commission issued proposed amendments to
Regulation S -X that would reduce the
number of instances in which separate financial statements would be required for the parent company, for
unconsolidated subsidiaries and 50 %or -less -owned companies accounted
for by the equity method, and for consolidated subsidiaries engaged in diverse
financial -type businesses. In its written
comments, the MAP Committee (1)
commended the Commission on its efforts to streamline and adopt more realistic and meaningful disclosures and
(2) suggested modification of several
specific provisions.

IFAC Actions
The International Federation of Accountants approved three releases:
Auditing Guideline No. 5, "Using the
Work of an Other Auditor;" Auditing
Guideline No. 6, "Study and Evaluation of the Accounting System and
Related Internal Controls in Connection With an Audit;" and Exposure
Draft No. 10, "Using the Work of an
Internal Auditor."

LETTERS
1211
a fund to continue a qualified plan of
group -term life insurance beyond retirement, the employee will not be taxed on
the insurance protection up to $50,000
when amounts are withdrawn from the
fund to continue the coverage; however,
the tax effect of coverage in excess of
$50,000 is uncertain.
At retirement, a plan may confer a
nonforfeitable right to receive life insurance protection on a continuing basis.
Such a right may constitute "property"
for purposes of the constructive receipt
of Internal Revenue Code Section 83. In
general, IRC Section 83 states that an

employee will receive taxable income to
the extent his right to receive "property" becomes "nonforfeitable" during
the taxable year such that an employee
would have to include the value of the
RLR plan in his gross income but he
would not have access to the money to
pay the tax. A recent telephone conversation that I had with the Group Insurance Division of the IRS in Washington, D.C., indicates that the IRS will be
issuing a ruling within the year to tax
the employee on either the present value
of his vested interest in the fund as constructive receipt or tax the employee
each year on the amount to provide the
continued post- retirement benefit in excess of a $50,000 death benefit.
In addition to constructive receipt, it
is not clear as to the amount of discrimination permitted in establishing a class
of employees eligible for RLR participation and the amount of their insurance.
On the surface, substantial discrimination appears permissible in favor of selected key employees in an RLR term
plan. It seems possible, however, that an
RLR plan may be classified as an employee benefit plan and may be expressly made subject to most, if not all,
the anti- discrimination rules governing
qualified plans under ERISA. In each of
the private letter rulings as published by
the IRS, all employees covered under a
group -term life insurance plan were
provided with a post- retirement benefit
such that discrimination has not yet
been an issue.
In view of the fact that the IRS has
not issued any private letter ruling on
RLR plans since June 1979, . . . and
there being no guarantee that once the
IRS issues a ruling that all current plans
will be exempt from the ruling, it is my
opinion that an RLR plan should not be
established until the tax issues are greatly clarified.
St anley A. Hansen, CPA
Den Hartog & Hogan Co., P. C.
Waterloo, I owa

Sometimes it is not entirely clear whether
the reformer is truly motivated by a desire
for reform, or is simply complaining about
his exclusion from a lucrative system in
which he would be an only too willing
participant.
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You
already know
the value of computer control for your
financial applications. And
you've heard some high prices for it.
But there is a way to spend Tess and still
get all the features you've been looking for.
TOLAS, the Transcomm On -Line Accounting
System, is a cost - effective alternative to expensive
financial systems. Now you and your staff can have
the increased productivity of the latest financial
software tools without a large software investment.
And you can have that productivity where you need
it most ... on a large -scale processor in your centralized company data center ... or on a smaller computer system in your branch or accounting office.
Whether you're in the market for Accounts
Receivable, Accounts Payable, Payroll, Fixed Assets,
General Ledger /Financial Reporting or Financial
Analysis systems, TOLAS has the features of the
high - priced competition at a fraction of the c ost.

A asi -usa comomm. .. .

WILLYOU
SPEND110
MUCH ON
FINANCIAL
APPLICATION
SOFTWARE?

Features like:

• an on -line, interactive system with strong
batch controls
• multi - company, multi - profit center
controls
• automatic consolidations
• sub - ledger summarization and posting
• flexible Chart of Accounts structure
• two -phase period closings
• a powerful report writer
• automatic allocations
• budget variance reporting
• extensive audit trails
• foreign currency conversion.
So if you've found financial software you like but
don't like its price, talk to Transcomm Data Systems.
As an Authorized DIGITAL Computer Distributor we
give you the best of two worlds: computer hardware
from Digital Equipment Corporation, the leading
manufacturer of interactive computer systems: and
TOLAS application software from Transcomm, High
quality financial information systems ... at a fraction
of the competition's price.
Mail the coupon or call today for detailed information. The time to contact Transcomm is before
you spend too much.
Transcomm Data Systems Incorporated
13 80 Old F ree p ort R oad , D ep t. MA, P itts burgh, P A 152 38

YES! I'd like more information on the
TOLAS Financial Systems.

DATA SYSTEMS
%
, .1;, iCiG!C! 1! ED ooloCOMPUTER DISIRSJTOR

0

1380 Old Freeport Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15238
Pittsburgh (412) 963 -6770
New York /Metro (201) 992 -1155
Houston 1713) 738 -5090
Atlanta (404) 581.0382
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_st ate
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President Robert J. Donachie presents Presidents' Award to
David E. Milam, who was president of winning chapter,
Piedmont Winston - Salem. Past national presidents
participate in the ceremony.

Top Chapters, 1980 -81
Piedmont Winston -Salem takes Presidents' Award for the third
consecutive year; Delaware wins Stevenson Trophy,
and Lynchburg, W arner Trophy

For the third consecutive year, Piedmont Winston -Salem won the Presidents' Award, which is
awarded to the chapter that has demonstrated the
highest consistent good performance for the last
five years. Serving as president of the chapter for
1980 -81 was David E. Milam.
Delaware Chapter, under the leadership of
Howard L. Siers, captured the Stevenson Trophy
for the first time. This trophy is awarded to the
chapter with the highest final standing in the competition between chapters with more than 125
members.
Lynchburg Chapter also won the top prize, the
Warner Trophy, for the first time in its division of
chapters with less than 125 members. William B.
King was president of the chapter during 1980 -81.
Cuyahoga Valley won the Remington Rand
Trophy and second -place banner in the Stevenson
competition. It was led by Arnold D. Shiflett. Second place, and the Nicholson Trophy, in the War72

ner Competition went to Diablo Valley Chapter
under the leadership of William R. Mercer. The
fact that this chapter was chartered only in June
1980 underlines the magnitude of its accomplishment.
As for third places, in the Stevenson competition Scottsdale Area was presented the Stuart
Cameron McLeod Society Trophy and South Central Indiana, from the Warner division, was presented the Rawn Brinkley Award.
For making the most improvement during the
year in standings, Merrimack Valley Chapter won
the Carter Trophy among the larger chapters. It
advanced 139 places over a three -year period_ St.
Joseph Area advanced 81 places over a three -year
period to capture the Keller Trophy in the Warner competition.
In the international competition, Lima, Peru
Affiliate was presented the Arthur B. Gunnarson
Award for achieving the highest final standing.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1981

Jose Gaete was president of the affiliate. Following is a list of the chapters and presidents which
won banners in the 1980 -81 competition.
Stevenson Trophy
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25,

Delaware, Howard L. Siers
Cuyahoga Valley, Arnold D. Shiflett
Scottsdale Area, Ruth E. Scherrer
South Birmingham, W. Leonard Sanders
Princeton, Arthur L. Rouselle, Jr.
Baton Rouge, Bart P. Hartman
Lancaster, Dale G. Barney
Peninsula -Palo Alto, Donald E. Bartel
Virginia Skyline, Charles L. Higley
Richmond Lee, Alvin T. Clark
Merrimack Valley, Robert J. Given
Muskegon, William G. Brown, Jr.
Washington, Melvin R. Harris
San Antonio, Dennis W. Kasper
Mass. North Shore, Thomas T. Riguier
St. Louis, Roger J. Steinbecker
Hampton Roads, William E. Winn
Piedmont Winston - Salem, David E. Milam
Lake Superior, James A. Peck
South Jersey, Donna M. Sihr
Tulsa, Bob W. Hines
Susquehanna Valley, Preston R. Neuhard
Catawba Valley, Don Farmer
Rochester, Robert J. Gerger
West Los Angeles, Ira M. Landis

Stevenson Trophy is displayed by Howard L.
Siers (center), president of Delaware.
President Donachie and Vice President
Charles E. Tothero flank him.

Warner Trophy
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lynchburg, William B. King
Diablo Valley, William R. Mercer
South Central Indiana, Bruce O. Batts
Waterloo -Cedar Falls, Paul L. Martin
Muscle Shoals, James W. Truitt

William R. Mercer (left), president of Diablo
Valley Chapter, accepts J. Lee Nicholson
Award from Vice President John E. Brown.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1981

Bo King (center) accepts Warner Trophy on
behalf of Lynchburg Chapter. President
Donachie and Vice President William J. Maus
make the presentation.

Cuyahoga's Valley's Arnold D. Shiflett
accepts Remington Rand Trophy. President
Donachie and Vice President Richard A.
Duro present 2nd place award.
73

Ruth E. Scherrer, president of Scottsdale
Area, is presented Stuart Cameron McLeod
Trophy by Vice President Richard W. Harris.

Rawn Brinkley Award goes to Bruce O. Batts
of South Central Indiana. President Donachie
and Vice President Barbara A. Elkins make
the presentation.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Daytona Beach Area, Patricia B. Underwood
LaCrosse - Winona Area, J. Lawrence Bergin
Mass. Pioneer Valley, Richard M. Root
Cape Canaveral, Thomas F. Ruth
Pennsylvania Northwest, William E, Shaffer
Miami Valley Ohio, David R. Stephenson
Northwest Keystone, R. Scott Keefer
St. Joseph Area, Robin G. Crawford
Quincy Area, Billie M. Davis
Jamestown- Warren, Donald W. Pangbora

Membership .Achievement Awards
In addition to capturing the Stevenson Trophy,
Delaware Chapter also led in membership gains.
It achieved a 46% net gain in membership during
the year and chalked up 143 net new members to
win the Membership Round -Up Award. Diablo
Valley in the Warner competition led all chapters
with a 70% net gain in membership. Lima, Peru,
led in the international membership competition
with a 33% net gain.
Newsletter Awards
For outstanding newsletters published during
1980 -81, plaques were presented to Atlanta Central, Columbus, Diablo Valley, Los Angeles, Miami Valley Ohio, South Central Minnesota, South
Jersey, and Southern Minnesota.
Center, Carter Trophy is
presented to Robert J. Given,
winning president of
Merrimack Valley. Helping to
hold the award is Vice
President Leo M. Loiselle.

-)hl.
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Bottom left, Robin G.
Crawford, president of St.
Joseph Area, accepts Keller
Trophy from Vice President
Bill G. McClain and President
Donachie.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1981

People in the News
Bowsher Named Comptroller General
President Ronald Reagan named
Charles Bowsher a managing partner
with the Government Services division
of Arthur Andersen & Co., to head the
General Accounting Office. Mr, Bowsher has been in the firm's Washington
office since 1971 and currently coordinates audit, accounting and systems
consulting work done for government
agencies.

now a director and treasurer of the
Stewart - Warner Corp. He h as b een reelected con troller as well.

ciates, a systems development and management consulting firm. . . . Eileen
Nunn has joined John Brooker & Co. as
a principal.

Carol C. Bordelon, Dallas past president, has joined Sun Oil as state income
tax specialist, Southwest region.

Harold Neas is now a partner of Deloitte Haskins & Sells. He is a member
of Florida West Central Chapter.

Charles B. Harper, III, has been promoted to chief internal auditor at Triangle Publications, Inc. He is a member of
Delaware County Chapter.

Hartley F. Dewey, Hampton Roads past
president, has been appointed corporate
controller of Landmark Communications, Inc.

Promotions and New Positions
Houghton B. Hutcheson has joined the
Caldwell Partners International as a
partner in the Houston Office. . . .
Woodrow E. McNair has been named
director of accounting at Hangar One,
Inc.... Paul H. Shenk is now accounting manager for Ciba Vision Care. All
are members of Atlanta .North Chapter.
Linda M. Thursby, Augusta, is now
manager of division accounting at Babcock & Wilcox.
James J. Allegro, Baltimore, has been
named vice president, finance and administration, for ABC owned Television
Stations, a division of American Broadcasting Cos. in New York.... Bernard
G. McNeal is now general ledger manager for the grocery products division of
McCormick & Co., Inc.
Joseph J . Raslaysky, Bridgeport past
president, has been named controller of
the Center for Financial Studies at Fairfield University.

Balles T. Nezames, Hartford, has been
elected a senior vice president of Kaman Corp.
v

Michael J . Hegarty has been named
vice president- finance of EDO Corp. He
is a member of Long Island - Nassau.
MORRISON
Chicago

DEWEY
Hampton Roads

Raymond B. Langton, Long Island Sujjolk, has been appointed director of
finance for the National Council of Jewish Women.

Robert C. Blaser, Diablo Valley, has
been named controller of Ball, Ball and
Brosamer, Inc. . . . Nanette L. Miller
has formed Reimann /Miller and Asso-

Stanley A. Ratzlaff, Los Angeles, has

The franchise
for executives.

Wayne F. Piacente has been named assistant controller of Quality Sheet Metal. He is a member of Buffalo Chapter.
Michael M. Burds, Cedar Rapids, has
joined United State Bank as a trust officer.... Edward J. Kittleson has joined
Bjornsen Investment Corp. as controller, and Kim E. Klotz is now controller
for Happel Management.
John P. Green , Chattahoochee Valley
past president, has been named vice
president an d co n troller of Am erican
Fam ily Corp .
B. E. Landstro m , Chicago, has been
elected vice p resid en t an d co n tro ller o f
Su nb ea m Co rp .. .. J ac k C. M o r riso n is
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1981

Looking for a business of your own? One that may appeal
to you more than burgers, fried chicken or a muffler shop?
Look into General Business Services.
In just a few weeks, we'll train you to open your own small
business counseling service. Training continues with on-the-job
and advanced programs. The franchise fee? $15, 000. You'll be
your own boss and have the resources of a national corporation
r
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - be h i n d y o u .
- - - - -,1
Robert F. Turner
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been elected vice president and controller o f Occidental Petroleum Corp.

EACT,

Saundra C. Nelson, CM A , Louisville,
has been appointed dir ect or of cor porate fin an ce at Batus Inc.

LAST YEAR HUNDREDS OF
ACCOUNTANTS
ACQUIRED BETTER
POSITIONS THRU NPA

Carlos S. Alvarez is now controller with
Walter Co nston, Schurtman, and Gum pel, P.C. He is a Member -at- Large,
US A.

WE CONCENTRATE EXTENSIVELY
ON PLACING PEOPLE WITH YOUR
PROFESSIONAL SKILLS. THROUGH
OUR EXPERIENCE AND OVER 200
AFFILIATES, WE HAVE SUCCESSFULLY PLACED HUNDREDS IN
YOUR FIELD.
YOU CAN FEEL CONFIDENT WE
WILL FIND THE RIGHT JOB FOR
YOU. SEND YOUR RESUME IN CONFIDENCE TODAY

p, Nat n
Assoclates
All Fees Company Paid
Contact any of the following NPA
affiliates:

RICK BEEDLE ASSOCIATES, INC.
Professional Recruiters
5301 Laurel Canyon Boulevard
North Hollywood, California 91607
(213) 506 -8611
RECRUITING ASSOCIATES, INC.
711 Polk, Suite 1000
Houston, Texas 77002
713 -651 -0654

CAREERS UNLIMITED
Contact: Sue Sorensen
1505 19th Avenue
Scottsbluff, Nebraska 69361
(308) 632 -5567

RATZLAFF

SGANGA

Los Angeles

New York

Dwight L. Reevers, Mid- Florida, has
been nam ed assistant director of acco un tin g and auditing with Carter,
Belco u rt & Atkinson.
Wayne E. Novak, Minneapolis North star, has been nam ed controller of Mar keting Sp ecialists International, Inc.
Alfred W. Cook, Minneapolis Viking,

Management Guidelines for Internal Control

(512) 828 -5573

REGENCY PERSONNEL
CONSULTANTS
Contact: Jim Brothers
823 N. Elm Street
Greensboro, North Carolina 27401
(919) 373 -1991 Call Collect
LANDRUM PERSONNEL ASSOC.
Contact: Barry Denham
P.O. Box 1373 M
Pensacola, Florida 32596
Toll Free 1 -800- 874 -2407
in Florida Call 904- 434 -2321

OurManagementGuidelines hasidentified 30 areas
of control associated with the Accounts Payable
function. Each is discussed along with suggestions
. $6.00
forimproved control (28 pages) . . _
OurManagement Guidelines also identifies 75 case
histories coveringthe topics in the guideline controls
(50 pages)
.. . . . . ......$ 8 .0 0
Or both of the above .............. .. .. $1200
Prices good until June 30. 1982
Please allow 4 — 6 weeks fordelivery
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John B. Sganga, New York, has been
elected senior vice president - finance of
G r e a t L a ke s C a r b o n C o r p . . . . Richard
L. Snyder has been nam ed sen ior vice
president, adm inistration, of Philip
Morris International.
Carl E. Thiele, Niagara, has been promoted to supervisor of sales accounting
at Hoo ker Ch em ical Corp.
Robert N. Williams has been appointed
loan review officer of The First National
Bank of Dalt on. He is a past pr esident
of North Georgia Chapter.

Edward J. Hess , Northwestern Pennsylvania, has been appointed vice president
and group controller of Zurn Industries,
Inc.

MaGIC SYSTEMS GROUP
Dept. 23M
13 Burr Drive
Metuchen, N.J. 08840

Jerry A. Lamb, Oakland County, has
been named vice president and senior
operations officer at Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit.

I
•THRUINDEPENDENTCORRESPONDENCESTUDY
*GRADUATESQUALIFYFORADMISSIONCABAR,
U.S Federal Courts, U S Supreme Court. US. lax
Courts plus Administrative Courts as CA Attorney.

*CALIFORNIARESIDENCYNOTREQUIRED
*REGISTEREDLAWSCHOOL, State of California,
Committee of Bar Examiners.
Nationwide toll -free

Calif Residents

800 -423 -4530

213 -795 -5558

69 N. Catalina, Dept. B3
Pasadena, California 91106

Walter J. Berger, Jr., New Orleans, has
been appointed vice president of finance
and business operations at the TA N O
Corp. . . . Clyde J. Nary has been
nam ed vice president of finance at Boh
Br os . Co ns tr uc tion C o. , In c. .. . Be ve rly R. Nichols has been ad m itted as a
par tn er in th e firm of Bourgeois, Bennett, Thokey & Hickey , CPAs.

Charles V. Wieand has been admitted as
a partner in the firm of Johnston,
Young & O'F ria. He is a member of
North Penn Chapter.

Send requ est and c heck to:

SOUTHLAND LAW SCHOOL

Randall K. Winton, Nashville- Capital
City, has been appointed assistant controller of First Am er ican Corp.

Richard A. Benton, North Jersey Shore,
has been nam e d controller of Foodarama Superm arkets, Inc.

ACCOUNTSPAYABLEFUNCTION

SP ASSOCIATES
Jack Stewart, CPC
P.O. Box 33638
San Antonio, Texas 78233

has been appointed vice president and
group controller of th e General Mills
Toy G roup.

Robin K . Hall, Orange Coast California,
has joined the Irvine Co. as accounting
manager in the finance division.
Sonja K. Tafeen, partner in Tafeen &
Fiorita, CPAs, will be opening and
heading the f irm 's new We st Coast operation. She is a m e m ber o f Peninsula Palo Alto Chapter.
Ronnie L. Beets chen, Peoria, has been
prom oted to manager of general acc o u n t in g a t C ilc o . . . . Bruce R. Taylor
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has joined Multi -Ad Services as con tro ller,
Jam es D. Ro ss w as ele cted vice p resident- finance, secretary, an d a director of
Tippe rary Co rp . in Ab ile n e, Tex , H e is
a m em ber of Permi an Basin Ch ap ter.

p ro m o ted t o p ar tne r of Fo x & C o. . . .
Steven A. Ho ulik is now a partner with
Main , Hu rd m an and Cranstoun. . . .
an d Jo e So wers has been nam ed assistan t co n tr o ller at AIF AM, In c.

resourceful:

Mily n J . Vo llm er, Racine- Kenosha, has
joined Wisconsin Telep h o n e Co . as in tern al audito r.
Paul H . Heato n , Sacramen to, has
joined the Sacram en to Un io n as co ntroller. , .. St u a rt E . Ro b ken , Sacrament o presiden t, has jo in ed Bagley &
Chessum as d irector o f au d itin g an d accounting.
Ahmed A. Eln abawi, San Diego East
County, has b een p ro m o ted to assistan t
corporate co n tro ller o f Wa sh in gto n In vent ory Serv ice. ... Ch ap ter Past Pre sident D onald E. Gillilan d is n o w as sistant director of finance at Washington
Inventory.
Donald G. Per ry , San Francisco past
president, has join ed So uth ern Pacific
Co. as manager, co rp o rate au d it. He
served as an NAA n a tio n al d irec to r in
1967 -68 and as a nation al vice p resident
in 1973 -74.

Talented, motivated
professionals.

SNYDER
New York

We know how
to identify
an d at tract th em.

Hen ry A. Adams, Fresno Area past
presid en t: Stu art Cam eron McLeod Society.
Au st in M . Beittel, Lancaster.
Jo sep h E. Bo yd , Santa Barbara.
Llewelly n R. Burge, Binghamton past
president.
Th o m as E. Burgess, San Diego East
County.
Ch ar les B. Da ly, Miami.
Ha r o ld J . Dietrich, Nort hern New York
past p resident.
Rich a rd T. Farrand , Philadelphia

The Foster McKay Group
535 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10017
30 Vreeland Road, Florham Park, NJ 07932
1275 Summer Street, Stamford. CT 06905
3255 Wilshire Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90010

Specialis ts i n F i n a n c i a l Rec rui t ment

Accountants: Start

your own practice'.
We'll send you The Book
on how and why. Free!

Thom as E. Coo p er, Seattle, has been appointed directo r of in tern al au dit for
Thousand Tr ails, In c.

Programmed for Success�is�the�name�—�and�it�has�all
the fa c ts , figure s a nd ba c kground da ta c ompile d by
COMPREHENSIVE,' the nation's largest franchisor of
monthly bookkeeping, accounting and tax services for
small and medium -sized businesses of all kinds. If you
want to work for yourself, be your own boss, and have
the security of being backed by experienced proces-

LeRoy A. Su n d b y , St. Paul past p resident, was nam ed vice presid ent and
controller o f Bu rlin gto n No rt h er n I n c.
He is a past n atio n al directo r, servin g in
1978 -79.

.

si onals , c ont ac t C O MPREHE NSI VE today .

Call S. A. Kucera
Toll free (800) 323 -9000
Anywhere in the Continental U.S.
In Illinois, call collect (312) 898 -6868

C O MP R E H E N S IV E
� � � a� aa � � � � � � � � � a r a � � �
Please send Programmed for Success,�including�complete�data�on�eamings�and�profits�of�al�

Warren T. Bickerton, Syracuse, was
nam ed president o f t h e Cru cib le Specialty Metals divisio n o f Colt Ind ustries.
II

current COMPREHENSIVE accountants.
Name

II

Address

'
II

Cry

. State

_ Zip

Phone
(area code)

John B. Varlese, Waterbury, has been
appointed co rp o r ate co n tro ller at M.J.
Daly and Son s.

SUNDRY
St. Paul

Emeritus Life Associates

Vicki L. Biggs, Scottsdale Area, has
joined DiCor Com m u nity Develop ers as
acco unting m an ager. . . . Dan iel B. Hib ner is now acco u n tin g man ager at MasterCraft Kitch ens, , .. Owen Pen gelly
has joined P asco Oil Co , as vice p resident of finance.

Arthur G. Gillum, Washington, has
been appointed vice president, fin an ce
and accountin g, o f t h e In terstate Natu ral Gas Asso ciatio n o f Am erica.

They are your most
valuable resource.
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(best time to call)

COMPREE
aENSUVE°
accounting corporation

II

Greg ory J. Gleas o n , Wichita, has been

(number)

_3
_
aaatal

2 1 1 1 Comprehensive Drive. Auro ra, Illinois 60 507
Official T abulators for the Natio nal Eader Sad Telsfhoa
N i m � �

� �

� �
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t
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r
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Tailored to the needs of:
• Home Study
• NAA Chapters • Colleges
• In -House Programs
Self-Study Groups
EVERYTHING PROVIDED

• Instructional package
• Student materials
• Special session on writing
techniques
• Updating for each
examination
• "Hot line" question
answering service
• Course leader's guides

1- 800 -645 -5460
In New York State call collect

Charles W. Foote, Jamestown- Warren.
William E. Frick, Indianapolis.
Edward J. Gropp, Cincinnati.
Maurice S. Hahn, Michiana,
Robert H. Jacobson, Boston.
Arne J. Johnson, Washington.
Normon E. Laine, Cleveland.
Edgar F. Neas, Northwest Suburban
Chicago.
G.B. Oneil, Meinber -at- Large, Canada.
Victor L. Persbacker, New York.
Charles W. Richardson, Richmond Lee;
Richmond past president.
William J. Schlaiter, Member -at- Large,
Canada.
Robert J. Schmidt, Milwaukee.
Harold A. Shadeline, Baltimore.
Nathan Smith, New York.
Paul A. Smith, Columbia.
Carl E. Thoresen, Boston past president:
SCMS.
Earl Tiller, East Tennessee.
E. Murray Todd, New York.
Arthur J. Ulichny, Raritan Valley.
Anna C. Warris, Tucson.
Donald H. Weber, Delaware.
Frank Yermak, Detroit.
Daniel W. Yoder, Lancaster.

William T. Zusag, Fox River Valley.

In Memoriam
H.E. Bedenbaugh, 61, Greater Greenville, I963.
E.J. Biedermann, Member -at- Large,
Switzerland, 1953.
J.C. Burke, 76, Pennsylvania Northeast,
1930.
Horace Clifton, Jr., 38, Lufkin- Nacogdoches Area, 1973.
Arthur R. Fox, 65, Indianapolis, 1966.
H.L. Harner, 68, Des Moines, 1953.
Leonard B. Hurwitz, 69, North Central
Ohio, 1942, Emeritus Life Associate.
Clarence R. Nelson, 90, Illowa. 1939.
ELA. Stuart Cameron McLeod Society.
Russell C. Pfteiger, 53, Philadelphia,
1970.
Floyd W. Pohl, 72, Detroit, 1939. ELA.
J.A. Schmissrauter, 76, Chattanooga,
1961.
Robert W. Smith, 66, Houston -Blue
Bonnet, 1938.
Charles Weber, Pennsylvania Northeast,
ELA.
R.H. Wismer, 86, Philadelphia, 1925.
Alfred A. Ziegler, 63, Milwaukee, 1946.

(516) 473 -6200

FinPlan r°", the Professional Computer Forecasting Tool.

System/34SmallBusiness
Financial Planning
andModelingSystem.
Evaluate business opportunities in minutes . . .

FinPlan simulates —
• Business planning productivity
• Quick evaluation of business opportunities
DEVELOPED AND IMPLEMENTED BY CPA'S
INSTALLED NATIONWIDE
Ask about our other popular accounting software for
• IBM System/34 and 32
• IBM 5120/5110 Systems
CALL OR WRITE TODAY

tes

Fir lan features —
• Complete reporting ratios, graphs
• Multiple calculation functions
• Ease of use
• $1,350 License fee

f10❑ EN

&OA

AccounTech
AccounTech Systems, Inc.
28104 Orchard Lake Road
Suite 108
Farmington Hills, Michigan 48018
313/626 -0770
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The National Association of Accountants

**************invitesyoutoattend**************

THE 3rd ANNUAL
CONTROLLERS CONFERENCE
SPECIAL FEATURES:

SPEAKERS WILL INCLUDE:

Tuesday, October 27, 1981
Concurrent pre - conference full -day workshops on
Mergers and Acquisitions and How a Small Company
Evaluates the Acquisition of a Mini Computer

Allen H. Seed III, Senior Consultant
Arthur D. Little, Inc.
Sam W. Barcus, Manager
Price Waterhouse & Co.

Wednesday, October 28, 1981
Feature addresses: Impact of Inflation on Internal
Planning and Control /Management and Motivation
of the Controller's Staff
and
Controllership from the Divisional Controller's Point
of View
Luncheon address: How To Hire A Financial
Executive
Plus many afternoon concurrent workshops including
THE NEW FASB #8, An In -depth Review!

Richard L. Smith, V.P. Finance
Borg - Warner Chemicals
J. Stephen Anderson, Treasurer
Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co.
Stanley R. Pylipow, V.P. Finance & Administration
Fischer Controls
Herb Paul, Partner
Touche Ross & Co.
William Resnick, Asst. Controller & Director ofTaxes
E.I. duPont de Nemours & Co.

Thursday, October 29, 1981
Highlight addresses: Recent Changes and Future
Developments at the SEC
Outlook panel — Executives Exchange Views on
Current and Emerging Problems and Issues

IN

WASHINGTON,D.C.
OCTOBER27-29,1981
CAPITALHILTON

REGISTER NOW... PHONE(212)754-9758FORIMMEDIATECONFIRMATION

New Products /Services

.

.

A computer software package, developed specifically for nonprofit organizations, has been introduced by E F Payn-

l

Management Science America, Inc.
(MSA) has created a new on -line capability, Easy- Screen, which enables ac-

Index of Products and Services
Ac c o un T ec h S ys tem s , In c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78
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Warren, Gorham & Lamont has entered
the field of automated tax planning with
the WG &L Tax Planner, a pre -programmed system offering a simple way
to calculate and review tax alternatives
quickly and accurately. The series consists of two separate programs: one for
calculating income tax liabilities and
one for calculating estate and gift taxes.
Both modules have a customized calculator keyboard which is dedicated to tax
functions and which eliminates complicated input procedures allowing data to
be entered in any order —a unique tax
planning feature. In seconds, reviews
are complete and available in hard -copy
form. Phone (617) 423 -2020.

CADO Systems Corp, has developed a
comprehensive financial planning system that automates budgeting, forecasting, loan analyses, investment analyses,
cash flow analyses, and other "what -if"
analyses. Called BusiPlan, the new system generates analyses in tabular or
graphic displays or in printouts. BusiPlan enables budgeting and budget
analysis to be performed on current actuals. It provides side -by -side comparison of projected -to- actual figures, enabling planners to modify budgets and
project new year -end totals based on
current performance data. BusiPlan calculates forecasts for up to 99 levels of
operation. Planners can test financial or
business assumptions such as volume,
labor costs, price changes, or production capacity changes. Phone Joel Leslie, (213) 320 -9660.

Texas Instruments Inc. has introduced
a new series of calculators that include:
The TI -1766, a pocket -sized calculator
that runs on solar and light power; the
TI- Checkwriter, a handy calculator and
checkbook wallet package, that provides an easy way to organize personal
finances; the TI Converter that calculates and converts English and metric
measurements quickly. In addition:
three scientific calculators that provide
slide rule and statistical functions, and
two desk -top printer calculators, including one with a display. Write Texas Instruments Inc., Consumer Relations,
P.O. Box 53, Lubbock, Tex. 79408.

.

Management Information Corp. (MIC)
has developed and documented techniques that apply to the acquisition of
computer equipment. The report, "Financial Aspects of Computer Acquisition," is contained in MIC's Offrcemation Management subscription service,
or it can be purchased independently.
Topics covered include: an overview of
ways to acquire equipment; maintenance agreements; legal concerns; quantitative cost analyses; and how to calculate ROI, discounted cash flow, and
present value of cash outlays. Phone
(609) 428-1020.

ter & Associates, Inc. The Nonprofit
Accounting (NPA) System focuses on
the needs of organizations that are required to account for revenues and expenditures from grants, awards, endowments, tax revenues and other funding.
Encompassing general ledger accounting and payroll /accounts payable /cash
receipts, the system automatically links
all transactions to the general ledger.
The NPA System allows organizations
to maintain one checking account for
general funds and a second for payroll
without the threat of cash mingling.
Phone H. James Fillenwarth, Jr.,
(317) 257 -7561.

.

A computerized forecasting module
that uses current cost and constant dollar accounting techniques to assess the
future impact of inflation on a company's business operations has been added
to VSCOM -33, the timeshared current value compliance system of Comshare,
Inc. With the new module, users can
make realistic projections about the
health of their operations for up to five
years. Current -value analysis can be
used to support plans that strengthen
pay -off in areas such as cash flow, inventory control, capital expenditures
and pricing. Phone Linda M. Sandel,
( 313) 994 -4800, ext. 217.

countants quickly and easily to define
new screens and to modify existing
screen formats as required by accounting and financial management. Users
can extract any information available
within an application data base and
then perform calculations before the
base is displayed for management review and analysis. The new facility provides displays of information in foreign
languages, company logos, and other
descriptive data. Phone Chuck Swenson, (404) 262 -2376.

&

A lease analysis software package for
banks, leasing companies, investment
bankers, and major corporations has
been announced by National Information Systems, Inc. The system runs on
DECsystem -10 and 20 computers and is
available nationally on NIS' time -sharing services. QLM is a computer program designed primarily for the lessor's
analysis of the complex leveraged or single- source leases involving exact dating,
multiple deliveries with interim rents
and loans, multiple assets, terms up to
30 years, and unusual tax situations.
Phone Mary von Raesfeld, (408) 2577700.

I

I
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Call for your free copy today!

New! 1981
Local Metropolitan

Accounting
and Finance
Saln...rysurvey
Do you know how your salary compares with other
accounting professionals in your field of specialty —with
the same level of experience— working in your city, or in
other cities across the country? Are you being well paid for
what you do? Are salaries better elsewhere?
Now you can find out simply by calling today and asking
for a copy of our new 1981 Local Metropolitan Accounting
and Finance Salary Survey It's FREE!
Because your skills are very much in demand in a rapidly
growing field, this Survey is a valuable tool for helping you
evaluate your progress and current situation. It can also
help you make important decisions about where you wish
to specialize and where you wish to live.
Source Finance, the nation's largest non - franchised
recruiting firm specializing in the accounting profession,
publishes this valuable Survey annually as a service to
accounting people throughout the country

■ FRE E Rep o rt !
.
.

■
.
.

Callfo m la
San Francisco
415/956 -4740
Don Weinfurther, CPA
Call your nearest
Mountai n Vi ew
415969 -4990
Source Finance office today
DeVore. CPA
Los Angeles
213 385 -0333
Carl Miller, CPA
El Segundo
213 615.1100
_
Jett Chawenson, CPA
—
-°
Van Nuys
213 781 -1200
Rich Barrett, CPA
_
_
Newport Beach 714 975 0150
Roy Luna. CPA
m
AC C O Urf t
DkMCf of C okwnb la
`RFf KI1C@

- CkTYSUrvW
.
.

.
.
.
.

If unable to Call, write
Source Finance, Department A9
2 Northfield Plaza. Suite 227.
Northfield, IL 60093
(W hen writing. please be sure to
indicate home address and
Current position title)

Washington
202,822 -0100
Ted Bruccoleria, CPA
Colorado
Denver
303 571 -4200

Dick Mosek. CPA
Englewood
303 741 -25W
Jack Darnall. CPA
" o r &
Atlanta Downtown 404 523 -7000
Louis Boohaker, CPA
Atlanta
404'325 -7000
Eric May. CPA

The 1981 Survey shows current salaries in your
geographic area, other major metropolitan areas from coast
to coast, plus overall national averages. Salaries are shown
by career specialty in both public and industrial accounting.
Position levels surveyed range from Staff Accountant to
CPA Firm Partner and Chief Financial Officer.
As you will discover. this new Survey can be extremely
valuable in helping you make important career decisions
Call for your free copy today

''.'Source Finance
The nations largest non- franchised recruiting firm devoted
exclusively to the accounting and financial professions.
Client organizations assume our charges.

IfAkfoN
Chic ago
Jim Dooley, CPA
Rosemont
Jim Barton. CPA

312,372 -9192
312'698 -3730

Mass achuso fls
Eton
617 482 -7850
Eric Anthony, CPA
Welledeeyy
61 7 235 -3020
Mike O'Brien. CPA
MIo11{pan
Detroit
313:`259 -6616
Don Van Tiem, MBA

Southfield
Bob Luter. MBA
Mkill"Mmia
Minneapolis

313'352 -8860

Todd Hayden, CPA

Ml ao ur i
St. Louis

612 546 -4300

314 231-0910

(

PA
New Jersey
Edison
201 494 -2060
Tony Glennon. CPA

Mornslown
201 267.60W
Jim Cooney. CPA
Paramus
201 843 -2777
John V LoBue. CPA

.

Now York
Yochmity
N

.

.

CPA12',227.8484

•

New York City
Uptown)
212,935.3510
avid Tuft CPA
01110
Cleveland
216 874.4200
Jim Halloran. CPA
Texas
Dallas North
214:696.1500

■

Phil Allbritten
Dallas Downtown 214, 749 -1000
Mike Knight, CPA
Fort Worth
817 338 -4750

Charlie Pillow, CPA
Houston
713. 759.0180
Jim Johnson, CPA
Houston Norm
713 '957 -4111
Leon Fontana, CPA
Wisconsin
Milwaukee
414 347 -1650
Chris SCherrer, CPA

.
■
.

.
.
.

■
.
.

w
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If you've been hiring and rehiring for the same
accounting, financial or edp positions...
it's time to call Robert Half.
For many companies, constant turnover
can turn into a constant problem. At Robert
Half, we've found a solution. Our specialists
have been dealing exclusively with accounting, financial and edp professionals for more
than 30 years.

By using the latest techniques, we carefully evaluate each top candidate. That way
we can find you the right person the first
time, so you won't have to look again
another time. Have a turnover problem?
It's time to contact Robert Half.

9
9ROSERT SMUFSM
p accounting, financial and edp personnel specialists
NJ

ALBUQUERQUE • ALLENTOWN • ATLANTA • BALTIMORE - BIRMINGHAM • BLOOMINGTON (MINI - BOSTON • BUFFALO • CHICAGO • CINCINNATI - CITY OF COMMERCE (CA)
CLAYTON • CLEVELAND • CLIFTON (NJ) - COLUMBUS • DALLAS - DAVENPORT • DAYTON - DENVER • DES MOINES - DETROIT • FORT LAUDERDALE • FORT WORTH
• FRESNO -GRAND RAPIDS - GREENSBORO • HARTFORD • HAYWARD • HOUSTON • INDIANAPOLIS • JACKSONVILLE • KALAMAZOO • KANSAS CITY • LEXINGTON
• LONG ISLAND • LOS ANGELES • LOUISVILLE - MEMPHIS • MIAMI • MILWAUKEE • MINNEAPOLIS - NASHVILLE • NEW HOPE (MN) • NEW ORLEANS • NEW YORK OAK BROOK (IL) • OMAHA • ORANGE (CA) • ORLANDO • PALO ALTO • PHILADELPHIA - PHOENIX • PITTSBURGH • PORTLAND - PROVIDENCE - RICHMOND • SACRAMENTO
STLOUIS - ST. PAUL • SALT LAKE CITY • SAN ANTONIO • SAN FRANCISCO • SAN JOSE • SCHAUMBURG (IL) • SEATTLE • SPRINGDAL.E (OH) - STAMFORD (CT) • TAMPA • TULSA
• WALNUT CREEK (CA) -W ASHINGTON D.C. - WILMINGTON
CANADA: CALGARY • TORONTO - VANCOUVER - GREAT BRITAIN: BIRMINGHAM • LONDON
C 1901 R -H INTERNATIONAL, INC

